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THE PEN S LV
~

IA DUTCH HARVEST HOME

w England had Ih Thanbg l\'lng, Pen nl>yh'al1lH It~
l1 arye~1 [J OIlW , The ~rll England fe!:>lm11, which has brcom thr ~allOnal ThanbglYlng on lhe la t Thursda~' f
-ol'rmLrr, (-rlc'bralrd thr l'Jlgnm F at hrr ' gratitude for
d('hw'rancr 111 Ihr nrw hOll1rlanc!. Becau"r . -ew Englandrl;;, folloll'lIlg lhr Puni an (rath IOn, refu~ d (0 c('1 brute
' hn "tl11a~, Thanbgll'lng brcame for th(,111 a ~of' i a l f ,t iYa l,
1\'Ilh fanllh' rrunlon" <l nd (urkr~ dll1ner", which took (11('
plaer of th forl)l(ldrn (,hn~tl11as f ~t l l";d, 1I arl'r::;t lJol11r,
on t lw othrr ha nd , lI'a'" a ~umn1(' r or ('a rl~ aut umn fr~hyal,
held b\ Pr nn "yha ni a'f; "Ci ay Dut (' h"-t h Lutheran a nd
Refo rnlC'd-1I1 (,rlrbration of .od" go !ne, to th m in
harye,,( time ,
PennSl'h 'HllIa '" 11:In'(':-t 110l11r lias oncr-in (hr fanning
va ll ry \I('~t of thr 1 rlall a rr, 1110rr IInporta nt (0 Penn ~yl
yanlU farll1er~ of ])lI teh (ongu (han (he TOI'r mh r Th anbglVlI1g Day, Ilhleh \HI." lookrd upon as a dubiou HIHI
U J1I1('('(', sary, almof;l r(' '('nted, Yankrr gift.
Lu(hrrans and
Hrformcd ('rlc,lmtlpd Chnstma, a nd g:1\ (' tlwlr thank... to

Cod for lh
ummer h<\ITe~t at theIr annual Ha fl'e~t
Home, lIr nce for many ye~r~ thel' felt no need of cele1>ratlDg (he Yankee ThanbO'jyinO',
The Du(chman ca ll d lIan 'e t I-l ome either Arn-karnch
(ht rall~' , lIa n 'est hureh or IIarve t ervice) or Ambrcdrllch (1 larw t emlon ). At (he en 'ice, held on a
::-:unday or a II' r k lay, anYlI'h re from mid ummel' through
ea rl y autumn, th countr~' churchc II' r lavi hly decorated
II'lth gr nr ry, cornsta lks, , hrave of wheat, loaye of bread,
and th fruit.; :1 nd \'rO' tablr~ of the han'cst. It was almo~t
as If thr fidd a nd (he fo re t had come to hureh,
Th phot og ra ph a bow :<holl':' a Penn ~yh'a nia church decor:\ (('d for Il a rl'{d Homr gome ime in (he l enO' 01' a round
th turn of thr ('rntulT , ] t i from the author's c Ilection
and has nCI'rr I do r(' bC'rn Jlubh::1 h d, .\dditional photo,
and :1 ('omplrtC' hi ~ tor~' of Pennsylvania', ha rvest fe tival
cus(oms ('an br [ound JI1 th ar(icle, " IIarYe ' t IIome," in
P I1l1sylvalllCl /t'olklije. Yo!. lX , '0, -l (Fall 195 ),2-11 ,no~ YOl>EH ,
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Drinking fiask, (lallon jug, alld gix'-qllart jug. Th e term "jug," inciden tally, in America means a receptacle which
can be closen al the lop by mean of a cork; in England it meal/t the wide-mouthed container which we call a
pilcher.

Cake jars : Th e depressed portion of the top of the first is glazed with Albany
lip. Cakes are said to have kep t unusually well in these stone containers.

STONEWAREStepchild of Early Pottery
BY EARL F. ROBACKER
It i hardly debatable that most of t h housekeeping
paraphernalia of times gone by, especially t he utensils and
other trappinO' of t he kitchen, were de iO'ned b~' men; it
s -em imp robable t hat any woman would "'illingly haw
brought into ex i tence the cum bersome iron pots, the unwieldy clay ve~sel , and t he out-size, massive ladles, forks,
and dip pers necessa ry for open-hea rth preparation of food.
P erhaps women were more muscular in the olden days, or
perhaps they had no alte rn ative but to bow to t he inevitable
in t he use of ponderous kitchen equipmen t. Certa in it is,
however, t hat while an active man could probably have
endured easily the phy ical stress and strain of getting meals
nod running t he household with the equipmen t of the times,
it i something of a minor miracle that women could and
did do it.
Among t he heavy objects which had to be used every day
were variou large crock, jar, jug, and pots baked in
hundred of different kilns up and down t he seaboard- made
of a number of different kinds of clay and with a dozen
degree of p rofessional competence, but having in common
a gray surface, blue decoration, and a grainy glaze aptly
df cribed, b cau e of its textu re, a "orange peel" glaze.
Generally ~ peak in g, these a rticles a re given t he designation
of salt-glaze ware or, more accu rately, blue decorated, salt2;lazed gray stonewa re. They are almost always of pondervus weight and ubstance, but it should be no ted t hat even
a t t hei r heaviest they are likely to be \Yell proportioned.
ince one of the first things any pioneering community
did was to put its potter to work, and since t hese potters,
given different types of clay with which to operate, were
likely to turn out greatly varying products, we should probably try to put t hi stonewo rk into some kind of perspective
with its forerun ner , its contemporaries, and its succes ors
Earliest among native clay utensils in P ennsylvani a were
article of red ware-apple-butter pots, mug~, pitcher, milk

IJowls, etc. Called red ware beca use it emerged from the kiln
a bri ck r d which deepened lowly to da rker to nes, eventunll y becoming almost black, thi ware has long been co nsidered as typically P ennsy lvania Dutch as anything could
be. It wa glazed inside or out ide, or both, acco rding to
its intended use; it was decorated with slip or by sgra ffito
(i.e., in cised ) technique, or allowed to remain "so"-devoid
of decoration.
omparable clay ve els were made in ew York, in ew
.Tel' ey, and most pa rticula rly in Connecticut; in Maryland,
in Virginia, and in Georgia. In some case it is difficult to
~tate with conviction t hat a piece is of Virginia or of
Connecticut provenance-but it is very often possible to
say that it is not P ennsylvanian because, while the form a nd
proportions may be " righ t," the co lor is not. Only in
f ennsyl vnnia did there eem to be ju t t he appropriate
amo un t of iron in the clay-as in the so il generally-to give
the distin ctive red tone found in P enn sylvania pottery and
J,owhere else . (See " P ennsylvania R edware" in the Penney/vania D utchman, F all-Winter i sue, 1956-57 .)
Redlmre mayo r may not have been the earl iest pottery
ma de here by the European colonist. If it i the earliest,
the gray stoneware we are con idering made its appearance
very shortly afterwa rds. It i curious that while a strong
romant ic aura seem to attach to early red wa re, com paratiyely little t hought or publicity ha been given to tone\Yare; it is almo t as though a black sheep in t he family
we re being kept in t he background . Yet we know that in
P enn ylvania t he Vickers pottery at CaIn, Chester County,
was operative as early as 1740 ; that between 1740 and 1760
pottery was bing made at the Cloisters, at Ephrata; tha t
Co nrad J\I 1mbauer, in H aycock Township, Montgomery
'ounty, wa at work in 1760 ; t hat a pottery was operating
nt Wrigh tstown in 1763. Outside P enn ylvania the Moravians at alem in North arolina were making pottery
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A pair of pitchers with a
three-pint capacity each. The
sgrafJito {{John A. Roats" on
the second u'as probably a
designation for the owner
rather than for the potterand "Roats" may well have
been "Rhodes," spelled as it
was pronounced in the Pennsylvania D utchland!

in 1774, and in ew York the early members of the celebrated Croliu and Remney (both names variously spelled)
clans were at work in 1775. What is of prime significance
in each case i that, while it i red ware that is fir t mentioned
in connection with these enterprises, stoneware was being
made at the ame time. One learns about it, however, only
parenthetically, as a kind of after-thought.
Redware, as we have noted, gets its color from iron
present in the clay. It is more or less porou , and since
it is fired at a low heat tends in addition to be somewhat
fragile. In fact, it is only the glaze which makes red ware
practical a receptacles for liquids. Our generation find it
beautiful, and to a collector its porousness is ordinarily
nothing to be concerned about. In its own day, perbap
nobody but the potter was concerned with its esthetic
qualities-and even he may not have giv n the matter
conscious thought.
A different set of characteristics is to be found in toneware. Its color is uniformly a light-to-medium gray, for
the simple reason that most of it wa made from clay wbich
came from the ame gigantic clay bed-a region extending
omefrom outh Amboy, rew Jersey, to taten Island.
times called "blue" clay, this raw material was fine in texture
and uniform in quality. It was widely exported, making it
way up the Hudson to rural ew York and acro s to New.
Hampshire, south to Georgia, and west to Ohio. Where
variations in color exi t in stoneware, it is almo t always
becau e the blue clay has been adulterated or eked out with
a local product. Thus, tones of buff, yellow, or brown
sometimes make stoneware look like an entirely different
genre of pottery.
toneware is fired at a high temperature-something in
exce s of 2100 degrees Fahrenheit. This intense heat bakes
4

The stamp d impre sion on this tall jar i wlllslIally
clear. The ears, or handle, when set clo e to the
jar in this way are tronger than tho e which are
free- tanding.

Whim ical pIeces of thi kind are u ually
the gem oj any collection. One can b7it
spec/llate on the "Oh ilJy?"-as applied to
the dog. the woman, 01' possibly the bustle.
The cm·touche at the top reads "J. B. PJaltzgraff, York, Pa."

J

Batter jar in gallon size. It is marked ({Evan B. Jones, Pittston, Pa." on the side opposite the spout. The tin cover which
was standard equipment on these pancake jars is missing.

tone glaze with an interesting and apparently early
design. Th e buff tone oj the jug indicates a local
addition to the gray J ersey clay. It i stamped "H .
Weston, Ho nesdale, Pa."

it hard, destroys its porosity, gives it strength, and almo~t
does away with the need for a glaze. In fact, stoneware
made from Jersey clay approaches glass in its capacity to
resist the absorption of moisture. (It should be noted that
stoneware clays of satisfactory quality do exist away from
the Jersey blue bed-near Greensboro, Penn ylvania; in the
vicinity of Akron , Ohio; and in Clay County, Indiana, to
name but a few.)
At 2100 degrees, all colors but one will bake out of any
decoration attempted on stoneware-the one being the blue
produced by oxide of cobalt. This handicap did not afflict
th e deco rator of red ware, who managed to get a considerable
variety of color under or with his glaze: green, yellow,
brown, cream, and black. As used by the potters, the blue
was created by grinding to du t a vitrified product created
by burning cobalt ore and and. This dust wa then incorporated in a "slip," a mixture of clay and water about the
consi tency of cream, and applied to the "biscuit" or raw
clay object. There was no opportunity, in applying the
colored slip, to correct a faulty brush stroke; the instant
the slip was applied the color struck home in about the
same way ink penetrates a blotter. In some good, early
pieces, potters took the time to incise an outline of the
design, filling in the color very carefully. Later, almost all
the artistry was performed with a brush, freehand.
Jot
all potters ground their own cobalt; it was beina- produced
and traded in Connecticut as early as 17 7.
Glazing pottery by the use of common salt seems to have
been an English di covery. One John Dwight, of Fulham,
England, used sa lt to glaze his white,,·are pottery at least
as early as 1671. The secret of this slightly grainy glaze
\Va jealously guarded for some time, but the secret could

not be kept and many ~ (afford 11Ire pott r werc u Illg a
aU glaze before th end of the 17th C ntury.
The method I imple : A quantity of common nit is
thrown by handful into the kiln midway in th proc . of
tiring th green clayware. The alt vaporize alma t instantly and combine wit h th silica in the clay to form a
glaz which i actually fu. cd to th stoncwnr('. ( t til('
t mperature at which "tonewa re i. fired, th I ad glaz(' \I . rd
in redwar would b ab orbed into the clay.)
It wa actually the lead glaze whICh eem to ha\'c don('
away with redware practically everywhere except III 1 nnylvania. Vinegar and other acid
taded their carro ive
action by eating away the glaze on any imperfectly coy red
'pot-a nd people f('ared th poi onou eiTect of lead. It is
curiou to note that, while even a!itt! lead \Va pre urn rl
to be dangerou , the am hou" wive who di card d their
lead-glazed redwa r for ,alt-glaz d tonewar pre rved
pickle by h a tinO' th(' Yin ga r in a bra . keWe a n I lett ing
the pickles ' t.1nd III til(' container until th d . ir('d tone of
green wa obtained!
It may bl' that the Penn ylvanian did not fear lead
poi oning, or It ma~' hE' that tb y w re imply Ie prone
than others to change a familiar practi.
r, it i not at
all impo_ ible that tb y imply hk d th warm appearance
of r dwar b t t r than they did th gray and cold, if antiseptic, toneware. Th romantici t would probably prefer
this latter explanation,

A stone churn of four-gallon capacity. unmarked.
and a covered meal jar marked "Wm. Moyer."

A very ('arly jar. 1cith h('ov!
applied decoration. Found il
II a!l'ley, Pennsylvania. it mal
o.r may not be of Pennsyl
vania origin.

Pickle jars-very often with double incised line at top and a
heol'Y inside slip gloze in yellou'i. h brown are seldom marked.
fi

Not gray stoneware! The
flask is of yellow clay, but
has a salt glaze; the 7'edUXt7'e cro(' k i unglazed 01ltside, lead glazed inside; the
little pint jug is glazed
with Albany slip.

Just as one particular clay wa considered the ne pl1lfJ
ultra for stoneware, 0 one wa considered best for a li p
glaze when such was de ired. This wa t he celebrated
" Albany lip," a fine clay found a long t he upper Hudson.
alt-O'lazed ves els were often set in the kiln mouth to
mouth, to save pace in the firing. Under uch condition ,
the salt would glaze only the outside of t he ves el, an d so
the inside· would fir t be lTiven a lip glaze-preferably t he
Albany lip., which produced a ri ch brom1 color. Albany
lip wa al 0 used for categorie of pottery other t han the
(·n e und er considerat ion here.
The blue design on stonewa re range from t he crude and
the amateu ri h to the highl y competent . Ea iest to achieve
were simpl e fea th er or plume pra~' s. These, in conn ection
with imple fl ower forms, took on t he a pect of foliage.
Among flower, the 1'0 e i most likely to be well done.
Bird were ometimes depicted, but Ie
frequently t han
they were on late r lip-glazed crock and jars. When the
maker 's name appea red , it was u ually impre ed by a tamp
while t h e clay ,\"a till moist and pliable. B eside t he name.
th e potter's add res was som etimes given, and now and then
a special ca rtou che or "touch" identifying the output of the
pottery. The capacity of crocks and jugs wa often indicated by n stamped, drawn , or incised numera l. In later
years, stenci l \\'ere often used to apply t he color.
toneware i to be found in great variety-but with the
la rge, h eavy, utilitarian pieces way out a head. There seems
to be a ve el for every hou ~ e hold need, from butter churns
&nd crock to jugs for molas es and vinegar or spirits, and
pots for mincemeat, pickle" a nd ~o on. As wa the ca e
with rectware, the potter sometim e indulged hi fan cy by
making one-of-a-kind ornamental object~-pe nny bank,
lOYS, a nd t he Jik r.
Like redware, ho\\'cvcr, toncware had it day and ceased
to be. As long as it ,,'a thrown on t he potter's wheel, each
piece h ad the charm of an individu al creation , a nd the
occa ional lopsided ne
or oth er irregularitie merely lent
a n endearing cha racte r to t he work of the a r t i an. However, by the end of the 19th 'ent ury the old-time potters
were di appearing. Glas receptacle, as well a tho e of
china 0 1' por celain, enameled ware, and a great variety of
household container were a nita r)" ea y to handle, and
ligh t in weight, They effectively put an end to t he day-

by-day u e of the heavy tone\\"a re which had been a rou nd
o long.
All this is not to say t hat clay jugs a nd jars and pot a re
no IOJwer made. They a re made-often in a n off-whi te and
brown combination , in hape which app roximate those of
their to ne\\'are prototypes, but they a re mass-produced and
for t he most part lacking in anv appea ling quality. Cert:::i nly they have as yet ca t no spell over the a ntiques
collector!
R ea ders in tere ted in pu rsuing further the sub.i ect of
slOn ewa re will find the fo ll owing volume of help:
l3arber, Edwin Atlee, Tulip Ware of the Pennsylvania German Potters. Philadelphia: Th e P enn ylvani a Mu eum .
1903.
Bridenbaugh, Carl, Th e Colonial Craftsman.
ew York :
New Y ork University Pre , 1950.
Clement , Arthur W ., Our Pioneer Potters.
ew York :
Published by the a u thor, 1947 .
Com stock , H elen, Ed., The Concise Encyclopedia of American Antiques, Vol. 1. New York: Hawt horne Books, not
dated. Good section on ston ewa re, but t he writer appears
to lea n h eavil y on R am ay, q.V.
Chri ten en, Erwin 0., Early American D esigns, Ceramics.
Ne\\' York: Pi t man Publi shing Corporation, 1952.
Chri sten sen , Erwin 0 ., The Index of Am rican D esign. New
York: M acm illan, 1950. B oth t he Chri ten en book are
noted for their excell ent illustrations.
LlChten . Frances, Folk Art of R ural Pennsylvania.
ew
York: Charles cribner'
on,] 946.
R a m ay, John, American Potters and Pottery. Boston:
CU, hman and Flint, 1939. T extual materi al i excellent;
~y. tem of indexing potters and potterie~ hard to follow.
Rice, A . H., a nd toudt, John B aer, Th e henandoah
Pottery.
tra burg, Virginia:
henandoah Publishing
I-louse, 1929. More or less subj ective in treatment, but
a good r eference work.
pargo, John, Early American Pottery and China. New
York: Century, 1926 . Probably the "standard" work
on pottery,
W atkins, Lura Wood ide, Early New England Potters and
Their Wa res. Cambridge: Harva rd
niver sity Press,
1950.
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By ALEXANDER MAR HALL
The la t quarter of the 19th Century brought a wave of
hi torical remini cence to the nited tate.
videnced in
the Centennial-the nation' one hundredth birthday-and
111 the new county hi tories of the 1 70' and 1 0', it wa
al a found on the local level in recollection of the older
inhabitants which from time to time appeared in the county
new papers.
One of the be t of the e deal with rural life in northwestern hester ounty, Penn ylvania, in the upper Brandywine Valley, in the period 1 00-1 25. Two article arc
IIlYolved-one by ",! \Ionitor" entitled "Habits and Ianners
of the People of Chester ounty 75 Year Ago," whicb
appeared in the Daily Local ews of We t Chester, December 15, 20, and 2 , 1 77, ~lnd January 5 and 12, 1 7. The
otber, entitled "The Day of Auld Lang yne, Recollect i n.
of How eh tel' ounlian Farmed and Lived Three- core
Year
go," i signed by lexander Mar hall.
ince they
are obviou Iv from the . arne pen, \\-jth orne item expandrd
and some m-inimal duplication, I have included both under
the latter title. Together they give u an unmatched picture'
of pioneer life among the cotch-Iri<h Pre. b~,terian of the'
upper Brandywine Valley in the opening year of the 19th
Century.
In 1 77 Alexander Jar hall wa one of the olrle t re ident of W t he tel'. Born 1arch 23, 1797, in We. t
antmeal, now "\ allace Town 'hip, he tel' minty, he "'athe on of Alexander Iar hall, 1'., a native of Gla go\\',
cotland, :md a "flax-hackleI''' by trade, \\'ho miO'rated to
Penn ylvania ju t aft I' the rlo. e of the Revolution and
ettled in Che tel' County. IT e wa married to Jane J ohnton to whom he had 11 children, 6 .on and 5 dmJ<Thter.,
of w'bom AI~xander, Jr., 'va the fifth.
Alexander 1ar hall, Jr .. grew up on the farm, krpt
country tore, conducted a nur ery bu ine. an I a brick
manufacturing plant, dited farm and litrrar~' paprr. in
Che tel' ountv
rv d a Ju tice of the Pea e, and wa
elected lerk ~f' the Orphan' ourt of he. tel' ount~· in
he. tel' . In Futhe~' and
1 45 "'hen h mov d to We, t
CoP~'s Histo1'Y (If Chester County. P 1l11.1I1vania (Philadelphia, 1 1), he wa de cribpd b~' the ditor. a. "[1 hApp~'
type of the old-school gentlemAn," and "the aIde. t m:m
living in the county who 11[1. been conn cted with t11<'
pre"
v ral hi~toricAI .ketch by him appear d in the'
history. TIc was ala, with the printer Jathan iegfrie'd.
fouuder of The Literary Casket and General IntelligenceI'.
1 29-1 :30. publi hed at the Yellow prings, no\\' he. tel'
pring.
He died in West he tel', July ]7, 1 1. An obituar~'
appeared in thr Daily Local News for July 1 ,1 1.
ee
also Futhey and ope, op. cit., pp. 17 , 329, 411, and 652.
Our thanks to the Ch tel' ounty IIi torieAI ociety for
permi~sion to reprint the, e invaluable articlr . -Don Yoder

H ABIT Al D 1\IA
ER OF T H E PEOPLE
OF CITE. TER 0 NTY 75 YE R AGO

Corre pondence of th e
Daily Local New, December 15, 1877
I
1\Jr. Editor:-I cannot peak with certainty of the whole
extent of thr county, but of a boyi h acquaintance of an
agricultural di trict embracinO' about ten miles in diameter,
northwe t of Downingtown.
The inhabitant can i ted of Iri h, catch, Engli hand
the de cendant of the said nationalitie. T hey were O'enerally Pre byterian -and war hipped at Brandywine Manor,
under the p'a toral care of Rev. athan Grier . A many
of the congregation re ided five or six miles from the place
of war hip, t\\'o ~ervice were held every unday, with an
intermi, ion of twenty or thirty minute between them.
Bu t two famili
in the cong! egation had carriage. The
people went to meeting either on hal' eback or on foot. It
was very common for a man and hi wife to ride on the
Ame hal' e, he in the addle and she on a mall quilt, or
orne ubstitute for it, behind him. ometime the husband
would ride on one hor e ,,,ith a little bo~' or girl behind him,
and the wife on another hal' e with an infant on her lap
and a boyar girl behind her; thu the whole family would
go to meeting. 'unday, cheal had not then been introduced, nor for many year afterward. Tract ocietie~ and
Bible ocietie preceded the unday chool and payed the
way for it. There were no tramp in those day, that i~
an outgro\\'th of later and more refined ciyilization. Very
• trict econ my \\'a practiced, and nece.saril~' o.
heep
\I'eI' kep on' very farm, the wool \"a colored, carded and
pun in the family, \\' 0" at a f1rm hou e in the vicinity, and
hAd to be taken mAny mile, to he pulled; from thi the
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T h e ilIu Ira tion for thi article come
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family were clothed in winter. Flax was grown on every
farm; broke, swingled, hatcheled and spun in the family,
wove in the neighborhood, bleached and made up for family
wear.
The greatest kindnes and good neighbor hip existed
among the people. They helped each other in harvest until
all the grain was secured. If one had a calf, a lamb or a
mutton to kill, he would keep but one-quarter at home and
send three-quarter to his different neighbors. No account
was kept of this; it was sure to be returned in kind. And
at the Fall butchering distributions were made in the same
way; beef, pork and sausages were distributed with a liberal
hand, which were sure to be returned in kind. No weighing
was resorted to, nor any account kept of these things.
Fruits of different kinds were tlistributed in the same liberal
manner. . Chopping matches once were COl=on in the
Autumn. Five or six neighbors would collect by invitation
at one farm on an afternoon, cut and split as much fire wood
a would serve for the Winter and get a good supper. On
another afternoon the same parties would cut and split
wood for another of the parties, and so on until all were
served. Corn husking were conducted in the evenings in
the same manner, at these the daughters would participate,
and if a young man got a red ear of corn, it was a sure
pas port for a kiss from some of the young ladies in the
company. If a young lady got a red ear, it was modestly
concealed. A farmer of that day would have considered
it highly offensive to be offered pay for his surplus fruit,
it was a sou rce of pleasure to have it to give away .

The bolts and latches on house doors were mostly made
of wood. The latch string then was a reality and had a
meaning when it hung out, as it usually did. The people
ate rye bread and corn mush and milk. Very little wheat
was grown, just an acre or so well manured, for cakes and
pies. Liming land was just begun as an experiment, and
soon made its mark on the farming interests of the neighborhood; and plaster of Paris was about being introduced. As
good crops are grown there now, as in most other sections
of the county, and the people live as well and show other
signs of prosperity.
10 ITOR.
II

Daily Local News, December 20, 1877
Their plows had wooden mould boards; corn cultivators
had not then been invented. For harrowing corn they
used the ~pike two-horse harrow, with the middle teeth
taken out, and one horse walked on each side of the row of
corn; a boy followed after to straighten up the corn that was
covered or displaced.
There is not much improvement in the farm horse from
that day to this, except that t.he present one is larger and
heavier. The farm horse of that time was something after
the style of the English hunter, some mixed with the Canadian blood , all active and suited to the saddle or the plow.
The farmer raised all his own stock and had some to sell.
The price of horses ranged at between thirty and fifty
dollars, and if an extra fine one sold for one hundred dollars
it was talked of all over the neighborhood, and people would

TWO ON A HOR SE. The
husband and wife many times
horsebacked together.
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FLAILING IN THE BARN,
a winter task.
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go rmile ] to see it.
ow were of the common crub or
native breed, and ome very good milkers among them;
they sold from ten to fifteen dollar each. wine were of the
long no e, long legged, and flat ided breed, and killed at
one and a half and two year old.
heep were of the
common breed-there were no Ierinoe, Bakewell, outhdowns, nor ot wold .
Rye, wheat and oat were thre hed with flails, and somE:
were beginning to tramp out with hor e. Corn wa helled
on a pade or , hovel on the end of a wa hing tub, and
sitting astride of it, with a grain bag folded for a cu hion.
in the
Apple paring and boiling apple butter parti
Autumn were occa ions of great amusement for the young
were
people.
opper and bra kettle for the purpo
carce and loaned from one family to another. One family
owned one that would hold R barrel. Thi was in great
demand. In the arne family wa a middle-ag d Iri h
woman named ally, and he had to go with the copper
kettle to ee that it wa properly taken care of and not
burnt.
alJy had a large tock of gho t storie which he
delighted to tell and wa eagerly li tened to, and made uch
an impre ion on the smaller member of the family that
they were afraid to go to bed by them lve. A part of
the apple butter alway accompanied the kettle hom as
a thank-offering.
The pinnmg wheel wa an in titution of much importance a a hou ehold implement in the way of dome tic
indu try, and also for it mu 'ical qualitie. In the vening
when a lighted candle was placed on the little round candle
stand in the itting room and two or thr e flax pinners
at around it with their wheel, at full speed, the mu ic wa
charming. The . pinning of flax wa an art not ea y of
attainment by every on to 1 ach. To spin yarn f three
dozen "cuts" to the pound rrquired an adept in th art,
and a much brain , as good an eye, and a delicate a touch
of the finger, a to play on the I iano.
H half a dozen uch flax spinn rs as we had then, with
their wheels, were to occupy the platform of our I-Iorticultural IIall of an evening, they would draw a larger crowd
of people than the best concert that can be gotten up at
this time.
pinning was then a trade, young women went
out to spin by the we k. Tw lve " uts" was a day's work,
, ix dozen a w ek' work, "hich was generally accomplished
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in five day . ometimes a farmer' wife would end out to
each of her neighbor' daughters enough flax to make a dozen
cuts, to be .pun and brought home on the afternoon of a
certain day named; the girls would spin the yarn and take
it home at the appointed time, get a di h of tea, have a
plea ant C~'1.t and warm up previou acquaintances. In the
evening the yOWlg men would convene by invitation and
have a pleasant time--thi wa termed a "spinning bee,"
and the lady of the hou e thought he had gotten her yarn
pun very cheap.
The tow from the hatchel wa also spun into yarn by a
lower movement of the pinning wheel; eight "cut" of
thi were called a dozen; part of it was colored ,vith copperas and wove in tripe. This was made into trousers
for men and boys, and worn without suspenders. The
trou er were made broad-faU, with the left hand corner
sewed fast to the waist band, one button at the right hand
corner and one button on the wai tband; they were of mettle, with eyes, and imported. One pocket on the right hand
side.
u penders had not then come into fashion.
MO ITOR.

III
Daily Local Jew, December 2 , 1 77
Althouo-h the working clothe of the people were of the
coar er and cheaper quality de cribed, they had better and
finer ones for unday to go to meeting, and took good care
of them, making one suit la many year. The e were of
imported tuff and co t money. The older men wore
breeches with ilver knee buckle, long tocking and fair
top boot ; the vest were worn very long with colloped
point at the bottom. The women u ually had ilk for a
wedding dre which wa worn afterward only on o-reat
occa ion ; calico wa their u tomary unday dre.
orne
had their ilk dre e made with train to \Yeep the ground.
For petticoat they wore a stuff chained with flaxen yarn
and filled with wooilen, called lin ey wool ey, a hort gown
over thi wa a comm n every day wear; the . hort o-own
wa something imilar to the modern acqu .
Th re were no . hoe tore ; the farmer went to the tanyard and bought ole-leath r, upp r do ., and calf- kin. The
ho maker came to th farm hou to make shoe for the
f:lmily, which would
metime d tain him one, two, or

three weeks, while several other families were waiting for
him to make their shoes. Af:er making all the new shoes,
he would half- ole and mend up t he old ones. These protracted vi it , he wa ca lled on to make twice a year, pring
and Fall . Women's feet were then satisfied with good calfskin shoes, and leather trings. Values at that time [were]
estimated hy pound, shilling;:; and pence. tore good were
all sold at prices named in this way-tlone shilling and
tenpence, ha'penny, three and ninepence, seven and sixpence." The cu rrency in circulation was panish dollars,
halves, quarters, eighths, and sixteenths. The change from
English to- F ederal currency was just about taking place and
the storekeepers marking their goods in dollars and cents;
this was a great annoyance to shoppers. When the price
was told in cents, they could not readily estimate it in pence
and decide whether it was cheap or dear, and did not know
what piece of money to offer in payment. Women often
talked this matter over and complained about it.
Men and boys clothing were made up on the same system
as their shoes; the tailor would come to the farm house,
measure, cut, and make the garments, and be detained a
week or more. The tailor a nd shoemaker were a sort of
newspaper, \yhat gossip t hey collected in one family they
wou ld detail in the next, and gather a little more for the
third . There had been no new paper published in Chester
County until about that time. The writer well remembers
of Charles M.owry calling on his father, soliciting subscribers for the tltemperate Zone." He promised to do that as
soon a the time expired for which he had paid for the
"Pennsylvania Gazette," published in Philadelphia, he
would then take Mr. Mowry's paper. It would have been
extravagant for a farmer then to take two newspapers at
the same time. The "Pennsylvania Gazette" was a weekly
paper, not so large as the Local News.
Floor carpets had not then come into use whilst oak
boa rds were u ed for flooring and the floors were scrubbed
every Sat urday and sometimes oftener and ornamented with
pewter sand in the shape of birds, flowers, stars, &c., this
required some dexterity of hand a well as inventive genius
of the brain.
Easter Sunday was looked forward to as a coming event
of great importance, t he boys watching hens' nests and

hidiog eg"s, and mothers complaining that they were getting no eggs to send to the tore. On the morning of that
day the boys would come into the kitchen with their hat
full of eggs, and the one who could count the large t number wa the be t fellow. Then the boiling and coloring
commenced th rough much excitement. Onion hells or
walnut hulls were used for coloring, some initial letters
were first marked on the egg. with tallow to prevent that
part from taki ng the color, and other fancy mark were
used.
[MO ITOR.]

IV
Daily Local New, J anuary 5, 1 7
Farmer tu rned out to the roads and woods in the spring
of the year, as soon as t he gra s began to grow and the
trees put out buds, cattle, sheep and colts. Each farmer
had his particular ear-mark fo r his calves and sheep, and
sometimes s\vine. Cow bells were put upon the cattle and
sheep bells on the sheep. The cows that gave milk were
hunted up every evening, unless t hey came home voluntarily ; this was a job for t he cow boy.
Cooking was done on t he hearth of a large fire place in
t he ki tchen. An iron crane was erected on hinges on one
side of t he fi re place so as to swing over the fire; from this
was suspended chains or hooks on which to hang the pots
and kettle-. Roastino- and sometimes baking was done in
Dutch ovens, they had cast iron lid , t urned up all around,
so as to hold live coals of fire to furnish the top heat. Mush
and milk constitu ted the common everyday supper for the
fa rmers' families; the mush was made about t he middle of
the afternoon so as to boil it thoroughly, and then the pot
wa raised a few links higher to keep it warm until supper
time. Butter, meat and chee<;e were eaten with bread, but
only one at a time ; to have eaten both butter ancl meat at
the ame time would have been extravagant. Rye properly
prepared was a substit ute for coffee. This was used only
for breakfast. Real coffee was used for strangers-sometimes half and half.
F a rmers' wive and daugh ters were always een in the
harvest fi elds, and made full hands at reaping and hay
making ; they would sometimes work in the field until ten

THE SHOEMAKERS AND
TAILOR
BOAR D E D
AROUND, L I KE THE
COUNTRY SCHOOLMASTER .
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HARVE T TIME. The line of cradler advances and the women follow with rakes. Note barefooted water-carrier under the tree to left.

o'clock, and then go to the hou e and get dinner for a dozen
hand by twelve o'clock, and be ready to go out again at
two o'clock; there were no di p ptics then.
Doctors were few and far between. The writer knew of
but two within reach, and they lived eight mile apart.
The accouchment of women was generally attended to by
mid wive who had attained ome kill in the profe ion
A man miaht be seen once in a while galloping along the
road with a midwife on hi hor e behind him in po t ha t ,
much to the amusement of tho e not interested. The midwife's fee was one dollar, wherea the doctor' would be
from three to five dollar . The midwives doctored many
of the small children, and would tay everal days to nur e
them.
The smaller children sat on the floor to eat their meals
until they were large enough to stand at the table and
handle a knife and fork or spoon, and when they had grown
large enough to sit on a common chair and eat like other
people, they were permitted to do 0 at the table. There
were no high baby chair at that time, and when strangers
visited the family the children all waited until the grown-up
people had all eaten, and then they were duly provided
for. It was the same way when one family vi ited another;
the children of both families would wait until the grown-up
people had eaten, and then th y were served in such manner
as suited their ages.
Children were taught to be obed ient to their parents and
mannerly to all they m t. On their way to and from
school, or elsewhe re, they were in tructed that if they met
anyone, to say "good morning ir," or "good morning
ma'am," a the case might be, and in the evening to say
"good vening," and ay it r pectfully. The teacher al 0
12

felt it a part of hi duty to instruct in good manners and
poli teness; he would ometimes in truct the boys how to
make a bow in going into company, and the girl how to
make a courte y, and would repeat these exercises until he
wa satisfied of their proficiency.
MONITOR.
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Daily Local

ew, January 12, 1 7

In conclu ion, we will gather up such crumbs a have
dropped by the wayside, and omitted in their proper place
In the summer time on a fine unday morning three or
four women or girls might be een walking three or four
miles barefooted on their way to meeting, carrying in their
hands, tied up in a handkerchief, their shoes and tocking [,1
and when within a half a mile of the meeting-hou e, turn
aside into it wood to a trcam of water, wash their feet
and put on their stockinas and hoes; thi wa not done so
much for economy as to make the better appearance at
meeting, for they would wear them all the way home.
When familie vi ited each other, when there was now,
it was mo tly done on two-hor e led , ome few familie8
had two-horse sleigh ; but one-hor e sleigh had not then
been invented.
Much of the corn was shelled in the evening , in the
kitchen, and the little boys would exerci e their architectural
skill in building cob houses and enjoyed it very much.
Every man wa hi own banker, his afe wa a tockin a
leg tied at E:ach end with a bag string made of thrums and
depo ited in the bottom of a chest, and more secure there
than would be now in a burglar-proof afe.
Pewter plates and spoon were u ed in common for every

day. Some families had moulds for running spoons, and
when they got broke or badly bent, would melt them in the
fire shovel and mould them over again. Almost every family
had a set of china, or porcelain ware, but the e were too
costly for common use; they were all imported. Some of
the pewter plates were heirlooms t hat had passed through
several generations-some even grace the kitchen cupboards
of the present day. Some of the table knives were made
extra wide at the point, and rounded on the back, so as
to be a good substitute for a spoon in eating; there were
no four-tined forks then and the knife was put to the
mouth without shocking the refined tastes of anyone.
Some laboring men traveled in the winter in search of
work, but there were neither common t ramps or beggars;
they wanted work, and would ask: "Can you till me where
I could git iver a barn to thra 'h," and in many cases carried
their flails with t hem.
The Psalms of David, were in common use in the services
at the meeting house. One of t he elders led the mu jc and
would read out but one line at a time; but few people
carried their psalm books with t hem; they were more likely
to carry their pocket Bible and mark the text. Children
were frequently questioned after returning home if they
remembered where the text was. My mother had a music
book made with a pen containing several long metre tunes,

such as Old Hund red, 1ear, &c., which had been used in
her school-girl day. The bars, cleffs and note were all in
regular order.
There was very little a tentation about burying the dead.
1 0 ice was used a there were no ice houses. The mea ure
was taken on a stick, with a notch cut for the width, thi
was ent to t he cabinet maker, he was not called "undertaker" at t hat time; a simIlar measure wa sent to the
grave-digger. The coffins were made of walnut and polished ; there were no boxes to enclo e the coffin; the coffins
were not lined nor cushioned; a few shavings were put
under the head for a pillow; a winding sheet was ubstituterl
fo r a shroud. The hearse was as simple and primitive as
could be imagined, an axle-tree, two wheels and shafts, with
a frame to secure t he coffin from moving, fastened by
wooden screws. The cabinet maker walked and led the
horse, though some times he would ride another horse and
lead the one to the hear e. Corpses were "waked" at
nights until the funeral. Mourners, as well as other[sJ ,
followed on horseback.
I now appoligize to the reader for being so tedious,
though I have been as brief and faithful to facts as a recollection from that time to this could warrant. The reader
will make his own comments on t he improvements and
follies between that time and the present.
MO ITOR .

RECOLLECTIONS OF HOW CHESTER COUNTIANS FARl\:1ED AND LIVED THREE·SCORE YEARS AGO
By ALEXANDER MARSHALL
Daily Local

ews, June 30, 1879
No. I

I \vas born in West Nantmeal township, now Wallace,
in Chester County, Pa., on the 23 of March, 1797, on a farm
on the right bank of t he Brandywine, and remained on the
farm until I was a young man , so that my recollections
about farming and farm implements, as well as manners
and customs of t he people, run s back to t he commencement
of the nineteenth century.
The land in that section of the county was then poor;
farms were divided into large fields, fenced with split rails
put up in the worm style. It was considered an artistic
matter to layout a worm fence, and not every blockhead
could do it in an artistic manner. A measure of four feet,
or four and a half feet, as might be decided on, was u eel
to space one line of corners from t he other; the more worm
given the better the fence would w:ithstand the storms and
the friction of the cattle, but would require more rails to
build it.
As a natural consequence, where land is poor briars and
weeds thrive well, and there were usually a considerable
margin of these on each side of the fence.
The crops cultivated were corn, rye, buckwheat, oats,
potatoes and flax. Wheat was cultivated in small patches
t.hat could be well manured. The four first named were the
principal ones grown for sale; potatoes and flax were grown
for home use. In preparing ground for corn, the field was
divided unto six-feet lands, two furrows were backed up
by the plow, and sometimes, but not always, two additional
ones. These were crossed by a single furrow about three,
three and a half, or four feet distant from each other. In
these the corn was planted at the crossings, about four
grains to a hill. The middles in the six-feet lands were
plowed out after the corn was planted.

Rye was in part cultivated by plowing a field, or part of
one, after corn planting was over; and then cross-plowing
it again early in August, and later by either plowing or
harrowing in the seed. In eii;her case the surface was left
in six-feet wide lands; this was necessary in harvesting,
that each reaper should do his duty and keep a straight
line. A part of the corn field was usually appropriated in
seeding down to rye. It was done in this way:-The
farmer would go along between the rows of corn, the way
they were six feet part, and scattered the seed by hand for
several lands, not more than would be plowed in that day;
and then with two horses to a plow, tandem, a boy riding
on the leader and lines to the other horse, splint baskets
over the horses mouths, commence plowing in the rye,
going as close as possible to the row of corn and t he clearingup furrow in the middle, and afterward with a pronged hoe
cover the grain between t he hills of corn. My recollection
is very vivid of riding the leader horse on such occasions.
The ears of corn broken off by the horses were gathered up,
and such as were in proper condition for boiling were used
fo r that purpose, and the remainder fed to stock.
That part of t he corn field not seeded to rye was in the
followi.ng spring appropriated as follows:-A small portion
was seeded to flax, another small portion planted with
potatoes, and the balance seeded to oats.
When ripe enough the corn was topped, that part of it
above the ears cut off, tied in small sheaves and shocked, the
stump was bladed, tied in small sheaves and hung on a
stock to dry. As soon as properly cured, these were removed to the barn.
Farmers depended on watered meadows for hay and were
very careful of every blade of cornfodder, and of husks,
too. Rye harvest was a very important period, both economically and socially. Two, three or four farmers would
club their forces into one company. To-day t hey would
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work for A, to-morrow for B, next day for ,and so on,
helping each other until all had fini hed . In the morning,
at sunri e, from twelve to t\\'enty or more hands would
congregate abouL a farmer's kitchen ya rd, one-fourth to
one-third being female, con isling of farm ers' daughter
and other (rirl who earn d t heir living by spinning and
other work.
fter partaking of what was termed a morning p iec , con isting of bread and butter, cheese (homemade), milk, and for t ho e who wi hed it, a dram of apple
whi ky, t hey proceeded to the fi eld , where they paired in
two. H erc the young men howed their gallantry by selecting a partner fo r t he day from amongst the girl. The
farmer \\'ould select a leader, or perhaps led him elf, who,
\\'ith hi partner, would ta r t in first, talci ng a two-handerl
land; t h next pair would take the next land on the right,
keeping about fifteen or eighte n inche behind; then the
third coupl c, and 0 on , until the whole company wa in
motion-a mo t beautiful and intere t ing ight to behold .
I yet feel :t t hrill of pleasure when I contemplate it. This
t hey con tinued to the other side of the field; This was
called a "through ;" each reaper in cu tting balf a land took
two cut, fir t to the right, then to t he left, holding the
grain in bi lefL ha nd a nd layi ng it b hind bim in what was
called " ri p:." The econd partner on t he la nd would lay
hi bandful on th g rip of the fir t. In coming back the
reaper carried hi ickle on t he left houlder, gathering the
grip in to ,heaw' and bi nding them .
Before tarting in on the nell.'t through , they were met
wi h a bucket of fr h wat l' itnd a bottle of whi ky for all
who cho e to tak a drink . The reader will now E'e one
rea on why t he cornfield \l'a work d in -ix feet land, and
why the fallow ground when ~pedE'd Wll ,0 divided.
The la nd , generally, heing too poor to grow whellt, it
was only grown in mall patc'he , well manured, on every
fa rm for home u e, as t b E'Y aid, for pie and cake. Fl axeed was own in early pring and ri p ned immediately
after harve t. It \Va pulled IIp by t he root, tiE'd in mall
bundles and shocked up to dry, afte r which the seed wa
taken off prior to it preparJtion for home mllnufacturE'.
Tbi will bE' referr d to hE're:1fter. Flax-pllllinjr ge n e ra ll~'

BREAKING AND SMOKING FLAX. Two of the
many steps between planting
the flaxseed and wearing the
final product of homesp1ln and
homewoven clothing.
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afforded a n occa ion for a social gathering; it was considered a~ helonging to women's work. The neighboring
women were invited to assi t in the pulling, and in the
evening would have a social cup of tea, after which the
beaux and husband would come in and spend the evening
in conver ation or playi'. The ickle with which the grain
was cut wa very near the ' hape of the one now used for
trimming the corn r of gra lawn , but something longer.
A small ma rgin on one side of the edge was cut like a file,
biased very fine; the other ide ground smooth, so that it
had a sharp, rough edge, so as to cut the straw without
slipping ; when dull, a litt le grmding would renew the edge.
IMPROVI G THE LA D
About J 05 or 6 the farmer commenced liming their
land ; t hey had been discu sing the matter for years before.
They b gan hy putting forty or fifty bu hel to the acre
on co rn ground . Lime-burners t hen were very cautious.
A farmer bad to engage a whole kiln a nd take it all out
in 0 many day aft r it was fit to handle; hi neighbor5
would go with th ir teams and help him for help again .
Liming 0011 revolu t ionized t he farming busines in all
that ection of the county.
Farm r oon began to build lime kiln on their farms a nd
haul lime tone in th wint f.
ometimes two neighbor,
wou ld join in building a kiln a nd u e it alternately.
Land bega n to improve in qualIty ; farme r cou ld grow
whe~t no\y, and began to cultivate gra e, and mOlY field ,
fo r hay; thi wa a great tretch. Picking tone off clover
field wa then in order for boy. Thi, wa a bout the
commencement of the war "itb ,reat Britain, in 1 12.
About thi time grain crad le came into use, and were freely di cu ed by the fa rmer . One man with a cradle could
cut down a much grai n in a day a four or five men with
a ickle, and got double wage (a dollar a d ay). On the
other side it wa argued that 0 many grain head were in
the but of the heave that mor thre hing with the fl ail
wa requ ired, and more graiJl head fell into the tubble.
Thi oon introduced the hor -rake; :1 very rud e article at
fir t , but soon followed by a revolving one .

A PENNSYLVANIA
CORN-HUSKING.
The
lad in the center has just
h7lsked a red ear.

Farm wages had been up to this time forty cents a day,
from sun to sun, for common work on the farm, and fifty
cents a day as harvest wages, with boarding in all cases.
Farmers .of that day put no estimate on boarding. As land
got rich, cr.ops heavier, and money plentier, wages advanced,
-common work paid fifty cents and harve t wages 8eventyfive cents.

PREPARI G FLAX FOR CLOTHING
After the seed wa taken off, the flax was spread out thin
on the meadow to be watered; that is, to rot the stock so
as to part from the fibre. Then it had to pass through the
brake; rna tly had to be drieu over a fire for this purpose.
Th:s fire WIlS out of doors; forks erected and cross ticks, on
which the flax was laid [lnd turned to dry on both sides.
The wife would attend to drying, while the fa rmer operated
the brake, a very disagreeable employment for both, as the
smoke was very troublesome. The next operation was
swingling. Thi s was don e on an upright board ten inches
wide, the lower end nailed to a block of wood to keep it
steady. This was called a swingling block. Another instrument to be used with this was a swingling knife. This
was a half-inch board three inches wide and eighteen inches
long, one end dressed down for a handle, and the edges
sharpened to less than a fourth of an inch. With this
instrument in the right hand, and a handful of broken flax
in the left, held over the end of the upright board, the
broken stems were removed from the fibre. After this it
had to be hatcheled before it went to the spinning wheel.
From the spinning wheel it went to the loom, and then to
ow it was ready to be
the meadow lawn to be bleached.
made into sheets, shirts, bolsters and pillow cases. These
were the only shirts worn by the farmer's family of that
day. The tow from the hatchel was spun a little coarser
and woven into a fabric called tow-linen, and made into
trousers, vests, etc. Some of this was colored in the yarn
and woven in stripes.
There were no clothing nor shoe stores. The tailor or
shoemaker would go to the farmer's house and be there
two or three weeks, making up for the family, while other

families would be patiently waiting for them. A hoemaker's pack of tools was ::etlled a "kit," and this mode
of going Ilfound to work was called "whipping the cat."
These mechanics required but little or no capital to commence business.
\~' hen the corn was ripe the ears were taken from the
stalk and hauled to the barn or other convenient place,
and thrown into a long heap, and the neighbors invited to
a husking match in the evening. Moonlight was utilized
when it could be had, otherwise lanterns with a candle
burning inside were placed at convenient distances. Farmers' daughters, with their fathers and brothers, frequently
took part in these huskings. About nine or ten o'clock
all were called to supper, and after that an hour or two was
spen1 in play and conversa tion, when all retired to their
respective home .
After the corn huskings came the wood choppings. A
fanner would appoint an afternoon and invite his neighbors,
req ue ting some to bring axes, others to bring maul and
wedges. The party would assemble about one o'clock and
proceed to the wood ; sometimes the farmers would take
their boys with them; those too small to chop would gather
up chips. In the evening a good supper was prepared for
them, and after that play and conversation. Some of the
neighboring girls would help to prepare the supper and wait
on the table . If a farmer or mechanic was going to build
a house, barn or other building, the neighbors would help
dig his cellrtr, haul stone, halll lumber to the saw mill and
bring it back again. There were no lumber yards. If a
miJn was going to build, he had his lumber cut and sawed
the year pr vious for seasonlDO". Flooring was of white
oak, poplar for door and sash, black oak for framing. The
carpenters of our day would not like to work on such material at fifty cents a day and their boarding, yet the farmers
of that day thought the wageg unreasonable, although they
were often taken out in grain, meat, butter, etc. A mechanic was always welcome to a house, to go to mill, or a
team to haul his wood, without charge. If a farmer killed
a calf, a mutton or a lamb, he kept one quarter for himself,
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GRA DFATHER RE T .
IIi plowing days over, he
sit under the che tnut tree
in the middle of the field.
He lIa brought fresh water
for the thirsty plow-boy.

the other three being divided among his neighbor ; an account wa kept of thi , as the compliment wa sure to be
returned; so when he killed beef or pork in the autumn,
his neighbor were alway remembered.

ED
ATIO
chool hOll e were mo tly built of log, rouo-hly put liP,
and furni hed accordingly; the seat were of labs, flat ide
up; feet of plit fire wood iuserted into augur boles and
wedged. De k for writin<T were made by boring augur
hoI in a log of the wall at a proper beight at an angle of
forty-five degrees, and inserting timber on which to nail
board. The price of tuition wa very low, but I am unable
to Dame it; the choolma ter wa an important per onage
and boarded around with the scholars, a week at a place
The fire wood wa furnished by the patron of the school.
The teacher would de ignate who e turn it \\'a to bring
the next 10'ld of wood; thi \Va brought of any length that
could be loaded on a wagon, often uch a the farm r wOllld
not take to hi own wood pile. Thi the larger boys would
cut up and split at noon, a it wa wanted. There wa
always vacation through haymaking and harve t.
chool
was kept all the re t of the year if the teacher could get
scholars enough to warrant it----he was alway ure of a
living by boarding around. There were no female t achers
at the school bou es, altbough some females had schools at
their own houses to teach girl to work samplers and mark;
they also took small childr n to teach to spell and read.

o.

II

PA TURAGE
Daily Local ews, July 1, 1 79
Farmers did not depend much on their fields for ummer
pastu re; all stock, except working hor e , were turned ou t
into the roads and wood as soon in the spring a the leaves
came ou t on the trees; cattle, sheep, hogs and colts. The
milking cattle were hunted up in the vening and confined
until milked in the morning; the other stock were not much
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looked after through the ummer; except that the sheejJ
were hunted up at shearing time to be relieved of their
wool.
About the time or soon after the farmer commenced
applying lime to their land~. They commenced u ing pIa ter of Paris in a pulverized tate; it was applied to corn
In the hill and pread broadea t by hand over gra s field .
Tbe, e two agencie oon began to work wonder in the
fertility of the oil. 1\1ore attention wa now paid to clearing up fence row and waging war against briar and other
rubbi h generally.

F ARMI G I 1PLK\IE JT
The plow \Va made wholly of wood, except the coulter,
hare and clevi , and wa heavy and clum y. The form
wa about the arne a tho e u eel many year later. The
fir
improvement \Va a trip of iron from one to two
inches wide nailed on the upper edge of the mould boarel
to help in di charging and turning oyer the furro,,·; other
and wider strip were afterw:\rd u ed for many year before the ca t iron mould board came into general use. }'I::
father purchased a grain fan about 1 10 which wa the
fir t in that neighborhood, and farmer came for mile- to
ee It and how it worked. Prior to thi the eparating of
grain from the chaff was a t':ldiou and difficult operation.
Two person ,,·ould take hold of a heet, e>.i.ending their
hands to the corner and by a swin<Ting motion create a
breeze of wind, at the same time a third would hake a
riddle filled with the uncleaned grain to the windward s.ide.
The wind produced by the sheet would blow away the chaff
and the grain by its gravity would fall to the floor. This
proce bad to be repeated several time .
About this time or soon after a rude corn- heller came
into use, which was afterward very much improved. A
riding carriage wa very rarely een. All travel wa done
on horseback or on foot. Men and women would walk five
or six mile to meetin<T on unday mornin<T. It was no
uncommon thing for a man and hi wife both to ride to
meeting on one hor e, he on a cushion behind bi addle.

MEDICAL
In the earlier years of the nineteenth century, doctor
were not very plenty, nor much needed. Old women were
called on in most case of midwifery and professional midwives ,,"ere almo, t as plenty as doctors.
The doctor alway carried his medicines with him; armed
with the lancet and calomel, he went forth to battle and to
victory. There were no drug stores in the country, but
country stores kept salts, ca tor oil, calomel and jalup,
laudanum, paregoric, &c.
Yankee peddler of t inware penetrated Chester County
as ea rly as 1 1 ; another class with wooden clocks about
1 18, or I" 20 at a price of 25, to 30. When families refused to purcha e, they were left on trial, and soon became
popular.
I will mention here, although a little out of place, a more
primitive plow than the one described. It was principally
used in cultivating corn. I have not seen a specimen of it
for many years. It was called a "Hoco plow." The beam
was traight, about five feet long, mortised into one end of
a larger piece of timber about three feet long, not exactly at
right angle, but proj ecting a little forw ard at the other end
of thi shorter piece wa a shovel, shaped somewhat like
our common shovel, with a la rge socket, into which one end
of the short piece wa inserted; an iron brace extended
from thi to the beam.
This shovel was from a quarter to half an inch thick, and
faced on the edge with steel. Two handles, one on either
side of the beam, projected in a straight line with the beam,
one on each side of it, spreading about twenty inches at
the extreme ends with a cross brace, completed this unique
plow, and wa the only one-hor e plow in use. The share
of this plow was so made as to throw the larger part of t he
furrow to the right. I have een thi plo,," in use as late
as 1825.
FRUIT
The only cherries that I remember in my boyish days
were the our pie-cherry and the little black sweet, called
the Engli h cherry. The only pears that I remember, be··
sides the hedge, were the wheat-harve t and the oat-harve t;
these I thought very good to eat. Of apples I remember
the vandiver, codling-house and red-streak. Of peaches
all were eedling. Of stra,rberries only the wild. Black-

be rrie~ and ra..:;pberrie ditto. Of grapes the chicken and
fox. I am not awa re that any attention was paid to the
improvement of any of the e fruit at that time.

CURRE CY
Valuables were e timated by pound, hilling and pence.
(£. s. d .) I often wondered why pounds and pence were
represented by £ and d. Land was bought and sold by
this currency; goods on t he sto re helve were so marked;
country produce wa so e tima ted when taken to the store;
yet the coin in ci rculation bore the pani h tamp, with its
pillars, and were dollar, halves, quarters, eighths and sixteenth . The dollar in Penm:ylvarua being seven shillings
and six pence, rendered t he coin t roublesome in making
chailge. Beside t his ilver a coin Spanish tamp was the
copper penny . There were some English silver pieces of
the denominations of crown and half-crown in circulation.
It would . ound queer now to hear uch prices as "two and
three-pence," "four, and tuppence ha'-pe=y"; the shilling
W'lS generally omitted, naming only the number. My first
experience in a rithmetical calculation at school was al 0
in EnO"li h cu rrency. When the store-keepers began to
mark their prices in dollar and cents, the farmers' wives
(who generally did t he trafficking at the store ) were very
much puzzled to know the comparative values in the two
currencies.
APPAREL
The fa rmers of that time were compelled to be economical, and they were not ashamed of it. Their everyday
clot hing was all home made of their own production-from
the flax-seed to the shirt, and from the wool of the sheep's
back to the overcoat; they had, however, "store clothes"
for Sunday and other holidays . The women's outer garments, for work day, were t he petticoat and ~hort gown;
these were invariably hung on the shoulders by "shoulder
straps," the petticoat reaching to about the ankle. They
wove [sic] silk on special occasions, and I have seen them
with trails; calf-skin lippers for Sunday, coarse leather for
every day, morocco lippers was an extra adornment. For
a lady to have worn a boot or high hoe would have been
shocking; ladies' boot at that time were not thought of.
Men's working trowsers were of copperas stripe tow linen ,
made broad-fall, one pocket on the right-hand side, no

THE I MPORTA N T
SPINNI NG WHEEL. It
mad e all the yarn and
threads for flaxen fabrics.
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suspenders. ThIs convenient appendage had not then been
invented. They, too, had "store clothes" for Sunday wear.
The vests were made long to suit the low waistband of the
trowsers, cut back in front at the bottom. Coats were
worn about the same length as they are now. Middle aged
and old men all wore breeches for unday made tight, with
silver knee buckles, long stockings. Some of the wealthiest
had these of silk-calf skin low shoes with silver buckles,
or long boots with fair tops. Sometimes the knee band
of the breeches was inserted in the boot straps to hold them
up. The everyday hats were of wool, and the Sunday hats
of fur. Some of these were very fine and high-priced, beaver was extra.
The spinning wheel was of more importance then than
the sewing machine now. All the flaxen fabrics, yarn and
thread were spun on it; all the sewing thread was spun,
doubled and twisted by it, as well as shoe thread. Linen
stockings were worn in summer knit by hand and bleached
on the meadow lawn. Wool was spun on a wheel of different
construction. The spinner had to be on her feet all the
time, and a space of fifteen or twenty feet was required in
her walk in drawing out the roll; the rolls were first formed
with cards. Home-made woolen fabric formed the principal wardrobe for the whole family in winter. That part
of the web de ignated for woman's wear was dressed lighter
by the fuller-merely scoured and pressed.
There were many girls, some of them farmers' daughters,
whose principal business was to spin for other people, and
would spend several weeks ::it a time in one family.
ix
dozen cuts, as measured on the reel, was a week's work,
but good spinners would accomplish this in five days-price
five shillings. The mu ic of a spinning wheel when run at
a high speed was very pleasant and soothing. Many a sleep
I had while sitting on the floor by my mother while she was
spinning, leaning my head against the side of her chair.
hoemakers, tailors and spinning girls were great gossips;
they were the local news carriers of the neighborhood.
Whatever news they would imbibe in one family would be
retailed in the next; they were usually chatty and communicative.
FUEL AND FIRE
The fuel being all wood there was much trouble in keeping the fire up over night; there were no loco-foco nor
parlor-matches. The live coals were partially covered with
ashes on retiring to bed, but would sometimes die out befan morning. ometimes one of the family was di patched
to a neighbor's with a tin lantern and candle in it; and
would sometimes find the situation there the same as at
home, and returned as he want.
ome families were provided with steel, flint and punk, and would spend a halfan-hour in procuring a light; others would have a shot-gun
or old musket with a flint lock. The husband would put
some powder in the pan of the gun and pull the trigger,
while the wife would hold some dry tow to be ignited by
the powder, and having a candle at hand would light it
by the tow.
everal efforts were made sometimes before
success was arrived at. When the candle was lit there was
joy and gladness in the household; there was a prospect
then of a timely breakfast.
I should have said in its proper place that shoes and
boots were all made straight, with narrow or harp toes;
there were no rights and lefts until about the year 1 20.
Fires wore made on a part of the kitchen hearth, where
all the cooking was done. There were a few Franklin
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stoves among the wealthier class who had stone houses, and
some ten-plate stoves of the Warwick pattern; these were
sometimes baked in during winter, but no one thought of
cooking in them. Summer ovens were built of clay mixed
with cut-straw, outside of the house for summer baking.
The arch was built over a pile of wood and chips, and
when dry and hard the wood was burned out. These ovens,
when protected with a cover of boards, would last several
years.
LIGHT
The artificial lights for general use were tallow candles
and lard in lamps. After killing the winter beef in autumn,
the suet was rendered into pure tallow and then enough
candles were made to last a year. This was done while the
weather was cold enough to harden the dips during the
process. The wicks were put on rods about a yard long,
twelve or fifteen on each rod. A large iron kettle nearly
filled with boiling water was placed in proper position near
the kitchen door outside. A quantity of tallow was put on
the top which soon melted and covered the whole surface.
The operator sat beside this with the rods convenient and
dipped one at a time and placed them in a position to cool,
repeating the operation until the candle was of sufficient
size to fit the candlestick. Some were made smaller for
carrying about the house.
A small lamp was in use for burning lard with flat bottom
and narrow at one end where the wick was brought out to
be lit. The light from this was inferior to that of a candle,
but was very useful in a sick room to burn all night, and
used in common with some families as a matter of economy.
ome wealthy families on special occasions used wax candles, and, to appear aristocratic, would burn two at a time,
ide by side.
CLO I G REMARKS
Economy was the main feature that run through all the
ramification of life. The shoes of the family "ere all collected in the kitchen chimney corner on aturday evening,
brushed or washed, as the case required. On Monday morning some one or two would get up some two hours in advance of the family and grea e all the hoe with Neat's
foot oil or lard, and dry them before the fire in a row. Thus
they were made plea ant to the foot, would resist moisture
and wear longer.
There were no idlers who were [not] willing to work.
VI' ark of some kind wa in demand all the year round. There
were at times some beggars, through misfortune or old age;
these were acknowledged as such, their wants relieved and
kindly treated.
The taverns of that day were generally on leading roads
or lines of travel, but they were also scattered in local
neighborhoods, and supported by local custom; they were
ome
then, as now, plague spots, ruining many families.
heads of families would lay about the e dens for several
days at a time, drinking and spending their money, while
their wives and children were destitute at home.
elf
respect was soon lost by the e men, and seldom, if ever,
regained.
The business and dram selling was looked upon with di gust by the better classes of people; but when the rum
seller got rich he was taken in favor for his wealth, then as
now he even became church elder and prayed in his family.
I am not able to fix the date when unday chool were
first introduced, but remember that societie for the distribution of Bibles and tract preceded it, and led to it.

AN APPLEBUTTER PARTY. Cutting the apples (the Dutch called it "snitzing")
and boiling down the cider and "snits" into applebutter provided the young folk of
the community a long evening of work spiced with relaxation.

Remember, too, that these met with some opposition.
Although with fewer luxuries and less refinement, the people
lived as happy and enjoyed life as well then as now.
APPENDIX.
ATHLETIC.
Daily Local ews, July 2, 1879
During the two hours allotted to rest at noon in harvest,
the young men and some older ones would indulge in such
exercises as jumping, sometimes high over a stick placed
on upright forks, sometimes at a distance on the surface,
sometimes throwing a heavy stone from one hand held above
the shoulder, and sometimes indulge in wrestling. These
exercises were often indulged in at vendues, spiced with
comer ball.
Apple butter boilings was a branch of rural econumy
practiced as far back as I can remember. These afforded
much amusement to the young people, as they run far into
the night. In some instances a fiddler would be on hand
and some dancing indulged in. Sometimes the music was
very poor; it was remarked of one fiddler that whatever
tUne he would begin with, he would end with "Jenny banged
the weaver." There were no carpets then to be removed
from the floor; but every housewife took a pride in having
her floors clean and white. The floor of the "best room"
was often ornamented with pewter sand in the form of
stars, birds and beasts.
The school books consisted of the New England Primer,
Webster's Spelling Book, Testament and Bible, in the order
here stated, Dilworth's Arithmetic was soon succeeded by

that of Sachariah Jesse, for the reason that it treated more
fully on Federal money. There was no geography, no
grammar, no dictionary but what was found in the spelling book. The teacher wrote all the head lines in the
copybook, made and mended all the pens which were goose
quills. If the teacher could write a good hand and cypher
to the single rule of three he could get a school; but there
were some good mathematicians and appreciated accordingly.
The farmers made their own brooms. There was no
broom corn then; he would go to the woods and cut a broom
stick. This was a nice smooth young hickory, about two
and a half or three inches in diameter and long enough for
broom and handle; with a drawing knife remove the bark.
The next operation was done in the evening with a pocket
knife. He would begin at the butt end with the knife, and
draw splints black, ten or eleven inches, going around the
stick regularly until he was so near the heart of the stick
that the splints would no longer run. The heart was then
sawed out and the splints tied temporarily in their original
position. He would then begin far enough up the stick
and draw splints the other way until the stem was reduced
to the proper size for a broom handle; the balance of the
stick was reduced to the proper size on the shaving horse
with the drawing knife; the broom end tied with proper
cords and the broom was finished. Poor men often made
these brooms and traded them at the stores. For cleaner
sweeping the housewife used the sweeping brush as kept
in the stores.
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S k et c h of grout-kootch attached to outbuilding.

Photography
by Amos Long, Jr.

Unusual coldframe of Edwin & Elizabeth tauffer, heridan,
Pennsylvania, 11sed primarily for hardening off plant.
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GROUT-I(OOTCH~

COLDFRAME~
By AMOS LONG, JR.
The cold frame and hotbed were among the simplest and
most useful structu res to be found on the early Pennsylvania
home tead and farm. These structure were indispen able
adjuncts to even the mallest garden. The gl'Out-kootch or
cabbage-frame, literally, "cabbage-coach," wa the earliest
type coldframe used by the Pennsylvania Dutch in rural
Pennsylvania and a forerunner of those frame which may
still occasionally be found in u e today.

and HOTBED*

Lambert in Ills dialect dictionary defines the grout-kootch
as "a frame on posts in which plant, especially cabbage
plants, were raised from seed for transplanting.'" In some
instances, the grout-kootch was also used in which to sow
other seeds. Although the e frames varied in ize and
structure, they generally measured from four to six feet

long, two to four feet wide and eight or more inches deep .
They were built to re t on legs which varied from three to
eight feet high . Many times they stood again t or were
a ttached to the east or south side of a building.
The frames were without a cover except at night when
cold or frost was expected. Then several old bags, carpets
or other coverings were placed over the opening to protect
the growing plants.
The grout-kootch differed from the coldframe primarily
in two respects. It was built to stand on legs up off the
ground and it had a bottom enclosure in willch several
inches of rich soil were placed. The cold frame was built
to rest on top of the ground.
Although the writer could learn of no other meaning or

Marcus Bachman Lambert, 11 Dictionary of the NonEnglish Wo rds of the Pennsylvania German Dialect (Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1919), p. 70.

*This article is the first pub lis h e d study made of this
structure as used by the Pennsylvania Dutch during an earlier
era. We invite additional information from our readers which
relates to this phase of early material culture.

1

H.otbed used by Carl Seppi, Route 322, East oj Brickerville, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, jor starting sweet potato plants. Measurements: Length 21 ft., width 6 ft. ,
height: jront 12 in., rear 18 in.
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Coldframes and hotbeds owned by lrv~n Noll , Klei!,feltersville, Pennsylvania. The tobacco bed IS covered Wlth muslin to start plants.

imple coldframe structure on property of John
tover, Waterworks, Lebanon County, Pennsylvania. Mea urements: Length 9 ft., width
4 ft.

derivation of the word kootch except frame, a number of
contacts revealed a similar use of the word.
Mrs. Freida Boden tein, a native of witzerland now
residing in Fleetwood, Pennsylvania, told how her mother
frequently u ed the expre sion, "Mach dich in dei kootch."
(make your elf in your bed, or get to bed) when she wa,
angry or wanted her children to get out of the way.
Wilhelm Bachman, a German immigrant now living in
Toms River, ew Jersey, referred to a tobacco bed, in which
tobacco seeds are own for tarting plant, a a doowockkootch.
Although the writer learned of no structure of thi kind
in existence, he wa able to locate a number of older folk
who recalled u ing or having een the grout-kootch during
their earlier years.
Martin Johnson , in the area of Garrett, omer et ount)',
Pennsylvania, told of a grout-kootch used by hi grandparents. He recalled that the frame was built on ix thin
forked locu t po t which wer e in the ground in two
parallel rows. Other thin log were then laid in the forked
sections. Thin slabs of wood were placed cros wise over
the horizontal logs and side were then con tructed over
this portion. He said the frame was rather large and so
high that ev ral tep were built to approach it. He stated
also that his grandparents always referred to the structure
as the grout-kootch. He could not recall any glass sa h
('ver being u ed on the frame but it was always covered
on cold night .
Elias Berger, Kutztown, Berks County, Penn ylvania,
tells how his parents used one such frame at their home to
start late cabbage plants.
ince large amount of cabbage
were used in so many ways by hi family, he told how
cabbage plants were set out in the gard n continuou ly
during the spring and ummcr months so a to have cabbage
maturing throughout th summer and early autumn, consequently providing an ample supply for the entire year.
He said the grout-kootch was built to re t on leg because
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this arrangement made it better and ea ier to work, particularly if one had trouble stooping. Relating to the care of
the frame, he said, "Pap huts gamacht un mam huts gatand"
(Father made it and mother cared for it).
Mrs. Frank Apple, orner et County, Penn ylvania, told
of a frame her grandfather built for his wife which measured
approximately four fee long and three feet wide. The
structure tood on short leg and could ea ily be cared for
from the ground. Mrs. Apple related that after the sun
~tarted to et in the late afternoon, her oTandmother would
he
cover the frame with an old carpet or burlap ack.
al 0 told of another gr01d-kootch in the same area which
was attached to a ummerhou e and had tep built beside
the frame in order to get to it.
harle Kershner, chuylkill Haven, Penn sylvania, tell
of hi grandfatber' grout-kootch ,,,hich he recalled from
boyhood. Thi frame wa eight feet long, two and one-half
feet wide and was built eight feet off the ground. The
tructure wa very crudely built with thin aplings which
were fa tened clo ely toge her 0 the ground would not fall
out. He said a ladder wa u ed to approach and care for
the plants.
ramie n der. ortbumberland ounty, Penn ylvania.
tell of a grout-kootch her grandparent had "'hich mea ured
about eight feet long, three feet wide and , tood six feet off
the ground. The frame was located between the ummerhou e and the main dwelling and had a ladder on one ide
in the center for workin'" at the planL he stated that her
grandparents were of the opinion that the higher off the
ground the grout-kootch wa located , the Ie s trouble there
would be with bug.
he al 0 told of having to cover the
frame at night ,,,ith carpet. Thi was u ually her chore
because the structure had no coverill<1 or protection again t
the winds and late frosts.
Leon Arner, from Lehighton, Carbon COlmty, Penn ylvania, told of a grout-kootch his grandmother had when he
was a boy. He recalled havinO' to use a chair so that he
could step up on the plank to prinkle the cabbage plants.
The planks, which were on each ide of the frame, measured
about eight inches wide and were u ed to tand on while
caring for the plant. The plank were laid on pegs which
were fitted into small hole that "'ere drilled into the po t
supporting the structure. The plank were placed about

half the distance between t he ground and the bottom of
the frame.
The grout-koo tch in this instance was used for starting
late cabbage plants, the seed always having been planted
after the longest day. Mr. Arner's grandmother believed
that if the seeds were planted high in t he grout-koo tch, the
insects could not damage the plants as readily and t his
arrangement was t he best way to keep out the chicken~
and MId animals.
It is t rue that when these frames were located several feet
from the ground, rabbits and chickens were kept out and
less stoopjng was required . Whether there were fewe r
insects to contend with at that time when the frame was
higher off t he ground has yet to be proven or disproven .
George Seitzinger, Pottsville, Pennsylvarua, told of a
grout-kootch used a a storage bin in winter, where cabbage,
carrots and turnips were buried in ground which had been
placed inside the frame. Each spring the legs were removed,
the horse was illtched to a chain which was attached to the
frame and it was pulled out of the cellar to a summer
location. The legs were then attached again and t he stru cture was u ed for starting plants.
George Smi th, Palmerton, Carbon County, Pennsylvania,
told of one which ills neighbors had when he was a boy
sixty years ago. The frame stood out in t he open on posts.
Herbert Kistler, Kutztown, Pennsylvania, told of another
which stood two and one-half or t hree feet from the ground .
The bottom of the frame and the sides, which were about
eight inches high, were made Mth slabs of wood.
Harold Heberling, in the area of Northampton, tells of
a frame which rested on heavy sawed portions of a tree
t.runk.

Oscar Long, Earlington, told of a grout-kootch t hat was
used by the people Mth whom ills mother grew up. This
fram e was also used as a potato bin during the winter.
Benjamin Krause, Slatington, Lehigh County, told of a
similar structure which was used on his grandfather's farm
some sixty years ago. As he recalled, the frame stood on
legs and measured approximately six feet long by two and
one-half feet wide.
Galen Merkey, Reading, remembered his grandfather
using a grou t-koo tch in Bethel Township when he was a boy .
The last grout-kootch known to exist by the writer, wa
on the property of Monroe Howerter near Pitman, Schuylkill Coun ty. However, this one also has been destroyed
within recent years, leaving no known surviving example.
If any of our readers a re aware of one that is still in existence, it is urged t hat t he writer of this article or the editor
of the magazine be contacted so that the example can be
photographed and mea ured to preserve its memory .

In a illstory of orthwestern Pennsylvarua, we read, " 0
dwelling in t he town wa then complete without having in
the backyard an out-oven, an a h-hopper, dye-kettle, and
a rough box fa tened to the second story of the necessary
(privy) in which to raise early cabbage plants.'"
The ColdfTame and the H otbed

The early cold frame which super eded the grout-kootch
and with willch many of us are more familiar, consisted of
a simple wooden frame which was covered with glass sash.
The sun was its only sou rce of heat and the glass sash provided protection and helped prevent too rapid radiation of
the heat during the night .
Unlike the hotbed, t he coldframe cannot be made very
warm during cold weather, therefore in most in tances this
structure was not too practical for use early in t he season
in our cold Pennsylvania climate. Like t he grout-kootch,
the coldframe was used primarily to start plants for late
transplanting and to harden-off plants which were started
earlier in a hotbed .
The hotbed very much resembled the coldframe excep t
that heat was supplied in addition to t hat willch was received from the rays of t he sun. This additional heat was
supplied by placing fermenting manure, preferably horse
manure because of its heating qualities, under the soil of
the hotbed. The hotbed is more practical for starting early
plants because it can be used during the colder months.
Plants such as early pepper, tomato and eggplants were
always started in a hotbed because these plants require
higher temperatures t han can be maintained in a coldframe
at the proper starting time. There was also the difficulty
of cold, stormy weather, however, which made it impractical
and nearly impossibl e at times to work at t he plants in the
hotbed. As a result, in later years, hotbeds were heated
2 J oseph Rieseman, History of Northwestern Pennsylvania
(New York, 1943).

These coldframes are on the prop er ty of Daniel
Grumbine, Myerstown, Pennsylvania. The coldframes, above, are used for hardening off plants;
left, the muslin covering protects plants from cold

through flu e from w od or coal fire. These hotbe Is of
more rec nt y ar have an advantage ov r manur hotbeds
becau e the heat d type ca n be started and better controlled
in cold weath r. Th gr enhouses of today, an outgrowth
of the hotbE'd, a re heated by t am and hot wat r pipe.
oldframc and botbed can b ea ily con lru ct d and
maintained at a very low co t. Both could be ea ily ventilated by removing the cloth or gla s a h when the warmer
day arrived.
A temporary, inexpen ive coldframe wa con tructed by
placina- t he frame tructure directly upon the ground.
sually the frame wa made by erecli ng tirO 1 arallel lines
of plank or h avy board up to ix f t apart or the width
of the a h available, if glas sa h was to be u ed. The e
planks or board were held in place by stake whi ch were
driven into the ground beside them.
Generally t he front plank or board \\'a not a high a
the one in the rear, to provide a lope. Board were th n
fi tted and nailed a t the ide. The top was u ually covered
with cloth or glas a h. If a cloth \\'a u ed, it wa supported by cro. bar which were nailE'd acro. at interval
of three or four feet.
Although many types of cloth cover were improyi ed for
use at night and during cold, fro ty, \yindy weather, ometime ev ral piece of heavy unbleached mu lin were ewn
together. Thi COy r may have b en placE'd over the frame
and weighted down at the end.
ne informant told how
h nailed one edge of the cover , the proper ize, to the top
of the rear plank or on one of the ide board and the 0 her
edge \Va fa tened to a narrow st rip of wood as long or wide
a t he frame, a that when it wa u ed to cove r the frame,
t he weight of the trip would hold the cover in place. If
t he coldframe \\'a u ed ea rl~' in the ea on, the side were
u ually banked with manure, straw or corn talk.

The .V anure II otbed
The con truction of a manure hotbed wa imilar to that
of the coldframe, exc p that th hotb d wa built on a pile
of manure or over a pit containing manu re. When t he
hotbed wa to be a temporary tructu re or for u e only in
late pring, \\'h nth r \\'a I
danger from cold weather
and trong wind, t he tructu re \\"a built by placing a
frame cover d with gla
a h on top of a flat pu of fermenting manur . If th hotb d wa to be a mor p rman nt
tructur , t he fram with gla
a h \\'a built on top of a
pit containing the manure.
The pit wa m rely an J<;cavation in th ground which
was ometime walled with rough plank. In orne in tance'
brick and in later year concrete wa used if a p rmanent
tructure was d ired. How in r ti ng it i to venture
upon one of th
ld brick fram es, con tructed more than
a century ago in an old colonial gard en, still bing u d
as a sh Iter for tarting plants!
It was important that the hotbed be located in a welldrained area or the wa ter which found its way into the pit
would not allow the manur to ferment properly.
In order to assure the be t results, th conscientiou.
gardener would prepare the manure for hi hotbed three
or four week. b fore the hotb d wa to be u ed. Fre h
manu re from grain-fed horses with not much straw or ther
litter was the best. The manure wa placed in a compact
pile and moistened with water while being piled if th compo ition was dry. After a p riod of a week or a oon a
fermentation had become well start d, a good pra ti e wa
to t horoughly fork over and re-pile t he manure. If th
gard enE' r wa concern ed, he wns a reful to place the coole t
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An 1 ft. x 5 ft. coldframe on the property oj Marvin
oll, K leinfeltersville, Pennsylvania, contains cabbage
plants. The sash is raised jor ventilation.
manure, \\'hich wa on the out ide of the onginal pile, in
the c nter of the pile being made and breaking all the large
lumps as he wa doin"" o. Thi would help to in ure unifo rm fermentation of the enti re pile. When t he manu re
pile wa teaming, it was ready fo r use.
If the hotbed \\"as to be con tructed entirely above ground,
t he manure wa arrana-ed in a fiat pile and thoroughly
t ramped while being piled to have it compact throughout.
Thi was nece a ry to in ure that the composition would not
settle unevenly and cau e the oil that \Va placed over the
manure to sink in areas after the eeds were planted .
One informant told of preparing the manure in layer of
six to eight inches and t hen tramping each layer befo re
putting on the following layers. When the bed wa finished,
the manure was about two feet deep.
If the manure \Va placed in a pit, enough hould have
b en put in ide 0 tbat it would extend to t he level of the
ground. In eit her case, as soon a the manure had been
placed, it wa important that tbe frame and gla
a h be
placed on top to p rotect again t rain and no\y and to
retain the heat.
The oil in which the plant were to be grown could be
pu on top of the manure immediately or later but it wa
important that no eed be own or plan introduced until
the inten e heat which was cau ed by moving the manure,
if it was of good quality and properly handled, had ub ided.
Thi took from ewral days to a w k.
Another informant, who in hi enrlier year alway had
a hotbed, lold of completely pr paring and planting a
hotbed in one dny. B cau e of illne , he had gotten to
preparing the hotbed later in spring than it should have
b en. He learned sometime later, however, that he would
have to r . eed if he wanted plant bE'cau e no germination
re ulted du e to the tremendou heat which becnme eyident
E've ral day a ft er the bed wa p repa red.
Th ere i one ndvantag to be gnined from adding the
soi l immediately if it had not been steamed; any weed seeds
that exi t in the oil are ure to be de troyed by the heat.
Mo t gardener waited to sow or plant until the hotbed
had pa ed it period of inten e heat and an average temperature f eighty to eighty-five dE'grE'e F nhr nheit could
b maintained.
The hotbed frame wa generally constru cted to mea ure
t n to twelve inch
high in front and from i}.ieen to
eighteen in cbe high in th rear .
_ua lly it wa built to
fae south or outheast to receive full benefit of tbe un'~
ray. They wer made wid enough and long enough to
nccommod at e th old window a h that might hav been

Cross-section of manure hotbed.

Hotb eds in preparation on Daniel Grumbine
property near Myerstown, Pennsylvania.

available. It was important also that the frame have no
crack or openings, in order to keep out the cold air. Some
Irere constructed with stone, brick or concrete and became
a permanent structure within the garden area. Others were
dismantled at the close of the growing season and assembled
again the next year.
The frame had to be buil t high enough so that after approximately four inches of soil were added in which to
sow t he seeds or o-row the plants there were about eight
inches of space between t he soil and the glass sash.
One of the first essentials in caring for cold frames and
hotbeds i to maintain t he p roper temperature so t hat the
plants will thrive. With cold frames and manure hotbeds,
it is more diffi cult to control the supply of heat than with
a fired hotbed or present-day greenhouse. It was possible,
however, to conserve or di sipate the heat according to the
II-eather -and plant requirements. On cold nights the heat
was conserved by covering the sash with carpets, shutters,
straw or manure. During the heat of the day, the glass
~ash could be shaded or raised to help control the temperature by allowing the surplus heat to escape or by changing
the air within the enclosed area.
It was a good practice to allow fresh air to enter every
day wh en the temperature permitted. On e informant told
how he lifted t he sash lightly whenever the weather permitted and allowed it to remain open for several hours
during the warmest part of t he day. He said that when
the weather was too cold or windy-so that it would have
been impractical to let the sash open for any length of
time-he opened it for just several minutes once or twice
a day in order to get a change of air _
A the days grew warmer, t he sa h could be raised for
a longer period of t ime each day and on warm days t hey
were removed entirely during t he warme t part of the day.
It wa important that t he sa h be lowered or replaced before
the temperatu re beo-an to drop in the afternoon to conserve
as much of t he heat as possible. He told hOlY on windy
days, he raised t he sashes on the opposite side from the
direction in whi ch t he wind wa blowing to protect the
plants from draft. When warm weather arrived, t he sashes
were entirely removed.
Ventilation is an important facto r because the volume of
air is relatively small in these cold frames an d hotbeds. This
practice also aided in drying out the coldframe and hotbed
and prevented certa in fungus diseases among the plants.
He related also that plants grown without proper ventilation are usually weak and spindly.
Fired Hotbeds
In the fired hotbed, the temperature can be regulated by
t he extent of firing and by ventilation. In the greenhouse
of today, the tempera~ure is controlled primarily by regulation of the heating pipes and proper ventilation .

Larger growers and those who were not satisfied with the
results of the manure hotbed in later years have resorted
to the use of the fired hotbed. The features are similar to
the manure type except they were larger and the sashcovered frame was underlaid with one or more flues connected with the fire-pit at one end and a chimney at the
other end.
A gradual south to sou thea t slope was chosen as the most
ideal location because it insured more exposu re to the sunligh t, it was protected against the cold winds, and it provided for better draft for t he flues and good drainage for
the fire-pit. The size of the bed was again largely determined by t he number and size of sashes available.
To construct a fired hotbed, a row of posts about five or
ix feet apart were set, eigh teen to twenty-four inches deep
to prevent freezing out, along each side of the bed area.
The posts in the rear of the bed were set to extend about
eighteen in ches above t he ground level and t hose in front
about twelve inches. Board were then nailed on to t he
inside of t he rows of posts and at the ends to provide t he
walls of t he bed. The boards were extended t he width of
the sash above the tops of the posts so as not to interfere
with t he placement of the sash.
The ground was excavated from between the walls to
within several inches of the walls on either sid e to provide
for the flues. The upper end of the bed was dug out to a
deP.th of six or eight inches, the depth gradually increasing
until the lower end of the bed was reached where it may
have been from twenty-fou r to thirty in ches deep. A slightly narrower and deeper excavation was extended several feet
beyond the lower end of the bed. From four to six feet of
trus extension was used for the fire-pit and the rest was
dug out for the convenience of firing.
Stones or bri cks were used to erect a wall about eighteen
to twenty-four inches high on each side of the pit. Broad
fl at stones were placed horizontally across both sections of
wall and covered over with about two feet of ground .
Trenches about a foot deep and a ohovel's widt h, or wide
enough to condu ct t he heat, were dug from each side of
t he fire-pit. These trenches were dug diagonally toward
each side of the bed to the other end of t he bed. They
were al 0 covered over carefull y with fl at stones to prevent
any ground from falling in and filling t he a rea.
It was important that the ground which \yas fill ed in
over the stones wa well packed to prevent smoke from
passing t hrough t he ground of t he bed_ The flu es conducted t he heat beneath the bed and the smoke to the chimney
at the upper end. The chimney for the upper end of the
flu es could be made by nailing four wide boards toget her
and a ttaching them to the flu es.
After the flu es were completed, the ground which had
been removed was shoveled back into the bed, filling it to
the original level or slightly higher to allow for settling.
Usually the ground that was not used to cover the fire-pit
was banked against the outside of the wall of the bed.
Many times addi t ional ground or mulch was piled against
the walls to protect from the severe winter weather when
the plants were started early.
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.1 20 ft . x 4% jt. manure hotbed with concrete
jrame on land oj Amos Ellenberger, North AnnI'ille Township , Lebanon County , Pennsylvania, is
II ed
ach year jor tarting sweet potato plants .

uecau~e

In ord r that the bed was fully prepared for use in th
pring, 'pproA'lillately four inches of 011 for growlllg the
plants w placed in the bed during the fall before the
ground froze. I wa important that the Oll be rich Jl1
humus and relatively free from weed seeds. The soil could
be enriched with well 1'0 ted manure in the proportion of
one part manure to about ten part of soil. After the sod
was filled in the bed, it wa left open until la te fall, then
covered with glas a h to keep out the rain and the snow.
everal day before he ~eeds were to be planted, if it
was a heated bed, fire wa tarted in the pit in order to
warm the soil. Hi "her than normal temperature were required for several day in order to get the hotbed in good
condition for early planting. After the soil was warmed ,
much Ie s fuel was needed for heating .
In more recent year , where coldframes and hotbed are
used for growing plant on a commercial ba i, he soil used
in these structure is steam d to kill 11 the weed eeds
before owing the vegetable nd flower eed -.
Daniel Grumbine, who resides outhea t of i\Iyer towil ,
Pennsylvania, team all the oil u ed to grow plant in
his coldframe , hotbed, and greenhou es ; althou"h he dId
not resort to thi practice when he and hi WIfe tarted
growing plant forty-four year ago.
The steaming proce s, as he does it, take ' about three
hour . A plastic cover is placed over th area to be teamed
and a ho e which is fed from a boiler i placed beneath the
cover to supply the team. Anytime after the oil cool
ufficiently, the eed may be planted .
1\11'. Grumbine stated that hi wife, who pa d away
several years ago, wa re pon ibl for the growth of the
busine which has now grO\\'ll to include three large "reenhou es in addition to the many cold frame and hotbed tru tures, but that he did the work! He mentioned that in
the many years in which he has been growing plant, fio,,-er ,
and vegetables, he has made many mi takes but has learned
from everyone of these error .
Mrs. Abraham Rei t, who lives near Iona, Pennsylvania,
ha recently discontinued growing plants on a large cal
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of her age.
he grew all her plants-which she
' old by attending markets and auctions-in t he simple coldfr me and hotbeds which abound about the dwelling house.
he did a thnvin" business and employed a number of local
residents during the height of the planting eason.

Marvin and Irvin X 011 of Kleinfeltersville, Pennsylvania,
s ill use cold frames and hotbeds for growin" plants. Irvin
has only the cold frames and hotbeds on his property, but
his brother Marvin, who lives across the street, ha a greenhouse in addition to many cold frames and ho beds. He
tarts all tbe seeds in the greenhouse, hi v.rife thin and
transplants the plants, then he ets them out in fiats in the
coldframes for finishing . :'10 t of the plants are sold to
retailers in the area.
One of the informants told of he importance of hif ing
the plants if the eeds have been heavuy sown in order to
provide ufficient room for them to develop into tron",
tocky plants.

It i also important that moi ture conditions within he
ho bed and cold frame be controlled. :Viany times if he
tempera ture permitted, the sa he were lifted so that t he
plan could receive the benefit of the fallin" rain. When
water had to be applied, it was be t to do it only as often
a neces ary and then in ufficient quanti tie to allow he
water to oak down to the roots of the plants. Frequent
watering during damp, cloudy weather had a tendency to
cau e fun"us troubles. It was best alway to have t he
foliage dry at night, con equently if water was to be
'lppli d, it wa better to sprinkle the plant when the temperature ,,-a still risin". In addition to hifting the plants
and providing ufficient IDoi tu re condi iOilS, it wa also
good to till the oil as much as possible inee repeated
watering ha a tendency to pack the oil.
Many times fo r family u e, the hou ewife would start
the eed in sm 11 boxe or cans and place the e containeron a window ill in the unlight or behind or near the
kitchen range or heated tovepipe. By doin" this at the
proper time of the year, and exerci ing proper care, there
w re more than a sufficient number of all kind of vegetable
and flower plants available fo r use when the time arriyed

Edwin Stauffer, Sheridan, Pennsylvania,
watering plants in hotbed .

fo r t ran planting them in the garden . F or late transplanting, many times the seeds were sown in large kettles, tubs
or in a seed bed out in the backyard or garden .

Planting Lore
There is also much lore related to the sowing of cabbage
and other vegetable and flower seeds. The following beliefs are found among t he collection in the Pennsylvania
Folklife Society files.
Old people used to say, "M er dutt der grautsuum a uff
der Geert raud blansa" (Cabbage seeds should be sown on
St . Gert rude's D ay) .
In the area of J efferson, York Coun ty, it was said t hat
women in that area always sowed cabbage seeds on St.
Patrick's Day. If there was snow on the ground, the seeds
were sown in t he snow. There was also a strong belief
within many areas of t he Du tch Country, "Uff der Grie
Du n ner s c h daw g, m uss der grautsuum e gseet warre,
schunscht gebt's ken graut" (Cabbage seeds must be sown
on Maundy Thursday or else there will be no cabbage that
year). " Viele hen awe graud suume kseed im muunet M artz
wan der naame 'D etlaus' im karlenner waar" (Many also
sowed cabbage seed in t he month of M arch when the
name Detlaus ap peared in t he almanac).
An entry in the J ames L. Morris Diary, in the Berks
County H istorical Society Library, on March 17, 1 41,
reads as follows : "St. Patrick's D ay, T he old Dutch women
have been in the practice of sowing cabbage seed and
planting early potatoes on this day."
In the E ck 3 of Ap ril 4, 1936, we find t he following concerning the sowing of cabbage seeds. "Uff Karfreidawg
soU mer Grautsaame sae-e" (Cabbage seeds shou ld be sown
on Good F riday).
Fogel, in his book, B eliefs and Superstitions of the Pennsylvania Germans, has recorded the followi n"": "Wammer
net ge blokt sei mit aerdfle, set m er der sume obends wann
di sunn unner is oder m aergets eb si uf is" (If seed is sown
after sunset or before sunrise, flea beetles will not infect the
3

Preston A. Barba, '"

Pennsylfawnisch Deitsch Eck," The

M orning Call, April 4, 1936, Allentown, Pennsylvania.

plants).' "Der Kaerfreidak soil mer grautsume see" ( ow
cabbage seed on Good Friday).' Uf der Kaerfreidak soll
mer blumesume see un blume blanze no blie si gut" ( ow
flower seeds and plant flowering plants on Good Friday, so
the plants may bear many flowers). " Kaerfreitag gibt als
glicklicher saetag" (It is lucky to sow all kinds of garden
eeds on Good Friday).·
In H. L. Fischer's Olden Times/ we read:
Saint Patrick was the saint of saints
For sowing cabbage seeds in beds,
And when so sown raised no complaints
Of ve rmin on the plants or heads.
Many of the older folks in the Dutch Country were
always very careful to plant and transplant only on certain
days. These planting days were determined by certain
signs found in the almanac or by the phase of the moon.
Flowering plants were transplanted only on days when t he
Jungfrau (flower girl or sign of Vi rgo) appeared. Planti')
which were to yield root crops, such as sweet potatoes, were
planted during t he decrease of the moon. Those which
were to produce large leaves or stems, such as lettuce and
celery, were planted du ring the increase of the moon. It
was also very important, it was thought, that certain plants
such as tomato, pepper, and eggplant not be transplanted
during the sign of the Jungfrau or there would be no fruit,
only continuous flowering. That is, it was thought that
these plants would bloom themselves to death but would
give no yields.
Sweet potato plants were usually planted about Lhe longest day for longer and better keeping throughout the winter
months. Another informant told of planting cabbage plants
only on certain days for larger and tighter heads of cabbage.
T he writer recalls his grandmother devoutly following
these signs in setting out plants and planting ill general.
Whether or not this helped produce better and larger yields
fo r her will never be known but she always had more than
sufficient quantities for family use and for marketing
purposes.
Fogel records the following belief, related to transplanting. "Blumeschteck as mer uf der Kaerfreidale blanzt grige
schekiche blume" (Flowering plants planted on Good Friday
will bear variegated flowers) .8 " In del' Jungfrau blanzt
mer di blum e rum" (Transplant flowering plants in Virgo).'
"Graut un dubakblanze blanzt mer der hunnert dale" (Plant
cabbage and tobacco on the hundredth day) .] 0 "Blume
blanzt mer im Grebs, no warre si ni'der un bret" (Flowering
plants set in Cancer will grow low and stocky).11
The writer will welcome from the readers any other beliefs which relate to the sowing of seeds or transplanting
from the coldframe or the hotbed.
Today in most instances, garden plants are grown in
commercial greenhouses and are made available fo r t hose
who have and want gardens and flowe r -seldom a re t he
plants set out according to the phase of the moon or t he
signs of t he almanac. The satisfaction and joy, however,
that gellf~ rally accompanied the task of sowing the seed,
watering, caring for and setting out the plant, in most
instances, is no longer a part of gardening .
• Edwin M. Fogel , Beliefs and Superstitions of the Pennsylvania Germans (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), p. 194, No . 945 .
5 Ibid., p . 196, No. 962.
• Ibid., p. 197, o. 963.
7 H . L. Fischer, Olden Times (York, Pennsylvania), p. 34.
8Fogel, op. cit., p. 205, o. 1027.
• Ibid., p. 205, No. 1022.
W Ibid., p. 207, No. 1040.
11 Ibid., p . 203, No . 1004.
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VIEW OF HILL

ABIN, TJIREE

PRING FARM, 1854 .

This was the tenant hou e. Note log tructure in right
foreground, and everal types of fencing .

Quaker folk art, \\'hile rare, loe' eXIl. The Edward
Hick es may have been it rant)', but other Quak r did
dra\\', sketch, and record some memorie of their life in
rural Penn ylvania in the 19th Century.
u anna Brinton wa a Penn ylvania Quakere
who e
ketche of Three pring Farm, her birthplace, in Leacock
Town hip, Lanca ter
oun y, Penn ylvania, we present
here.
he wa ' born February 1, 1 33, in Leacock Townhip, daughter of William and Gulielma ( ooper) Brinton .
Her father , William Brinton (17 5-1 7 ), was a native of
Lanca ter ounty, a wa hi fath r Jo epb Brinton (17541 09). Jo eph wa ' a on of Io ~e Brinton (1725-17 9),
who built the main hou~e on Three pring Farm in 1793
for hi on Jo eph.
10 e Brinton wa married at Leacock (later Lampeter) l\1 eting in 1747, at whicb time he
moved from
he ter to Lanca t r
ount\'. II wa a
great-grand on of Willia m Brinton, 16 4 miO"rant an 1
pion er Quaker eWer in the Birmingham area in he ter
ounty, which he na med for hi home in < nO"land .
u anna Brinton, of ,ap, La nca t r Olll1ty, \\'ho mau"
the e sketche a a teenager, \\"Us a w II known Friend,
vigilant woman suffragi t and civil right cru ader. Ne\'er
married, he per i ted in Qu aker "plainne /I lOto her old
age. A photograph of h r and her cru 'adll1g iter l\la ry
Hopkin, which app ared in the Brinton g nealogy of 19A,
how bolh in the tiff brimm d bonn t and ha\\'l of the
19th Century, with face xpressive of the Quak r ourage
and morali m which dominated their live .
The family hi tory give u a \\'ord pictur of her :
" Among tho e who know h r, he has alway tood out a
a remarkable character, exemplified by her commendable
independence of thought and clarity of judgment. From
childhood, she ha alway been intere ted in animals. Her
love for them i shown by the sub tantial, artistic drinkingfountains for hor es which she ha had erected in difTerent
places . After the winning of uffrage for women, a county
oelebration was held at Parke burg.
he and her si ter
Mary Hopkins rode in the parade, honored and acclaimed
for their enthusiasm and years of loyalty to the cause of
woman' rights . Her appreciation of the ne d of
egro
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uplift \\'a practically demon trated by her gift of a resIdence for teach r to heyney Training chool for olored
Teacher. Thi i now a tate Normal choo!.
everal
years aO"o he o-a\'e to the Woman's l\Iedical
ollege of
Philadelphia, onc of the buildinO"' in their compound, known
a 'Brinton lIal!.'
he p '~e ed ra ther an unu ual combination for a \\'oman-that of th arti t and arti an. Her
talent in arti tic thin cr , coupled with her ability with a et
of 1001 given to her in her girlhood, would amply ha\'e
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THREE PRING FARM . Susanna Brin ton drew this sketch of the Lancaster County farm on which she was born, and dat ed it in Quaker f ashion-" 8th M a 1851."
satisfied the severe t critic who claim that the arti t
should be his own a rtisan." See J ann etta IV right Schoonover, The Brinton Genealogy ([Trenton, Tew Jersey,
1924J), pages 325-326.
usanna Brinton died October 26 ,
1927, at the age of 94, plain Quaker to the end.
The sketche a re of great value in that they . how us
glimp_es of Quaker farm life in Lancaster County. Th ey
reveal thc accultu ration that had in the 18th Century

created a Pennsylvania folk-culture out of Continental
and British Isles traditions-for in sta nce, the Quaker use
here of the Pennsylvania or "Swis " barn , the snake fence ,
the thatched roof.
Our appreciation to the Chester County Historical Socicty for permission to use the e revealing ketches of
Pennsyh·ania farm life in the fir t half of the 19th Century.
-DON YODER
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"OUR KITCHEN." This interior sketch by usanna Brinton
liam & Gulielma Brinton with their family of five children &
home in Leacock, Lancaster Co [.,] Pa [.,1 ketched in 1848 by
l!0use stairway in Philadelphia M~useum of Art, and underneath
.lars.

is dated 1848 and bears the inscription, "Wila colored boy ammy H enson 1848 at our old
. Brinton." Note stairway similiar to MiUbach
it the cellar;way with coffee grinder and spice

Memories of
Three Spring
Farm
BY
SUSANNA BRINTON
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UNBONNETED QUAKER
GIRT, TVORKING UNDER
T H E TREE.
us anna
B rinton drew this sketch in
1 49 and entitled it "A sewing group under a couple of
old oak trees south of Hill
Cabbin, consisting of Cas y.
Jane, Mary , and usan Brin ton; Anne and H annah Coop er[ ;] The latter, reading in
Lamartine. 1 49."

T H REE PRI NG FARM. This Quaker farmhouse was built in 1798 by Moses Brinton for his on Jo seph.
D utch barn, Lancaster County style, 1vith unsupported forebay.

Note

\.

VIEW OF FARMHOUSE W I T H T H ATCHED CORNCRI B AND CIDER PRESS. This drawing was made by
Susanna's brother, Joseph, for her. Note careful fencing and vegetable garden in front of house.
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PROGR AM- M IN . TAGE
12:00-12 :3 0
12:30- 1:00
1:00- 1:30
] :30- 2:00
2:00- 2: 3 0
2:30- 4 :00
4 :00- 4 :30
4 :30- 5:00

H eid elber g P olk a B a nd.
F ood p ec ialti e a t th e Fe tivaI.
Hor e ho in a in th e Dut ch Country.
Profe or chni tzel, Dutch Humor i t.
Th " Hor e and Bugay Dutch " a nd th eir
Garh.
Major Folk Fe tival pre ent a tion:
P a noramic P aaea nt of th e Pl a in Dutch.
( ee progt'am p aO'e 37 ) .
Flax D emon tra tion
H oedo wn a nd Jigging D e m on "'a ti on
h y Ch a mpi on ship e t.
PROGHAM-

11 :00-11 :30
11 :3 0-12 :00
1 2 :00-1 2 :3 0
12 :3 0- 1 :00
1 :00- 1 :30
1:30- 2:00
2 :00- 3:00
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T h e Lor e of th e Cone toga WaO"on.
T h e Gay Dutch an d the Pla in Dutch:
Two ' Vo d d in th e Dutch Co untry.
u torn of the Yea r Sh ow.
.
Ami h-Pl ain D ut ch Folklife.
Dutch H ou hold Lo t'e h ow.
P e nn yl va ni a Dutch 001 er y.
P a nora m a of H oI' e a nd BuO'gy F a rm ing Day in th e Dut ch ountry.

5 :005 :3 06 :006 :307 :007 :30-

5:30
6 :00
6:30
7 :00
7 :3 0
9 :00

9 :00-11 :00

E MI AR
3: 0 03 :304 :004: 305 :005 :306 :00-

P e nn ylvania Dutch H a ndi crafts sh ow.
H eidelber O" Polka B a nd.
H or se hoeing in the Dutch Country.
Profe or Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax D emon tration.
Maj or F olk Fe tival P re e nta tion:
P a norami c P ageant of th e Plain Dutch.
( ee progr a m pa ge 37 ) .
F" ee for All qua r e Dan cin g on F olk
Fe ti va ] Co mmon.

TAGE
3 :3 0
4 :00
4 :30
5 :00
5 :3 0
6:00
6:30

P e nn ylva nia Dutch F o]k ong Tradition.
Dutch Funel'al Lore Sh ow.
nake Lore Show.
POw~\' owin O" a nd H exer ei
how.
F olk Ar chit ec ture in th e Dutch Country.
P e nn ylvani a Dutch Folk Art.
B ee a nd Insect Lore.

PROGRAM-MAIN STAGE
12 :00-12 :30
12:30- 1:00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2 :00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 4:00
4:00- 4:30
4:30- 5:00

Heidelberg Polka Band.
Food Specialties at the F estival.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
The "Horse and Buggy Dutch" and
their garb.
Major Folk Festival presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
( See program page 37 ) .
Flax Demonstration.
Hoedown and Jigging Demonstrations
by Championship Sets.

5:005:306:006:307:007:30-

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

9:00-11:00

P ennsylvania Dutch Hand icr afts show.
H eidelber g Polka Ba nd.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Profes or Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax Demonstration.
Major Folk F estival Presenta tion:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dut ch.
(See program page 37 ) .
Free for All Square Dan cin g on Folk
F estival Common.

PROGRAM-SEMINAR STAGE
11 :00-11 :30
11:30-12:00
12 :00-12 :30
12:30- 1 :00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 3:00

The Lore of the P ennsylvania Rifle.
Pennsylvania Dutch Folklife.
Customs of the Year Show.
Plain Dutch-Amish Folkways.
Dutch Household Lore Show.
Pennsylvania Dutch Culinary Culture.
Panorama of Horse and Buggy Farming Days in the Dutch Country.

3 :003 :304:004 :30-

3 :30
4:00
4 :30
5:00

5:00- 5:30
5:30- 6:00
6:00- 6:30

Folksinging in the Dutch Country.
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
Snake Lore Show.
Witch craft and Water Witching d emonstration.
Folk Architecture in th e Dutch Country.
P enn sylvania Dutch F olk Art.
Almanac Lore.

PROGRAM-MAIN STAGE
12:00-12:30
12:30- 1 :00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 3:30
3:30- 4:30
4:30- 5:00

Food Specialties at the Festival.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
The "Horse and Buggy Dutch" and
their garb.
Major Folk Festival Presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
( See program page 37 ) .
Carbon County Musiganders
Hoedown and Jigging Demonstrations
by Championship Setil.

5:005:306:006:307:007:30-

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

9:00-11 :00

P e nn sylvania Dutch Handicrafts show.
Flax Demon stration.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor S chnitzel ~ Dutch HumOl·ist.
H eidelberg Polka Band.
Major Folk F estival Presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37 ) .
Free for All Squal'e D a n cin g on Folk
F estival Common.

PROGRAM-SEMINAR STAGE
11 :00-11 :30
11 :30-12 :00
12:00-12:30
12:30- 1:00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 3:00

The Lore of the Conestoga Wagon.
Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Culture.
Customs of the Year Show.
Horsedrawn Transportation among th c
Plain Dutch.
Dutch Household Lore Show.
Pennsylvania Dutch Cookery.
Panorama of Horse and Buggy Farming Days in the Dutch Country.

3:00- 3:30
3:304 :004 :305:005:306:00-

4 :00
4 :30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30

Folk-Hymnod y traditions among th e
P ennsylvania Dutch.
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
Snake Lore Show.
Powwowing and H ex er ei Show.
Folk Architecture in the Dutch Country.
P ennsylvania Dutch Folk Art.
Fowl and Feather Lore.
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PROGR AM--MAI
12 :00-12 :30
12:30- 1:00
1 :00- 1 :30
1 :30- 2:00
2 :00- 2:30
2:30- 4 :00
4 :00- 4 :30
4 :30- 5:00

Heidelberg Polka Band.
Food Specialtie a t th e Fe ti va l.
Hor e hoeing in th e Dutch Country.
Profe or chnitzel, Dutch Hum ori t.
T h e "Hor e a nd Buggy Dutch " and
th eir ual·b.
Major Folk Fe ti val presenta tion:
P a nor ami c Pageant of th e Plain Dutch.
(See progra m page 37) .
F lax D em o nstration.
Hoedown a n d Jiggin g De m o n tration
b y Ch a mpion hip e t.

STAGE
5 :005:306:006:307:007:30-

9:00-11 :00

PROGRAM--SEMINAR
11 :00-11 :30
11 :30-12 :00
12:00-12:30
12:30- 1:00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 3:00

The Lore of th e Con e toga Wagon.
The Ga y Dutch and th e Pla in Dutch:
T wo W orld in th e Dutch ountry.
Cu tom of th e Yea r how.
Ami h-Plain Dutch F olklife.
Dutch Hou ehold Lore how.
P enn ylvania Dutch Cookel·Y.
P a norama of Hor e a nd Buggy Fa ...l l ·
ing D a, in th e Dut C'h o un"·~' .

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

TAGE

3:00- 3:30
3 :30- 4 :00
4 :004 :305:005:306:00-

Pennsylvania Dutch Handicrafts show.
Heirlelherg Polka Band.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax Demonstration.
Major Folk Festival Presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37 ).
Free for All Square Dancing on Folk
Festival Common.

4 :30
5 :00
5:30
6:00
6:30

Pennsylvania Dutch Folksong Tradition.
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
Snake Lore Show
Powwowing and Hexerei Show.
Folk Architecture in the Dutch Country.
Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Art.
B ee and In ect Lore.

PROGR AlH-- JAIN 51' GE
12:00-12:30
12:30- 1:00
1 :00- 1 :30
1 :30- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2: 3 0- 4 :00
4 :00- 4 :30
4 :30- 5:00

H eidelberg Polka B a nd.
F ood p ecia lti e at th e Fes ti va l.
Horse h oeing in th e Dutch o untry.
Profe or chnitzel , Dutch Humori t
Th e " Hol' e a nd BuO'O'v Dutch " a nd
th eir garh.
.
Major Folk Fe tival pre e ntation:
P a nora mi c P ageant of th e Plain Dut ch .
( ee pro crl'a m pa ue 37) .
F lax D emonstration.
Hoedo wn a n d JigO'in O' D e m o n tra tion
h y h a mpi o n hip Set .

5 :005:306:006:307:007 :30-

9:00·11 :00

PROGRAM--SEMINAR
11 :00-11 :30
11 :30-1 2 :00
12 :00-1 2 :30
12:30- 1:00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 3 :00

Th e Lore of the P enn ylvania Rifl e.
P e nn ylvania Dutch F olklife.
Cu tom of th e Yea r how.
Plain Dutch·Ami h F olkway.
Dutch Hou ehold Lore how.
P e nn vlva nia Dutch ulin a r \' uhm·C'.
Pa n or~m a of Hor e a nd B ~l ggy Fal'min g Day in th e Dutch o unlJ''''

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

3 :003 :304 :004 :3 0-

P ennsylvania Dutch Handicrafts show.
H eidelberg Polka Band.
Hor e hoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor chnitzel, Dutch Humorilt.
Flax Demonstration.
Major Folk Festival presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
( ee program page 37 ) .
Free for All quare Dancin u on Folk
F e tival Common.

TAGE
3 :30
4 :00
4 :30
5 :00

5 :00- 5 :30
5 :3 0- 6: 00
6 :00- 6 :30

Folksinging in the Dutch Country.
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
nake Lore Show.
Witch craft and Wate r Witching Demon·
stration.
Folk Architecture in the Dutch Countr~' .
P ennsylvania Dutch Folk Art.
Imanac Lore.

PROGRAM-MAIN
12:00·12:30
12:30· 1:00
1:00· 1:30
1:30· 2:00
2:00· 2:30
2:30· 4:00
4 :00· 4:30
4:30· 5:00

Heidelberg Polka Band.
Food Specialties at the Festival.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
The "Horse and Buggy Dutch" and
their garb.
Major Folk Festival presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37).
Flax Demonstration.
Hoedown and Jigging Demonstrations
by Championship Sets.

TAGE

5:00·
5:30·
6:00·
6:30·
7:00·
7:30·

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

9:00·11 :00

Pennsylvania Dutch Handicrafts show.
Heidelberg Polka Band.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax Demonstration.
Major Folk Festival presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37).
Free for All Square Dancing on Folk
Festival Common.

PROGRAM-SEMINAR STAGE

11 :00·11 :30
11 :30·12 :00
12:00·12:30
12:30· 1:00
1:00· 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00· 3:00

The Lore of the Conestoga Wagon
Pennsylvania Dutch Folk CultUl'e.
Cus tom s of the Year Show.
Horsedrawn Transportation among th e
Plain Dutch.
Dutch Household Lore Show.
Pennsylvania Dutch Cookery.
Panorama of Horse and Buggy Farm ·
ing Days in the Dutch Country.

3:00· 3:30
3:30·
4:00·
4 :30·
5:00·
5:30·
6:00·

4 :00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30

Folk.Hymnody traditions among the
Pennsylvania Dutch.
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
Snake Lore Show.
Powwowing and Hexerei Show.
Folk Architecture in the Dutch Country.
Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Art.
Fowl and Feather Lore.

PROGRAM-MAIN STAGE
12 :00·12:30
12:30- 1:00
1 :00· 1 :30
1:30· 2:00
2:00· 2:30
2:30· 4 :00
4 :00· 4:30
4:30· 5:00

Heidelberg Polka Band.
Food Specialties at the Festival.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
The "Horse and Buggy Dutch" and
their garb.
Major Folk Festival presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37).
Flax Demonstration.
Hoedown and Jigging Demonstrations
by Championship Sets.

5 :00·
5:30·
6:00·
6:30·
7:00·
7:30·

5:30
6:00
6:30
7 :00
7:30
9:00

9:00·11:00

Pennsylvania Dutch Handicrafti.
Heidelberg Polka Band.
Horse shoeing in the Dutch Country.
Professor Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax Demonstration.
Major Folk Festival presentation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37).
Free for All Square Dancing on Folk
Festival Common.

PROGRAM-SEMINAR STAGE
11 :00-11 :30
11 :30·12 :00
12 :00-12 :30
]2:30· 1:00
1:00· 1:30
1:30· 2:00
2:00· 3:00

The Lore of the Conestoga Wagon.
The Gay Dutch amI the Plain Dutch:
Two Worlds in the Dutch Country.
Customs of the Year Show.
Amish·Plain Dutch Folklife.
Dutch Household Lor'e Show.
Pennsylvania Dutch Cookery.
Panorama of Horse and Buggy Farm ·
ing Days in the Dutch Country.

3:00·
3:30·
4:00·
4:30·
5:00·
5:30·
6:00·

3:30
4 :00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30

Pennsylvania Dutch Folksong Tradition.
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
Snake Lore Show.
Powwowing and Hexerei Show.
Folk Architecture in the Dutch Country.
Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Art.
Bee and Insect Lore.
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PROGRAM-MAIN STAGE

12 :00-12 :30
12:30- ] :00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 4 :00
4:00- 4 :30
4 :30- 5:00

Heidelberg Polka Band.
Food S pecia hie at th e Fe ti vaI.
HoI' e hoeing in the Dutch Country.
Profe 01' Schnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
The "1101' e and BugO'y Dutch" and
th eir garb.
Major Folk Fe ti val pre entation:
Panoramic Pageant of the Plain Dutch.
(See program page 37) .
F lax Demon tra ti on.
Hoedow n and Ji O'O"in g D('mon tl'atio n
h y Ch a mpi o n ship ets.

5:005:306:006:307:007:30-

5:30
6:00
6:30
7 :00
7:30
9:00

9:00-II:00

P e nn ylva nia Dutch Handicrafts show.
H eidelherg Polka Band.
HOl'se hoeing in the Dutch Country.
Profe SOl' chnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax Demon stration.
Major Folk F es tival pre entation:
Panoramic Pageant of th e Plain Dutch.
( ee program page 37 ) .
Fl'ee f o r All quare Dancing on Folk
Fe tival Common.

PROGR AM- EMl AR STAGE

II :OO-II :30
II:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00
1 :00- 1 :30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 3 :00
3:00- 3:30

The LOI'e of th e Penn ylva nia Rifl e.
P enn vlva ni a Dutch Folklife.
Plain 'Dutch-Ami h Fo lkwa v .
Dutch Hou sehold LOt'e ho~v.
Penn ylvania Dutch ulinar. CultUl'e.
PanOt'ama of HOt, e a nd BuO'O'y Fat'ming Da y in th Dutch Country,
FoIl s inO'in g in th e Dutch Countr. ,

PROGRAlH-M

12 :00-12 :30
12:30- 1 :00
1 :00- 1 :30
1 :30- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 4 :00
4 :00- 4:30
4 :30- 5:00

Heid elhe r O' Polka B a nd.
Food p ecialtie at th e Fe ti vaI.
Hor e ho ei ng in th e Dutch ounlt'y,
Profe Ot' chnitz I, Dutch HumOt'i t.
T h e " Hor e a nd BuO"gy Dutch" and
their ga l'b.
Major Folk Fe ti al pl'e ntation:
Panoramic Pagea nt of th e Plain Dutch,
(See program paO'e 37) ,
Flax Demon " 'a tion,
Hoedown a nd Jiggin g D ('l1Io n " 'at io n s
hy h a m pion hip e t.

3:30- 4 :00
4 :00- 4 :30
4:30- 5:00
5:00- 5:30
5:30- 6:00
6:00- 6:30

. TAGE

5:005:306:006:307:007:30-

1 :00- 1 :30
1 :30- 2:00
2:00- 3:00

The Lore of th e Co n e toga Wagon,
P en n vlva ni a Dutch Folk Cultm'e.
e u t o~ of th e Year Show.
HOI' ('(I .'awn Tran portation amon" th e
Plain Dutch.
Dutch Hou eh old Lore Show,
P e nn sylva nia Dutch Coo k e l·v.
Pano['~ma of HOt, e and B-uO'gy Farmin g Day in th e Dutch Country,

5 :30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00

9:00-11 :00

PROGRAM-SEMI AR

II :OO-II :30
II :30-12 :00
12:00-12:30
12:30- ] :00

Dutch Funeral Lore how_
nake LOt'e how.
Witch cr'aft and Water Witching Demontration.
Folk Architecture in th e Dutch Country.
P enn sylvania Dutch Folk Art.
Almanac IOI'e.

TAGE

3 :00- 3 :30
3 :304 :004 :305:005 :306:00-

Penn yl \'a nia Dutch Handicrafts show,
H e id elberg Polka Band.
HOI' e hoe in g in th e Dutch Country,
Pt'ofe or chnitzel, Dutch Humorist.
Flax Demon tration,
Majot' Folk Festival pre entation:
PanOl'a mic Pa gea nt of th e Plain Dut ch.
( ee prog ram page 37 ) ,
Free for All Square DancinO' on Folk
Fe tival Common.

4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30

Folk-Hymnodv tradition among th e
P enn lvania Dutch,
Dutch Funeral Lore Show.
S nake Lore Show,
Powwowin a and H e -e t'e i Show.
Folk Architecture in the Dutch Country,
P e nn yl ania Dutch Folk Art.
Fowl and Feather Lore.

MEN OF ONE MASTER
"Men of One Master" is an epic of the Pennsylvania Amish struggle to survive with the courage
of their convictions.

Written and Directed by Brad Smoker.
Scene One:

Amish Church Service
"You are eavesdropping upon an Old Order Amish church service."

The

hymns chanted by the congregation date back to 16th Century Europe.

They

are hymns of praise and martyrdom having their origin in the Gregorian
Latin Chant.
Scene Two:

Origin of the Men and the Ideas
"Their beginning was another land, a much earlier land-Europe 1650."

A

chronicle of the men-Menno Simons and Jacob Ammen-and the ideas that
effected a nation of people.
Scene Three:

Settlement of Pennsylvania
The Amish hear William Penn and follow his dream.

"They came.

They

were not the first, but they had courage of their convictions and they stayed
on the land."
Scene Four:

The Meaning of the Land
"The soil is God's soil in the beginning and the end-in between it is given
to man in trust, to give life to men."

Scene Five:

The Harvest
"Bell the harvest!

If our soul

IS

In

the earth, our heart

In

the sun, our

stomach is in the harvest."
Scene Six:

Harvest Frolic
Dutch colloquialism and Hex Dance-a Dutch art.

Scene Seven:

The School Controversy
"L et the children be educated to the earth."

Scene Eight:

They Came
They were not the first but the seed they planted was the keystone of an idea.

The history of the Amish in Europe, the ideas and concepts of their religion, their mode of life,
the church service and its music-all of these are authentic. Although the young Amish dance at
their Sunday evening frolics, we have supplemented our accurate information of the Amish with choreographed dances and background music for their pageantry values of spectacle. We do not believe
this will divert from the honesty of information portrayed about the Amish.-Brad Smoker.
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NEXT YEAR'S
16th ANNUAL

Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Festival
Kutztown, Pennsylvania
JULY 3 -10, 1965
3

THE FESTIVAL AND ITS SPONSORSHIP
The Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsyl vania Folklife Society, a
non-profit corporation. Purpose of the Society is three-fold: collecting the lore of the Dutch COW1try;
studying and archiving it; and making it available to the public both in this country and abroad.
proceeds from the F estival are used to further these goals.

All

The offices of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society are located at 218 W . Main Street, in Kutztown,
Pennsylvania. Directors are Dr. D on Yoder, M ark R. Eaby, Jr., and Thomas E. Harting.
AN INVITATION to become a subscriber to the Society's periodical, PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE.

(Subscription $4.00 a year; single copies $ 1.00 each. )

N ow in the fifteenth year, PENNSYL-

VANIA FOLKLIFE is published quarterly, in J a n uary, April, July a nd October. Each issue appears
in a colored cover, with 48 pages-or-more of text, a nd is profusely illustrated.
Subjects covered include: a rchitecture, cookery, costume, customs of the year, folk art and antiques,
folk dancing, folk medicine, folk literature, folk religion, folk speech, home-making lore, recreation,
superstitions, traditional farm and craft practices, and transportation lore.

PENNSYLVANIA SPIRITUALS
By Dr. Don Yoder
Price $7.50
This new volume of American folk music is the first full-length study of Pennsylvania's rich
living tradition of camp-meeting ("bush-meeting") and revival songs.

Presented are 150 traditional

Dutch religious folksongs, with music, dialect texts and full translations, plus complete historical and
sociological backgroW1d of the songs, the camp-meetings out of which they grew, and the impact of
the revivalist type of religion on Dutch Pennsylva nia in the past century a nd a half.

The book is a

contribution to American folklore studies, the nation's religious history, and Pennsylvania Dutch research.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
I.
II.

The American Spiritual Tradition
Bush-Meeting R eligion: A Description

III.

Bush-Meeting R eligion: A Sociological Analysis

IV.

The Spiritual Tradition in Pennsylvania

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII .

The Spiritual Tradition Today
Pennsylvania Spirituals: 150 Song-Texts
The Sources of the Spiritua ls
Pennsylvania Spirituals in Print

IX.
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SAFFRON COOI{ERY
BY EDNA EBY HELLER

!lIrs. Harry Fenton, in native garb,
holds chwenkfelder affron cake, featured in chwenkfelder exhibit at folk
festival.
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The sa O'ron herb i ' currently publicized by many food
writers, but our readers who are of Pennsylvania Dutch
d sc nt need no introdu ction to the fl avo r and color of
~aff r o n . The recipes that are flavored with affron in the
magazines include Tomato Bi que, Pea
oup,
affron
A paragu , and Hice Pilau . All of these a re very different
from the way the P ennsylva nia Dutch have enjoyed the
fl avo r of aff ron with chicken, noodle, calloped potatoes,
a nd bread filling.
For ma ny yea r the candinavia n countries and England
have been putting affron into their t raditional Christma
Bread, but the pani h had u ed it with rice and chicken
even before th at. In a ncient time, it wa used mostly
a ' a dye, once being the royal color of Greece . The Persia ns u ed it as a perfume; the G reek and Roman
strewed it in the cou rts and theat re. It seco ndary u es
at that tim were in medicine a nd cooking.
It was aid to have been introduced to the English by
a pilgrim from Tripoli . In E ex, England, there i a town
named aff ron Walden, 0 named becau e of the exten ive
rop of affron grown there . By the 13th entu ry, Engli h
cook were u ing affron.
Wh n dry, thi ancient he rb i an orange red in color.
The fiower of the saffron bulb re emble the common
pring crocu in ap pearance. The brownish t riple tigmas
of the e purple flower when dried a re ready for u e. The
oaffron , till cultivated in pain, France, Per ia, K a hmir,
and icily, look like the aff ron grown in Penn ylva nia
garden but i tronger in flavor.
nyo ne who think t hat
t he aff ron purcha ed in drug tore today i expen i\'e,
take note t hat over 70,000 aff ron flower are needed to
make one pound of dried affron.
Fifty yea r ago, in the Dutch country, the tore price
of affron wa 75 cent for an eighth of an apotheca ry
ou nce. When a hou ewife old it, the co t \Va calculated
with the u e of a ilver coin . Whateve r amount of aff ron
balanced the quarter on the othe r ide of the cale \\'a '
O"iven a <la quarter' worth ."
hildren had a daily cho re
each autum n morning to pick the affron flower and pull
apa rt the t riple tamen, then layi ng them on paper to dry.
The crocu -like flow er a re alway lavender in color.
Like par ley and other herb it wa "'rown clo e to the
kitc hen door. The affro n bed wa ometime a la rae a '
10 by 15 feet, the ize of one remembe red in Berk County,
north of :Monocacy Hill . nfortunately, affron bed eem
to be a thing of the pa t, only grown by tho e who grow
herb a a hobby . Thi i , of course, due to the a\'ailability
of pani h affron in the corner tore a nd the uperma rket. Thi i in co ntra t to the fact that ju t fifty
yea rs ago, in Philadelphia, one needed a pre cription to
purcha e saffron from the dru a i t.
Mo t of the a ffron u ed in th P enn ylvania Dutch
countie today i u ed for easoning.
aft'ron doe give
food a butter-y lIow colo r, but that i not the primar'
rea on for it being u ed. Like other herb, it ' worth i
in it fl avo r. It ha a di tinct ta te that cannot be com-

.11 easuring fifty cents worth of saffron. Below,
saffron and bulb are hown beside antique saffron box.

pared with another flavor as one compare onion flavor
wit h garlic. The Dutch like it in tewed chicken, chicken
pot-pie, noodles, scalloped potatoes, bread filling, chicken
corn soup and chicken noodle soup . The English have
introdu ced to a few of the Dutch here in Pennsylvania
their deli cious Christmas Bread t hat is flavored with saffron , but t hi mu t not be confused with the affron Cake
that the Schwenkfelders make in outheastern Penn ylvania. This use dates back to the first Silesian Schwenkfelders who came to Pennsylvania in 1734. Perhaps its
origin is connected with t he fact that before their migration a Schwenkfelder family had operated a saffron warehouse in .H olland. This Schwenkfelder delicacy is a sheet
cake t hat i made of yea t. There is saffron in the cake
and in the crumb topping. It i interesting to note that
the Schwenkfelders are t he only Pennsylvania Dutch who
make this affron-flavo red cake t hat might be called a
coffee cake.
There are other uses of saffron t hat are no longer in
vogue. Our parents used it for medicinal purposes and
also for dyi ng cloth. As a medicine, it was most commonly
used "to bring out the measles." These two uses are almost
extinct but the u e of saffron as a seasoning is more widespread than ever.
CHICKE COR SOUP
(WITH NOODLES)

1 4-pound chicken
2 cups noodles
2 t p. salt
1 t p. chopped parsley
1J1 tsp. saffron
Vs t p. pepper
2 cups fresh corn
2 chopped hard-boiled egg
Cut up the chicken and cover with three quarts of water.
. . . Add the salt and saffron . ... Stew until tender . . ..
Remove chicken from stock and set aside the legs and
breast for futur e potpie. .. (You can reserve one cup of
stock also if you wish.) . . . Cut u p the rest of the meat
and return to stock in the kettle . ... Add the noodles and
corn and boil for 15 minutes longer . ... Add th e parsley
and hard-boiled eggs.
LANCASTER OUNTY FILLI G
6 cups soft bread crumbs
4 tabsp. butter
1 egg
1 t sp . salt
1 cup milk
Vs tsp. pepper
1 small onion, minced
1J1 tsp. saffron
1J1 cup celery, cut fine
2 tab p. minced celery
Add beaten egg and milk to bread crumbs . ... Saute the
onion and celery in the m elted butter until brown. . . .
Add these and remaining seasonings to the bread . ... M ix
weU . .. . Stuff fowl ( enough for 5 lb. fowl) ... Or, put into
greased casserole and bake for one hour at 350 degrees.

CHWENKFELDER CAKES
tep 1-6 P.M.
1 pkg. yea t
1 cup mashed potatoes
Y2 cup water in which poV2 cup sugar
tatoes have been cooked
tep II-9 P.M.
1,4 cup hot water
1 egg
1 cup sugar
1,4 tsp. saffron
1 cup wa rm milk
V2 tsp. salt
2 cups flour
V2 cup lard
tep III- next morning
6 cups flour
Crumbs:
1 cup flour
% cup lard
1 cup light brown sugar
1 tsp. cinn3mon
Step I
At supper time make a sponge by dissolving yeast in
V2 cup lukewarm potato wat er. . . . Add to mashed potatoes and sugar that have been mixed together.
Cover and let set in a warm place for 3 hours .
Step II
After the sponge has set for 3 hours, pour hot water on
saffron and let set a few minutes . ... M eanwhile, softerz
the lard in warm milk. . . . Add it to egg, beaten with
th e sugar and salt . . .. Slowly pour in the saffron water
without using saffron . . .. Add this and 2 cups flour to
potato sponge and beat until smooth . . . . Cover and let
rise overnight in a 75 degree temperature, free from draft.
Step III
In the morning, add the 6 cups of flour and more if
necessary to handle . ... K nead until smooth . .. . R oll
out dough into two sheet cakes, % inch thick . .. . Place
on cookie sheets and cover with a cloth to rise Y2 hour.
. . . R ub together the four ingredients to make the
crumbs . . . . Wh en cakes are risen, heat oven to 350
degrees . . .. B rush top of cake with cream or melted
butter . ... Cover cakes with crumbs . ... Bake 20 to 25
minutes.
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BY GEORGE L. MOORE
EDITOR'
OTE.-We pre ent here another chapter
in the memoirs of George L . Moore, of Richland, Penn ylvania, drawn from hi childhood memorie of life in the
L banon Valley. ince this is a document of fir t importance in Penn ylvania folk-cultural stucl.ie , the only editing
we have done with it ha been to break up orne of the
longest paragraph, to italicize dialect and rhyme, and to
add the subheading. Othenvi e, pelling, diction, gramma r a re intact and reflect the u ages of a Lebanon Valley
farmer with country school education. The spelling reflect
the pronunciation of Engli h by a person who e native
tongue i Penn ylvania Dutch-" cha ticem nt" (cha ti ement), "chi el" (chis I) , "tarket" (target), " hinkle "
( hingle), ",queeced" (queezed), "build " (built), an I
" acret" ( acr d). orne spellings refl ct general P nnsylvania rural usage--"drownded" (drowned), "tannrie " (tanneries), "futher" (further) , "pattren" (pattern) and " Iantren" (lantern). The vocabulary is rich in names for rural
things-"market sled," " walking plow," "over I g," " barn
hridge hill,"-and in name for children's game -"BarnTag," "Tree are Parley," " ock-Ball," "Fig 1ill ," and
" Dickie
offin," to give a f w example. The grammar
reflects Penn ylvania Dutch influence on Engli h-"I arnrd
" to" for " taught u to," "so to say" for " 0 to speak,"
and above all, the u e of a masculine or f minine pronoun
mstead of the neuter "it" when referring to uch things
as a sled ("he"), a marble ("him"), or a tring ("him ").
When he describes the threshing machine engine'
lOll'
progre s over the Hanover Hill, however, George Moorr
alternate between Dutch " he" and general American rural
"she"! In addition to the minute de criptions of how to
play hi childhood gam " the author' marvelous gifL of
evoking the attitudrs of the child to pa rent. , fam il~' and
environment is everywh re vident,-' DIT R,
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One day when yet a mall boy in school I heard a
would-be philo opher ay that play always come before
work, then gave us boy or pupil a long lecture how play
come 0 naturaly while work u ualy require an effortL]
e pecialy after the novelty of being able to do it has worn
out , and tha work is of time forced on u agen t our will
or de ire but it i all for our own good or future benifit
o we will become elf upporting when we grow up, or
re pectful citizens, and will not become a vagabond or a
para ite on ociety, or a he in reality aid it[,] become
a tramp, and his description of a tramp IVa anything but
gentlemanly [,] for he de cribed him as being a miserable,
lazy, dir y, ragged, filthy, and perhap lou y man that no
one invite into hi hou L] 0 he ha to leep in barns
nnd eat hi handout on the back porch. And how right
he wa in hi de cription of a tramp[,] but more so in
hi theory about \\'ork, for a a child I played a long time
b fore I hnd any de ire for to work [,] for if I had nothing
to play with a a baby I no doubt tried to put my pink
tor in my mouth as I saw so many babie do, 0 I hall
fir t c1e,c ribe hOIl' I or \\'e boy played, for I only played
:l lone when my brothers were all in chool or when they
were cnlled n\\'ny to do some work, and then [I shnll] de~('nb how 1 Irarned to work, thnt ne\'er ended, onl~' ineren ed in volume the older I became, untill it in reality
brcame the Yery foundation of my life story.
My Childhood Toy.
.\ . orne of th(' g:lm s w(, pl n~'('d nt hom were nlso
plnyed at school nn I n re be t de cribed when we hnd the
full amount of player I hall d cribe them a games
played in chool, nnd a, I hnVC' aIr ndy de,c ribed ho\\" I
pln~' d hO\l se-ke ping nnd mO\" ing-dn~" on tho
cold \\'inter
dny in Mother kitchen while m~' brother were awny at

school[,]* I shall now describe how we played out doors,
and those few games we played indoors that have long
ago disappeared from the scenes or have become history.
We boys had but very few toys[,] in fact all the toys I
ever owned I could easily hold in one hand[,] for they
consisted of that red white and blue top mentioned in connection with that mysterious little white church and a
little tin toy steam rail road engine acquired at the same
time, a white tin horse mounted on a little oval shaped
green platform with little six spoke iron wheels under it
so it could be pulled with a string, and a little blue tin
house that .had a wide chimney in the center of the peak
of its bright red roof[;] this made it a penny bank for
you dropped your pennies or if prechance I did get a
nickle[,] down this chimney, and these last two mentioned
toys came out of a box that I called my Uncle David
box[,] for when he died a young man [,] all his toys, cards,
little books, circulers, etc.L] that he had saved and cherished were divided among his four nephews and two
nieces, so each of us boys received a box containing our
allotment as Grandma was supposed to have divided them.
As my toys were so few in number I admired them so
much that I played very little with them, and with the
greatest of care at such times that I did play with them,
howeverL] my favorite toy was that little four in ches
long rail road engine for it had a heavy fly wheel in its
coal tender laying on top of the two large engine wheels
comming up through it, with one end of its shaft comming
outside fa r enough so you could wind a store wrapping
string on it then by unwinding it with a jerk it would go
quite a long distance with the power that this flywheel
generated, remarkable for a three cent toy.
Riding a Stick
Thus we played with make believe toys in harmony with
things as they existed at that time, for in those days the
only thing [that] moved ,vithout horses was a rail road
engine[,] and at about this time the horse drawn street
car was being electrified, so horses was a boys greatest
ambition to play with [;] thus a straight stick not over
two inches thick and about three or four feet long answered
as a substitute for a horse, so getting astride of it and with
a string tied to its front end answered for a bridle rein [,]
then your two legs became his four legs [and] you were
off riding hard and fast to such imaginable places as the
black smith shop, country store, Post Office and church.
This playing that a stick is a horse was such a common
thing for boys to play with that the well to do boys could
buy such a stick at the store with a nice carved horses
head at its upper end with a leather strap in its mouth as
a bridle rein, and we boys oftimes had a stable full of
these stick horses[,] then played feeding them by pulling
grass for them as hay and used coarse sand as grain.
There was still a better way to play horse and that was
to use a long heavy string about ten feet long[,] then place
the center of it back agenst the other boys neck[,] then
the two end[s] were put under his arms and then the loose
ends were held in the other boys hand as lines[,] thus he
was the driver and the other boy a horse and could be
made to go where the driver wanted him to by pulling on
one or the other end of these lines as horses were guided in
those days. With a longer strong you could thus hitch two
boys as a two horse team to go to Harrisburg market or

*
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any other imagionary place, and if you wished to play
hauling people you put the boy and girl in ide that loop
of the line and then they were riding along although they
had to run ju t as hard or fa t as the horse and the driver,
for if the hor e did not run there was no fun in playing
horse. There wa a third way of playing hor e or rather
hor e back riding and that was on an older boys back, for
by putting your hands around hi neck and under hi chin
and he pinning your legs under hi arm he could jog along
at a pretty lively clip for a hort time, for this however
was tire orne to both horse and rider.
Make-Believe Plows, Harrows, and D rills
HoweverL] u ing sticks to represent horses was not the
only use we boys made of sticks for we being farmer boy~
naturaly oftimes played farming[,] so a forked stick with
the right bend became a make believe walking plow with
the longer end of the fork becoming the handles and thus
we plowed or stirred up our allotted field with it, then
another stick or brush with just the right amount of supposed teeth became a harrow, and a piece of board with
a string attached to it and prechance a stone atop of it
became a drag, and another forked stick with a shorter
fork became a two row score or row maker to make the
potato or corn row, then a block of wood tied to a very
narrow forked stick became a corn planter[,] the block
representing the corn hopper, and thus our field was soon
planted; and if we pretended to plant potatoes, and as
potatoes were planted by hand in those day[s], we used
small stones for potatoes and covered them with our hands,
or if we decided to sow grain[,] tieing a narrow oblong
box to a stick answered for a drill, and short toothed sticks
passed as hand cultivators.
Playing Soldier
Yes[,] sticks had lots of uses in our way of playing
for a short stick ,vith a bend at the right place served us
as a revolver and the noise it made was our loud shoutL]
Bang! Bang! Bang! then a longer stick with a slight bend

A stick with a bend becomes a gun.
at the right place of its thick end became a gun to go and
shoot crows and chicken hawks, to hunt and shoot rabbits, and [these] were also used to play soldier by marching
holding it erect, then another longer straight stick preferably a broom handle with a red handkerchief, if we
happened to have one, fastened to its upper end with
thorns from a thorn tree became a flag, and an old worn
out kettle or pan and two small sticks became a drum,
and thus we marched and standing straight up like soldier
keeping in step while marching and tried to look brave [ ;]
and some time later a long straight stick became a fishing
rod.
Playing Woodcutter
When I played alone in summer time I sometimes played
being a wood chopper as a wood cutter was called when
I was a boy, and an expression that was frequently heard
at that time when a person had an exeptionaly good appe43

titc wa [,J AI' hlld gcs a we en hols hecker[,J r "he at
lik a wood hopp r". Hcre I would break up mall pieces
of wood or bru h into qual length[,] then pile them bet II' n two imilar ize take and called it a cord of wood,
for in tho c lay after th aw mill had moved out of th
wood [,] it wood chopper or culter came into the wood.
and cut thc tree top into cord wo d. Thi man cut and
pIit. the wood into cord 1 nCTth[,] or four fe t in length,
then drovc a take in the ground down till h IVa an even
four fe t abovc th ground[,] th n eight feet away h
drovc a imilar take in the ground, th n by piIing thi
pacc b twe n the two take ev n full or level with the
top of the take he had cut a cord of wood ready to ell,
ome tim by I ngthening th pace between the takes to
12 feet he piled a cord and a half b tween the two stake
and by length ning the pace to 16' he could pile two
cord between them for oftime a buyer wanted two cord.
Thi wood cutter old thi wood by the cord[,] collecting
the money for it, the own r of the wood land getting hi
commi ion, thus the land OlVner had the right to choo e
thi wood cutter. Thi wood cutter al 0 old that pile of
saw du t left behind by the saw mill, at 50 c nt a two
hor e wagon box full[,] and one dollar for a four hor e
wagon box full, and there lI'a no re triction a to the ize
of the box for he even premitted them to fill ack and
pile them on top of th load. In tho e da ,[ ] there wa
no lab wood old[,] for all irr gular e 19 d b ar I could
be old to temporarly cover floor in new or u ed building [,1 in hed[ 1, and in barn where they were u ed to
cover hay and traw loft and the over log.

RoUing a Hoop
not her pIa)' thJJlg that \\'a even more popular with
boy then riding a tick for it hoI' e wa that of rolling a
hoop. He wa kept rolling by th lad runnin along ide
of him and batting him along with a round tick, and th y
could be bought at any hardwar
tore and u ualy were

boy of times while watching cow borrowed wagon hoops
from Bill cha ffer's black smith hop, sel cting tho e taken
from mall wagon wheel[s], but even this size had to be
kept in motion by batting our hand ag n. t them, and thus
II'
had lot of fun for many a day rolling them back and
forth along th road until! one day we made the mi take
of rolling them on one of those high banks along ide of a
hollow road where Mother could ee us from the garden
and that ended thi flln for we did not dare to borrow
them again although we told her we had Bill chaeffer's
premit to u e them.

Box Toys
Ithough as tated before[,] we boys had but few toy.
to play with 0 all the paste board boxes[,] on heing
emptiedL] were saved to b come a sub titute for some
toy, for there were but a few of them in tho e day [,]
tbu an empty hoe box became a jolt wagon box and
almo t a complete jolt wagon if we could contrive to fasten
tll'O of Path r' empty carpet weaving pools under it[,]
and with orne breaking of the box alteratIOn and it lid
it became It closed market wagon; and a string of those
little match boxe of that time that were but an inch deep,
thr e inche wide and five inche. long became a tring
of rail road cars by pll hing the boxe halfway into the
next box' cover, then that first half of that open box became the coal tender that we filled with coal du t, then a
~mall corn tarch box became the engine[,] a few pool
stuck on it a a moke tack and a econci thread spool
all'ed in two became tho e two knob on top of the engine.
A treet car lin,e ince being electical driven were oon
hring build to out laying to\\,11 L] we boy were soon
pla~' ing building them in miniature ~ize, 0 stick
tuck
in the ground with an arm ti d to it b came the power
line and a tring trung along the e arm the trolley cable,
then a paste board box of cuitable [ ize] with a tick stuck
down through it top at a fourty five degree angle became the trolley car.
ometime we even put down the
track b)' u ing mall piece of hingle to repre~ent tie
and orne old ru ty fence wir if \\'e happened to finci some
b came rail . But as \\'e had no \\'ay to fa ten them togE'thE'r one run over them with that make believe trolley car
hox ,iu, t about ruined the, l' track beyond repair 0 the fun
dE'rived here wa in building them and not in u einO' them
or mantaining them.

The Play-House

Rolling a hoop was more popular than ridin(l stick.
solid round pice of teel or hcavy gauge wire; howver the average boy found a good sub titute in a t el
hoop off a ca t off barrel k g or pail or any wood n object
bing bound with hoop. I however had a unique hoop
a a boy for I LIS d th lid of on of tho e large wooden
ch e e boxes, took Ollt its c nt rand u ed that wid wood n
rim a a hoop, and on a win ly day whil out rolling it
away from th wind I did n t have to hat him for th
wind blowing agen t that wid rim of tim
ok him fa t r
then I cOllld run after him, 0 at. uch t imc I ,iust wa t hed
wh r h finaly was stopp d by a f nc or thicket. We

it
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We boys u ualy bad our own individual play hou e and
ther [their] bounder}' wa marked by narrow boards
taked upright alonl)' it four idE', and if they happened
to be too long we .iu t lapped them over each other to
make thE'm the de ired length; a felY brick and a felY
piecE' of . h rt hoard or awed to the de ired length
and laycd on and between the brick became our furnit lifE' such a, , tOl'es, cupbon r Is. kitchen -ink. water bench.
and p rhap, a be I room cires, er, and on that exceptional~'
wide dre er top we proudl~' di,pla~'ed what we thought to
he a wond rfull ckplay of all color, r,l , hape [.l and ~iz '
of beautiful piece of broken china and diJ1e also pieces
of clear p;las di he and piece of red, yelloll', brO\m[.]
and gr n bottle; and to thi rnd we competed 111 hunting for and findin CT th pretti t eli he ' or rather piece,
of th m. < yen these ur play hou e lI'ere not dcyoid of
mi fortun for it wa not too unusual to come back to

play in them to find part of the stove or cupboard goen
part of the boundry board torn up and goen[,] for if
Father needed a board or a few bricks he thought it u eIe to hunt for them when they were a near at hand that
he cou ld pick up, for he allowed we had more time to find
them then he had; and when one day I complained that he
had ruined my tove he just aid you mu t not have been
u ing it for it was not even warm. ometimes we drove
long stakes in the ground at each corner of our play
house then layed a cross piece on top of the e stakes at
each end t hen Jayed ome boa rd on these cro~ pieces
and] we oon had a roof over ou r play house[,] then
boarding t hem up at t he side they began to appear looking like a hanty. Then while playing in these play houses
we took t he tassel of corn fodder and tied them together
to become brooms to sweep out our play hou e [,] then
we would also amuse ourselves by pulling broad leave
dock stems and leaves and carry t hem into our play hou es
and bunch them as rhubarb to sell at market or to cut
the stems into snipples pretending we are getting ready
to bake pie and if there was mud in t hat mud hole back
of the barn they became almost a reality although they
fell far short in design and neatne
from tho e that
Mother baked and not near so appitizing for even the un
was our only bake oven. In dry weather we would take
a lump of ground [,] shave it off at one end with a cast
off knife and pretend we a re making chocolate to drink for
at that time cocoa was still unknown and by adding water
and stirring it[,] it did have the color of chocolate but
we never ta,sted it .
M ud Sculpture
Ye , that mud hole back of the barn in wet weather became an additional place of amu ement for t hen we boys
became amature sculp tures if you could clas it as such[;]
nevertheless here we moulded crude images of horse,
cows, sheep, pigs, dogs, cat [,] and rabbi ts[,] using small
tick[s] for the legs and tail ; t hen our playhou es had
these additional attractions[,] at least that i what we
imaCTined but t hi episode was U" ualy of hart duration
ror a dry spell dried up that mud hole and t he first real
thu nder shower obliterated them from ou r play house
leaving only t ho e stick lay ing about as a reminder that
they had been there. At the time we had our play hou es
in the chicken yard we amused ourselves digging a well in
front of each house and covering them with boards or t in
lids then used the bark from old rotted out cherry tree
limbs as under ground pipe to fill t hem with water, but
this sport was of short duration for one day a thunder
to rm uncovered one of t hem and when Mother found
a drownded chick in it [there] came the stern orders[,J
fi ll up all those wells and do no t let me catch you digging
any more.
A Make-Believe Garden
A every farm be it large or small at that time had a
well kept and well fenced ga rden adjoining t he ya rd we
someti me made a make believe ga rden outside our playhouse by clearing a small space of all grass and weed usualy letting a few tall rank ragweed sta lks standing as trees,
then layed it out forming miniature garden beds then put
a fence aro und it by using small ta ke for po t and carpet
warp strings for wire; we then desighned thi wire to
the or rathe r t he only wi re fences then in existance in our
locality, t hat were made of smooth wire with light fl at
irons fastened to t hem between t he posts abou t four feet
apar t[,] then between these flat irons at equal distances
0 1'

r

apart a wire wa twi ted down through the e wires as an
additional upport, that was the forerunner of the woven
wire fence in u e today, only we had to u e pieces of
hingles for these flat i ron and tring for these cro
wires.
One of our incidents of playing farmers had rather
seriou after affects to us boy that do not like certain
kind of work, or should I say hate ome work war e then
others. A all clover eed at that time wa own by hand
we played doing likewise, a in mid summer after the
plaintain leave had fully developed their rat tail seed
stem we boy would strip off the e seeds and put them in
a container untill we allowed we had enough, then took
them in the ya rd and played owing clover seed. Ye [,]
sowed them in the yard, and I doubt if any farme r ever
had a better stand of clover then we boys had of plantain
leaves, for they soon crowded out anything that omehow
resembled lawn gras in the ya rd ; so all too soon we boys
were forced to pull them and feed them to the hogs and

Plaintain leaves soon crowded out the lawn grass.
what a dispi ed task t hat was for a boy to do for those
si ora bletter or hog ear leave as they are called in Pa.
Dutch do pull hard or bad enough in wet weather and in
dry weather Eie! Yei! Yei ! and then we were can tantl y
reminded t hat we a re t he fault t hat t hey are there.

TV atching the R oads
While thus playi ng or doing mischief work we always
had an inquisitive eye peeping out on the roads that
boardered our little farm on two sides so as not to rIDs
anything pa ing on tbe e roads, for in t hose day[s] even
an ordinary team pas ed only once in a great while, so the
pas ing of a fou r horse team was unusual enougb for us
to top playing and watch it pass by, and the passing of
a flitting or a moving was realy omething to see t rying
to figure out what piece of furniture they had loaded or
count the chairs they had tied up on top the load and to
cou nt the four and two hor e teams used .

Bark Wagons
Then in t hose day [J there were still R inna Waga or
bark hauling wagons to be seen taking tree bark from the
Blue Mountai ns to the tanneries. These wagon were
loaded lots heigher then any four horse load of hay and
were drawn by four or six head of horses with one man
driving the team sittin CT on the saddle horse and a second
man opperating the brake; even the empty wagons on
their way back to t he mou ntains were ometbing so UJ1u ual t hat we stopped playing to watch them pass with
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their high pen like rack about four feet deep[,] with their
rack rails running up and down or vertical and their front
and rear high upports being lots heigher then any hay
ladders then some of them the new ones were painted a
bright blue or bright red that added to their attraction.
In loading the bark the smaller piece were put in the rack
while the long pieces were laid and stacked crosswise on
top of the rack as high or a little high[er] then the front
and rear supports. In those days the bark was removed
from the oak logs before they were sawed into lumber
and likewise the bark was removed from all che tnut trees
before they were used to make shingles, fenc -post, fencerails, or lumber; and then this bark was taken to and sold
to the tanneries that still dotted the country side; where
this bark was ground, then soaked in water to become a
brine used in large vats to tan cattle and horse hides into
leather; the hair on the hides were bought by plasterers
to be used in the fir t coat in pia tering house; however[,]
with the comming of the shoe factorie and they buying
their leather from the large tannries in large quanities
these individualy owned tannries fell by the way side.

The Thrashing Machine
However[,] the greatest thrill of all was to watch one
of tho e first self propelled upright boiler steam enO'ines
pull one of tho e little thra hing machines up over those
Hanover hills. They could chuck along on the level
pulling the machine behind them but was sure to stall on
the first hill he came to; although he never did move
faster then the walk of a hor e, so when he stalled they
would block the wheel of the machine and uncouple it[,]
then the engine was moved up the hill on the level or
where the hill was less steep [,] then the men going with
the machine would tie a long rope to it then probably a
hundred feet away[,] the other end to the engine[,] who
would then pull the machine up the hill or untill he tall d
again when the engine would back up either take a shorter
rope pull or couple to the machine and pull the machine
up the hill [ ;] if he failed or talled again the same procedure was repeated and I have een them repeat this procedure three time to get to the top of one hill but after
he did get her up the hill he would chuck along at hi low
pace until! he came to the next hill or to the barn where
he intended to thrash.
Yes[,] in tho e days people had time to do things for
they worked long hours or days and oftimes part of the
night and what did not get done today was done tomorrow
for things did not run express train schedule in those days
and people took time to have brief periods of re t and
to talk.
The Funeral Procession
Then the pas ing of a funeral procession on these country
roads was something that stopped our play with an awe
for in those days they quite asily [were] reconised for the
undertaker and his driver sat high up on top of the front
end of the hearse. A funeral proceeded in the following
order[,] fir t the four or six pall bearers came driving in
two or thr e teamsL] then the next team contained the
one or two ministers that officiated [,] then arne the
hearse carring the body follow d by the nearest kin next
to the hearse until! it nded with but friends and neighbors, thus we counted the team and a great many team
was called en grosa licht or a large funeral. In high society a black hearse indicated an elderly person[,] a gray
hearse that the deceased was a young person and usualy
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a white hearse indicated that the unfortunate was but a
child. Usualy black horses were h~tched to a black hearse
and white horses to the gray and white hearse and the
color of the coffin usualy very near matched the color of
the hearse[;] but just at what age this color line wa~
drawn I could not definatly find out but what little information I could obtain it followed this pattren[,] from one
to sixteen years a white coffin, from sixteen to twentyfive
gray, from twentyfive to sixty brown and from sixty
upward black. However[,] the pl[a]in and common people were not governed by this color etiquette.
Due to our religious training and our regular attendance
at church we boys naturaly at times played church so we
in singing did as was done in our church [;] one would
say a few lines of a pretend hymn then we would all join
in singing it and likewise we knelt to pray but the only
prayer we could pray was the Lords Prayer, then one of
us would stand up and with shouting voice and waving
hands and arm went through the procedure of preaching;
but in playing church we were not allowed to play funeral
for we had done just that the Sunday before our most
loved Uncle David Fackler died, my Mothers brother so
naturaly this renewed the believe that it is an evil omen for
children to play funeral similar to the belief that it is an
ill omen for a child to dig a deep hole and bury something
in it so we now felt concious that we somehow were instermential in bringing this about. Mother also told this
unusual incident that happened a few days before this
Uncle David died. One night she heard Enos yell in his
sleep[,] Mam mier missa grossa redich hova for es is eber
gshtarva or Mom we must have large raddishes for someone has died flnd my parents naturaly likewise allowed it
was a token of Uncle Davids death for even the word
redich could be translated in this sentence to mean be prepared for some one has died.

Sunday Games
unday was our great day to play uch games as Tag,
Kick the Stick, Corner-ball, Bat ball, or Piggie for then
we could all play together for none of us was now called
away to do some work and we usualy took full advantage
of it. We boys used differant methods to get such games
tar ted or to see who has to be "It" for the first time or
who has first choice in selecting sides etc. Usualy when we
had company we used this impartial method. All the
players were lined up in a row with one facing them who
would then repeat the fall [ow] ing rhyme Ena, M einna,
Mina, M o! Catch a nigger by his toe If he hollers let
him go Ena, Meinna, Mina Mo!, 0 U T spells out and
as he repeats this rhyme he first pointed to the one on his
left as he said the word Ena then to the next one in line
as he says the word M einna and to the third one as he
says Mina and Mo to the fourth one and so on down the
line to his right always pointing to the next one as he
repeats a word and those three pa sed a a word for each
letter and after he thus reached to the end of the line he
points to himself as he ay another word then begins at
the top of the line again and continues on down the line
untill he comes to the word out then that one he is pointing at steps out of the line and is ure he will not be it and
if it happens to be the moderator or the pointer he ju t
kept on repeating the rhyme and pointing but now no
longer points to himself and thus one by one they tep out
of the line untill the la t one left i "It" or tarte the game.
Sometimes this spelling out was done a little different by
boys that came there to play and if I still remember right

it was done thu , when he came to the end of his rhyme
he asked the next one how many blocks it takes to build
a tower, or how many bricks it takes to build a chimney
and he was not to exceed the number four, he then pointed
the number of t imes the chosen number demanded then
pelled out; and t he idea here was that if you were mart
enough yo u could t hus get yourself out, or to stay in line
if you desired to be it. If there were but four or five
playing we used a shorter method by making as many
ticks as there are players and all of equal length, then one
of them was shortened, then someone would hold them
concealed all but the tips between the thumb and fingers
of his hand and then each player would pull one of them
out of his hand and the one getting the shortest stick was
"It". In tarting any ball game we usualy used the throw
the stick method so a stick and sometimes a bat was
tossed to another player who caught it as near in the middle as possible in one hand, then the tosser put one hand
on top of his hand a round t he stick[,] then the catcher
put his hand on top of it and so on un till the top end
of the tick i reached[,l t hen the one whose hand is on
top has first choice in selecting his players and the arne
method was used in sta rting a gamer;] however [,] if
the space at the top of the stick lacked a hands breadth
but still room enough to get part of hi hand on it his
hold on the stick must have been sufficient that he cou ld
toss it over his shoulder to be called the winner. In starting indoor games we usualy u ed grains of corn using all
yellow grains but one red one t hat were t hen held in one
of the playe rs hand, then one afte r the other of the players
would come up close enough , close their eyes, and take a
grain out of the p alm of the hand , but eve ry t ime afte r he
had closed his eyes the grains were shuffled agai n to avo id
him having any knowledge where that red grain might be
for strict honesty was imposed for the eyes had to be
squeeced shut.
Sock-Ball
In those day [s] ju t abo ut every boy some time or other
had in his possesion what was called a sock-ball and
numerous were the games that were played with them both
at home and in school. They were made of tightly
wrapped yarn and as F ather was a carpet weaver we
made ours from cast off carpet warp or strings[,] thus
each one of us boys had such a ball and they were usualy started by wrapping the yarn around some object to
become t he center of t he ball supposing to give it more
weight, thus such items were used as an empty thread
spool, a piece of coal, a small stone, and sometimes even
a small piece of iron such as a small piece of a chain
harness trace, then after the yarn was tightly wrapped
around this object to the desired size of the ball usualy
somewhere between two or three inches in diameter, they
were then stitched with the same size ya rn to keep them
from unraveling and the greater number of them were
covered with a leather cover; but none of our sock balls
ever had a leather cover for F ather allowed he can use
his dimes for more usefull purposes then to spend them on
ball covers[,] for ten cents was t he usual cost to put a
leather cover on one of these sock balls. They were usualy
used to play corner ball or sock ball as it was usualy
called also bat-ball[,] carley over and sometimes in playing driving the piggie and, were an ever ready plaything
to carry in you r pocket to learn to catch a ball and to hit
what you threw ate,] so to keep in practice to catch well
we would throw the ball agenst the side of the barn and

catch him on the rebound and to learn to hit thing any
tree in our ya rd was a likely tarket and the smaller the
tree the better became your aim.
A game we often played along the west side of our barn
was for the three of u boys and if other boys happened
to be there then all of u boy would line up along ide
the barn, then one of u using a sock ball tried to hit one
of u [;] if he hit one of u he kept on throwing untill he
mi ed [,] then the one he mi ed took his place and he
had to line up with the re t a a tarket and there was no

If he missed he had to line up as a taTget.
limit to the amount of dodging we could do as long as
we did not go beyond the limits of that side of t he barn.
ometimes we changed the game so the one being it kept
on throwing untill he had hit everyone in the line for as
he hit one he stepped out of the game and the last one
hit was the next one to do the throwing or hitting.
Trees are Parley
In playing some games as in tag and some kind of ball
games we selected a certain place to be Parley usualy
selecting the door or the side of some building where a
person being pursued can stop and rest while his pursuer
has to pick on some one els thus a game we often played
in our yard was Tree are P arley and here the one that
was it had to hi t anyone of the players with the sock ball
between the tree or while the players run from one tree
to the other and never while they are agenst a tree; t he
game was played that if anyone was hit he was out of
the game and the last one hit was the one doing t he socking in the next game .
Ride and Go Seek
Hide and go Seek was a game that we played lots of
times and was played different ways and the one we followed more often t hen anyother wa played a follows ;
the seeker would hide his face agenst some building and
count to at least a hundred by ones while the other players
cho e their places to hide; afte r the seeker had finished
counting he would say[,] A bag of wheat, a bag of rye,
all who aTe ready hollor 1; naturaly no one answe red him
to expose t hei r hiding place so he next says ountrary[,]
then if some one answered " No" he h ad to resume his
counting gi .jng him more time to hide but this time he
only counts to fifty, then when he hears no reply to either
question he begins to seek and find those that are hidden
and the one he finds first has to be the seeker for t he next
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gallic but h keeps nght Oil eel ing until he has found
all tho 'C hilld n or plaYlllg.
nother way that thi game
wa played wa to scI ct a c rtain pIa e called free-ba
1I ualy ju t a certain door and
ometime ju t a certain
board W9 cho en for It. Tow \Vb n th c ker faun I someone he had to go to thi ba e an I put hi hand on it and
ay one two three for-naming the per on en[;] if on
of tho e hiding could get to thi free base un een he
would put hi hand on it and yell jl'ree and thus he did
not have to xpo e hi hiding plac nor have to be th
eek r; if the eeker pied him running toward fr e-ba
he tri d to get there fir t and if h did th runner wa
caugbt[,] if not the funn l' wa fre from b coming the
seeker; thu the O'ame went on untill all \\. re caught or
found or ff e[;] that was the nd of that game and the
fir t one caught b came the eeker for the n xt game; if
prechance all could get them elve free the arne per on
had to be the eeker for anoth l' game. am time thi
game wa played in a way that I did not like or rather
despi ed it if I happened to b come the ekeI', for thi
lVay you could r main the eekef a long a the game was
played; and it wa to chano- the game that if one of the
s ker could get to fr e ba e un een he made all tho e
free you had all' ady caught and thi way took more
port man hip then I po e d.

Pennsylvania Dutch Tl're tling
Wre tling in Pa. Dutch tyle or a it wa done in our
locality at home and in chool wa done a entir Iy dlfferant from the way public \\'re tling i done today that I
f el it need a full de cription hI', and it wa a port we
boy had to indulge in without the knowl dge of our parent for they allowed and th y probably were right thn it
wa the cau e of many a h rnia and th re wa no way
known in tho e day to opperate[;] it \\'a oHlme it
phy ical handicap that a man had to content with through
life; n verthele
we boy a all boy will, did oftime
indulge in thi~ port without any aft I' ffect. The two
wre tIer toad id by ide \\'ith one hand cIa ped around
the mall of hi opponent ba k th n th two ut ide arm,
were brought foreward and cla pc I in a finO' I' bet\\' n
fingers fi t then thi fi t wa pumped up and down to
the count of one and two and three and the in tant that
three wa aid the two in ide leg were wrapp d around
that of hi opponent and all po sabl phy iral efTort~
made to throw your opponent down with either a fore\\'ard
or backward thru t for if h auld disl d e hi opponen(~
leg he \\'a ure to go down with hi partner on top of him
as the winner for a oon a he wa down on hi back
they both got up eig r to I' p at thi proc dure.
Indian Wrestling
There \\'a anoth l' way of \\'re Uing that we boy called
Indian wre tling. Here the two opponent lay down flat
on their back with th ir bodi laying in oppo ite dir ctions but tight ag n t cach other at the hip or their hip.
w re in a straight line acro th n after counting thc one
two three the two in ide leg wcrc rai ed nnd wrapped
around ach oth I' in mi I nil' the on that oull pull hi
opponent up that hi hip were off the ground ",n the
winner.
Barn-Tag
Th rc wa one real dang rou gam \1' boy play cl and
b cau e of it[ 1 dangerou. na(llr we did not play it untill
we had reached adolenc nee and it wa called Barn-Tag
for to play it we wOllld crawl around nbove in the barn
4

Bam-tag was a dangerous game.
of time running along on top of tho e high up logs that
perate the lof and the barn floors, the one that was it,
trying to g t up to one of the other player for if you could
but touch bim he wa it and no tagging back at uch a
dangerou game, a the game went on untill someone
crawled him elf fast a we called it, did get in a place
where he could no longer crawl away nor jump down on
orne hay or traw below a had to give up and be "It".
In spite of the dang rou ne of tbe game no one wa ever
hurt and we thought it great fun.

Express Wagons
We boy never owned an Expre Wagon untill I bought
my o\\'n at the age of fourteen year. However[,] Father
\\'a not ignorant of the fact that thing can be hauled
fa ter than being carried or that wheel under a box can
move a heavier Joad and move it fa ter then it can be
carried by hand, but a tho e children expre \vagon co t
man y and were a ea ily broken, he came to the concluion tbat only wo wheel were needed to move a load a
et to work to make u a home made wauon with but t,,·o
wheel, and tbe one that I remember a our fir t \\'agon[;]
even the wheel were made out of wood; for Fatber awed
a half circle out of a ten inch board or rather four of
them[,] th n by joining two of thee half circle together
he had one wbe 1 and the fou I' made t\\·o ,,-heel [;] then
to join tbe e half circle or hold them touetber he took
a four incb board and nailed it on cro wi e to the e half
circle [,] then rounded it at both end to conform to the
edO'e of the wheel and tllli there were the two wheel, a
th next thing to do wa to u e a (\yO inch hand auger
and make th axel hole in the middle of them; he next
u ed a two by two inch piece of wood for the axel that
he rounded at both end to pa through and turn on them
,0 hi 11 xt ta k wa to chi el a hole in at each end a
(hn tan oblong quare corner d wooden pin could be inetted to retain the wheel. Now between the e t\Yo wheels
the box wa fa tened to thi axel [,] he u ing only rouO'h
on inch board to mak it, nnd about 1 inche deep, and
about foul' fe t long, and t\I'O f t \\'Ide ,,'a it ize, and
our hand and finuer picked up many a plinder from
tho e rough board that we ha I to pninfully diu out \\'ith
a needl. Th n the thick end of a tree limb and about
two inch thick with ju t the right bend in it becnme the
tongu and pI' tuded out about three feet at the front end
of the box an I that b nd in it cau d th box to be level
when th tongue wa lifted to pull it [.] th n a .mall
piecc of red anI roundrd, put throlwh it at it, front end
a an xtra hand hold, campI t d the tonO'lIe that \\'a now
nail d to the under id of the box and wooden brace

run back from its front center under the box and to the
outside of the axels to give it extra support and thus we
had a good strong two wheeled farm wagon. William being the olde t naturaly claimed ownership to this wagon
as a matter of prevention of abuse by his younge r brother ,
and as he excersiced t his authori ty along that line too
much to sui t us boys and even F ather who decid[ed] to
made [make] us a second wagon; and t his time actualy
it occured t he outlay of some money fo r at a near by junk
yard at t he Harri burg market he bought an old broken
tri cycle t hat had all three wheels intact; so he disca rted
the front wheel wi th it handlebars using only t he two rear
wheel and their axel t hus t he e wheels we re ri tain [edJ
by a nu t at t he end of the axel[;] then he also used those
irons that had connected t hese wheels to t he front fo rk as
braces under t he box a nd as a means to fa ten the tongue
to t hem, or the wagon, and as t hey already had the
neccesary hol es in them he had but to put bolt t hrough
the tongue that al 0 had been likewi e a t ree li mb and al 0
nailed it to t he box that this t ime was a good strong store
box or a wooden p acking crate. T o fasten the e wheels
to this box he had the blacksmith make two eye bolts to
slip over t he axel and com e up t hrough t he b ox and where
it was fa tened by bolts and here was our wagon or our
new econd wagon ; and as it had t o have individ ual ownership F ather allotted t his to me because he had failed to
buy me a little wagon as he had done his other three boys,
but my brothers were to have ume t ri cted u e of it. That
front fo rk and its wheel of t his t ri cycle became another
pla y thing fo r u boys fo r b)' p ushing it ahead of us and
running wi th it we pretended it was a bicycle. These
wagons far too often beca me playthings on Sundays for
while their intended use was to bring in frui ts and vegitables from t he field and orchard we now u ed t hem to
give one another rides in t hem ; or to t urn t hem upside
down and pin the wheels pretending they were t he fl ywheel of a t read power and later the fl ywheel of a steam
engine. Th en at t imes we removed t heir wheels pret ending
they were a t read powe r at t hrashing tim e t hat is desc ribed elsewhere in t hi sto ry.

Skating and Coasting
In win te r ti me '\yi t h snow and ice on the ground and t he
creeks and p onds covered wi th ice we boys did as all boys
will , did reso rt to coasting and skating. As we had no
skates t he oles of our leather boots had to take that wear
and tea r in spite of F athers complaining that it takes lots
of his valuable time to resole t hem and lots of extra
money to buy sole leather . That barn bridge hill back of
the barn was an ever ready and handy place to do minor
coasting and it was on this hill t hat Enos the roudy of us
boys first conceived t he idea to st and on his sled comming
down this short hill but was soon follo wed by the rest of
us boys.
At the t ime I first remember t his coasting we had t wo
sleds [ ; ] one of them was painted a bright red color and
had been made by F ather when he was a young man and
was made of t hat t ough undestructable red oak wood and
was well braced throughout with round iron braces. The
ot her one was a bright color blue and was no doubt a store
bought sled for it was left t here by our aunt Lizzie Fackler
when Grandpa moved t o Hornerstown so did not stand up
to that rough treatment that a sleigh was subject to by us
boys [,] so piece by piece p a rts dropped off or were broken
off untill one day he collapsed altogether and became fire
wood. Both of these sleighs we re in structure or desighn

as all coasting sleigh were made in those days, or similar
in de ighn as horse drawn sleighs only smaller so were from
fourteen to eighten inches high with the one inch square
runners being arch bend up at the front end to the hight
of the top of the sled frame, that was of one inch square
material cro pieces that we re mo rtised into the posts and
extended about 6 inches beyond them on both sides and
were held in place by a half inch thick wooden strips
mortised in to the ends of these crosspieces [ ;] those upright
posts we re spaced about a foot apart and were in turn
mortised into the runne rs but t his type coasting sleds have
become obsolete sixty years ago although as far as I know
this one is still the property of my brother William . These
wooden run ners had iron soles on the under side of t hem
for smoother gliding.
Even at t his t ime these sleds were being replaced by the
the low down solid wooden runners t hat were Ie t han a
foot high so when father had to put new soles or iron
runners on his ma rket sled at Bill Schaeffers blacksmith
bop William asked Bill if he could have these old cast off
iron runners to make hi mself one of t hese new typ e sleighs
and as t hi request was readily granted he set t o wo rk and
soon had made himself one of these new low down solid
boa rd runner sleighsL] then [he] nailed the better part
of those iron runners on his new sled so once again we
had two sleds; t hat was soon followed by Enos making
him elf a similar sled and thus we had t hree sleds at the
time we stopped coasting .
Sundays we either coasted on the hill in the fi eld outh
of the barn and house or on the hills out on the road and
as there were no autos in those days and but an occasional
horse drawn sleigh coa ting on these country roads hills
realy wa fun a they were lots longer then any in our
fi elds with no fe nces to ob tru ct our p ath or open creeks
to fall int o. Week day[sJ we push coasted through the
paths in t he ya rd for with one knee on that high sled and
using that other leg as a push pole we made good t ime or
headway as it was t hen called getting from the house t o
the barn or any other desired building or fr om t he barn
back to the house and now anything t hat could easily be
carried was put on that sled and pushed to its destin ation
and if rather heavy was pull ed th ere[;] thus we passed
many a hap py cold winter day.

K illing Snakes
While t his coasting and skating wa ou r usual winter
port there were likewi ~e some summer spor ts that were
far afield from playing games for all too well do I remember how on summer Sundays armed wi t h a club apiece
we went out into t he fields and along the creeks to see
how many snakes we could find and kill for in those days
to kill snakes was considered a sac ret du ty baised on the
scripture in Genesis 3: 14,15: 0 we boys put the fin al
touch to killing them by crushing their head with t he heal
of our shoe, if we encounte red one whil e being barefooted
we substitu ted a stone for our heel.
K illing M ice
Another such a Sunday sp ort was to see how many mice
we could find and kill, and at such times every movable
feed box or barrel was moved or rolled away to get the
mice under it, things standing in corners were rattled to
get the mi ce that might happen to be there to run out or
they were moved entirely and a wire poked into every
mouse hole to try to stirr them out ; then when we had
[sic ] after we had exhausted our research here we went
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out into the fields where very wood or rail or post pile
was catterrd to grt the mice un I r th m and with th
thr
of u ready with club in hand f w were the mice
that r caped; however w had en enough to go back
and pile up tho e scatt I' d piles for failing to do so would
have ment that unplea ent ha ticement by Pop with hi
('"erready witch.
Battling Bumblebee
After hay making th re wa another pa time that wa
not quite a one ided an I that wa fighting bumbleb e ,
for tho e fellow realy fought back and many a Monday
morning found one of u boy with a wollen face a tell
tale of a 100 ing batt I with a bumblebee; for in tho e days
bumbl bee ne t werr numerou and aft r being tung by
them while doing our hone t duty of making hay we d cided on revenge a the nest was marked with a take to
await the ramming fair unday. Jaw armed with a paddle
, hap d hingl we proceeded to attack the ne. t, and a
light tap all the top of the ne t brought forth that buzzing
bugal call from within the ne t[,] ver[y]one prepare
for action [ ;] a econd tap u ualy brought out th fi I' t
entinel who comming out to investigat found a boy too
cIa to the ne t to uit him began to attact him by trying
to tmg him and the battle i on with the boy trying to
bat him down and the bumblebee dodging it to get at
the bo~' [; J the bumblE'bee being alone u ualy fell an easy

A light tap brought forth that buzzing call.

vlctum for when that bat hit him down he went with the
boy bat on top of him to fini h him; if help arriv d from
the ne t or from on of them returning from hi field of
labor th battl was not so ea ily won for the boy with
more then on to fight off he could not alway retreat
fa t enough to avoid g tting tung; but neverth Ie s on
by one the bumblebee were kill d off and finally th ne t
torn up to g t at the honey that wa in it[;] that was
.ill t a palatable a bee han y but what a price to pay
to get it.
At that tim naturaly we boy, and our parents likewi e, did n t know or I' alize how valuable th e bumbleb es realy are to the farmer for without th m they could
not have their field of clover hay. But many year later
T was told by an old tim r that wh n the erman mmigrant our Pa. Dutch ance tor cam
v r h re to Ameri a
they brought lots of clover eed along ov r here so th y
could fe d th ir ow lover hay a they \\' I' wont to do
in the Fath rland and the s ed don r al well in our meriran oil but th flow rs producrd no r cl for re owing, for
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although they had the honey bee over here they were no
good to polinate the clover bios am, a only after they
brought their native bumblebee over here could they grow
their own clover seed for they, the bumble bee, alone do
polinate the clover blossoms that they produce seed. If
we boys had known all this we would have been reluctant
to de troy the bumblebee and their nests just because
th y thought be t to defend their ne t from destruction
through their only medium of defen e, to sting.
Jndoor Games
As it would be impo abl for me to describe all the
things that the imaginative mind of a child could conc[e]ive to play or to play with, thi mu t conclude those
worth mentioning thing and games we played out door
so I hall next de cribe the indoor games and thing we
played with, indoor on rainy day and undays or in
wintcr time when th weather wa too bitter cold or
nowy and those spring day when it was just too muddy
to play out claar .
A father wa a carpet weaver we boy naturaly at times
played along that line or with uch items in hi shop that
he could pare a I often re orted to playing with his carpet warp pool that he could pare at the time by building my elf a wag wagaL] for a I often heard the name
waub Wag n that wa but a firm name that build the
better typ of farm and cia ed market wagon I imagined
that thi swag waga a I can trued it wa quite an unIIslInl \\'agonr,l , 0 I borrowed ~ix pool out of Father
. pool box then put three of them in a ro\\' then laid the
other thr
rI'o , wi e on top of them[;] that held them
together and haq ronst ructed my unu ual wag Waga to
pu h nil over the floor of the weaver shop crawling on
my hand and kn e. wea ring my tacking and overal!
through on the kn
a 10ther so often reminded me.

Weaving Carpet
Thi Fath I' being a carpet weaver made u boy do a
all boy are wont to doL] imitate father work while
playing. 0 on unday_ while we were left alone at home
while th y w nt vi.iting, we play d weaving carpet or
perhap it in reality wa \\' aving, anyway a our kitchen
chair had ey n up and down rung to form their backs
we tied fourteen tring to th e rung [,] even of them
b low the middle and even about four inche futher
up L] then tieing the e fourteen carpet warp strinO" in a
knot that \Y I' about twenty four inche long we proceded
to do our \\' aving by putting a tring cro wi e between
the e part d tring [; 1 th n by lifting that knot end up
high it rever ed the trin
a that tho e even that were
then on top are now on the under ide and that cro
. tring wa pa d through the cond time now and ,,;th
a piece of round e Iged hinkle we pu hed it back agen t
the fir t string[;] thu by rai ing and low ring the e
tring between them with every
tring and putting a cro
up and down move and hammer pu h the e cros tring
bnck agen t the former one \ye oon had a ribbon like
carpet making i
appeariance that increa d in length
until! we tired of weaving or there wa no longer room
I ft to ep rate th two et f tring. He wa now cut
off at the chair and every two tring knotted agen that
la t cro swi e tring and th carp t \\' 11 done[;] however[,] Mother did not approv of thi type of carpet
waving for when she wanted to wa h tho e chair next
aturday h found too many tring
till ti d around
tho c rung that he had to cut off and what he had to

say about it was not pleasent to listen to; for in our hurry
to get started to play some thing els we left those tightly
knotted to the rung string ends tied there forgetting to
remove t hem as we had intended .
It was customary fo r our pa rent to let Uii boy alone at
home after we reached a certain age when they went away
visiting or to orne other meeting where our pre ence was
not desired ; th us many an evening we were left alone at
home while they went to revival meeting; and when thus
left alone at night we were not allowed to use a ke rosine
lamp but had t o see by the smokey lantren ; fo r in those
day [sJ the lam p chimneys, were not even wa hed every
week let alone a lant ren chi mney fo r if either one became
o smoked hu t that you cold no longer see with them,
then they were cleaned by using a piece of news paper
and gathered t hat black soot out of it and the only moisture used was an occasional heavy breath in them from
the t op while holding the bottom shut wit h om new.
papers un til t hey were called clean.
T he H ide-It Game
Well e'] so much about staying alone at home and doing
things we were not supposed to do or not premitted to do
when our parents were around so back to playing indoor
games. There was but one " You Are It" in door game
that we played and it wa called for chtekla spheela or
Hide it game and here we used t he grain of corn system
to ee who has to hide it t he fi rst t ime and the object to
be hidden usualy was a closed pocket kn ife or i1110ther
object of _ imilar size . A oon as t he hider \Va choose
all t he other players were chased into a n adjoi ning room
and the door clo ed whil e t he object was hidden and as
soon as he was fini hed he yelled "R eady !" and the player
rushed into t he room [,J fo r t he one fi nding it had t he
privelage to hide it t he next time. If fi nd ing it wa delayed
the hider would give t hem some assistance in fin ding it by
aying which one was hot or cold [; J a ~ t hey neared t he
object they called it getting hot and as t hey wandered away
from it getting cold so to say ice cold ment far away from
the hidden obj ect and red hot ment ve ry clo e to it.
Fig M ill
Grains of co rn were also used to play a game called Fig
Mill. This game could be drawn on any stiff cardboard
or a mooth planed surface and was made by drawing
three squares one in ide of t he other [;J t he outside qua re
wa about seven inches and t he other t wo drawn inside
of it were about an in ch apart, and were t hen connected
by cross lines being drawn from the outside square t hrough
the center square to the third square, at each co rner and
likewi e in t he middle of these squares such a line was
drawn. T wentyfour grains of corn were used to play t his
game, twelve were yellow and twelve were red, t he one
player using t he yellow grains and t he other player using
the red ones and the game was played by one player laying
a grain of his corn on t he boa rd where the cros lines cross
the squa re lines, t hen his part ner does likewise[,J lay one
of his color grains of corn where these lines meet on t he
board a nd thus alte rnately they layed t heir twelve grains
on t he board and when either one of t he players had t hree
in a row eit her on t he cross lines or on the square lines he
took one of his opponents grains off t he board; here t he
idea of t he game was to lay your grains on t he boa rd to
block hi chance to get three in a row and at t he same
time trying to get three in a row yourself. Afte r t he
twentyfour grains of co rn were lai d on the board or had

been layed on, the player took alternate turns movinO"
their color grain from one cro line to another either up
or down or cro wise but he did not dare move it beyond
the next crossline and had to stay on the e black line
while moving[,J and when he thus gets three in a row he
takes one of his opponents grains off the board, and the
one that thu has lost his grains off the board, and
the one that thu has 10 t his la t grain of corn to his opponent ha 10 t the game and thus is entitled to tart the
next game; if he is not too peeved to play another game
fo r an expert could so arrange his grains of corn that he

Twenty-four grains of corn were used in Fig

M~1l.

could block his opponent from entering where he had
what was called a F ig Mill where he could but move one
of his grains back and forth and t hus get three in a row
at every move and t hus pick his opponents grains off t he
board one at a t ime at every move till he had t hem all
and t hus won t he game a li ttle too easy to suit his fellow
player .
If t hi game of Fig Mill is the game as some people
suppose t hat t hose boys were playing in t he street using
red and yellow co rn when t hat so much despi ed by t he
Americans Brit ish general T arleton stopped to watch t hem
play it must have had its origion duri ng or before the
Revolut ionary War for as t his story is told t hi general
T arleton stopped one day to watch some boy playa game
\vith red and yellow grains of corn and t he boys were so
ab orbed in t hei r game t hat they did not even know th at
they were being watched so when t he boy with t he yellow
grain won t he game he yelled Hurrah for Washington!
T arleton runs. That angered t he general and he walked
away saying now I have seen enough of those little rebels.
On rare occasions black and white buttons were used instead of grains of corn .
Checkers
One day Father watched us play t his game of Fig Mill [,]
a llew game to him, so he allowed it was a game simila r
to checkers so he brought his checker board down from t he
attic, one he had made himself, and learned us t o play
checkers but t he way he t aught us t o play it was far re-
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moved from the real game of checkers as playe I univ rsaly
every where el , and as I never came into any locality
where it was thu played, thi lifferent way, I have come
to the conclu ion that Fath I' had ju t forgotten how th
game was played and became confused with th game of
Fig 'Iill but thi i how he lea rned u to play checkers.
We alternately laycd ou r ch ckers on the board 01' on the
black quare of the board the arne a in Fig Mill[,] one
player laying down hi white checker one at a time any
place on t he board while the oth I' player done lik wi
with hi black checker untill the required twenty four
checkers were on the board but every time one of the
player did get three in a rowan the era s co rner black
qua res he took one of the other players checker off the
board[;] thus the checkers while being laid down one at
a time were layed to block their opponents effort to get
th ree in a row . After they had all been placed on the
board they were then moved around on the board any way
the players desired providing they were moved that era
('orner on the black quare and you w re not compelled
to jump but you did jump when you had that advantage
to get one or more of your opponents checkers without
loosing any of your own, and did remove those you jumped
over and you till removed one of his checker when you
did get three in a row ; thus you just kept on moving your
checker untill one or the other player had lost all of hi
checkers, or hi la t checker and thu lost the game.
This unique way of playing checker was abandoned
after we learned the univer al way of playi ng it at school
by putting all twentyfou r checkers on the board before
tarting the game. Placing the black ones on the black
quare from t he au ide of the board facing on of the
player and the other player did likewi with hi red or
white checker on his side of the boardL] thu the empty
squares were in the center of the board oppo i the two
player if the board wa placed on the player lap a
was the cu tom in those day . Thi game wa now played
that both player had to move their checker foreward
toward his opponent checkers and did not dare to move
them backward or toward himself, thu they took alt 1'nate turns moving them one at a time and from but one
quare to the next, and now you had to jump ov I' your
opponents checkers reguardless of how many you 10 t of
you r own checkers for the one you picked up for thi was
a vital part of the game to trade one for two or more of
your opponents checker. If you could slip one or more
of your checkers through his line and reach one of the
outside back squares on your opponents side of the board
he had to crown him a king by putting another ch cker
on top of him; and he could now be moved either way
on the board so you could jump his checker now with
him from the rear and thu you had a wonderfull advantage, if you could have avoided him to do likewise on yo ur
side of the board . In this game only those checkers you
jumped over were picked of[f] the board and after omeone had lost his la t checker the game was over and 10 t
to his pa rdner or his pa rdner had won the game .
This game of checkers was played by both boy and
girls, and was of times played as a pa ttime game by two
lovers or should I say by a lady friend and her beau as
two lovers were called at that time; but usualy only until!
the rest of the family had goen to bed then no doubt over
on t he couch or settee was their next move as all younO'
lovers ar[e] wont to do with no checker boa rd betw n
them.
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Give-Away
On ce in a great while we would use this checker board
a nd its checkers to play Give-A-WayL] a game that was
just the opposit of checkers for in this game you gave
checkers away to your opponent and the player who had
fir t given his checkers away or had all of his checkers first
off the board was the winner of the game.
This checker board that father made as mentioned before I shall now describe for it was patterned after those
checke r board in exi tance at t hat time and were made to
re emble a book the lids of t he book becoming the checker
board by opening t his book wide and laying it face down [,]
for naturaly it opened only in the middle[;] t hus the
out ide of the lids b came the checker board with the
front lid becomi ng one half of the board and the back lid
t he other half; and t hat part that resembling the pages
on the top and the bottom and the front end of the book
\\'a. but wooden ftang[e] glued to the lid and haped and
painted to resemble the pages of a book while t he back
part of the book was straight[,] also shaped similar to a
book[,] and these two halves were held together at the
back of the book by two mall hingues [;] thus when
open [it] re embled a solid board. That part in ide tho e
flang[e]s became a box wherein the checkers were kept
when not in u e and a mall cIa p in the middle of the
front end of this book shaped box kept the checkers safe
theri n while the book or box was handled. The checkerboard part of this book was made by drawing 64 square
on the lid a 32 quares were on the front lid and 32 on
the back lid and when opened had eight squares in each
row t hat were painted alternately black and red in color
a that each row had four black and fou r red squares a
follol\' [ ,] the fi r t row of quare wa tarted by painting
the fi r t quare black then the next one red then black
ngain and a on ending at the other end with a red square
then the econd row of squares was tarted by painting
the fi r t one red and the econd one black and the third
one red ending the line thi time with the la t one being
black then the third line of squa re wa started out black
flgain and a on untill the 64 quare were painted alternate
red and black[,] thus the black squares or the red square
only touched each other at the corners or very nea r a
for t hi one had a one fourth inch margin painted between
the e quares using a different color pain ; these square
I\' I' uniform in size being u ualy an inch square but never
were larger then an inch and a half squa re. The e "'ooden
hand ca rved book haped checker board have vanished
from the cene many year ago, thus I thouaht it expedient
to de cribe them and who know[] prechance even the
game of checkers may oon fall by the wayside being
replaced by television watching.
Playing umbers
As stated before F ather becau e of hi religious convictions did not allow u to play card at home; but along
in about the year 1903 we tricked him into allowing it by
disguising the game and calling it playing number , and
William was the instigator of it for he being away from
home had learned the trick and how to play the game.
We took a pa te board box and u ed a much of it a we
n eded to make 120 one inch quare piece and a we cut
them or broke them to thi size they fell far hart of being
p I' cise squar , we then wrote the number on one ide of
them from one to thirty, and four of each number; they
were then thoroughly mixed and put on a pile on the center of the table but oftimes on a pile on the floor when

the table was not available, then boxes or something similar was given to each player wherein he could hide his
numbers from the view of the other players for because of
their small ize and the eventual accumulation of additional
number as the game progre ed they had to be layed down
with the numbers up for in tant identification .
The cards on that pile were now all turned number
down and each player was delt four numbers from that
pile to begin the game[,] so sitting around this pile the
game was started by one of the players asking anyone of
the other players for a certain number that he had been
delt or had.in his box and if he had it he had to give it to
him or all the cards he had of that number and he could
now ask a second player for that number or any other
number he has in his posession [;] if the player did not
have it he would say ga and fish that ment he shall next
try his luck by picking one up from the pile [;] if he was
lucky enough to th us get the number he had asked for
he could take a second number of[f] the pile and after
he failed to get the number he had asked for this playing
went to the player to his left[;] thus the game was played
in a continual circle around that pile say clockwise untill
the game ended .
After a player had four cards of one number it was called
a book and was stacked up outside of his container, and
after the numbers on the pile were all goen your chance
to get the number asked for stopped when the person
asked for it did not have it, thus with no more numbers
to retrive your cards lost to the other players one by one
the players were forced out of the game when their last
card was go en untill all were forced out stopping the
game; here the winner of the game was not those that
remained in the game the longest but the one having
acquired the largest amount of books. This was a game of
real honesty for if anyone choose to cheat it was quite
difficult to check up on him but if all the players agreed
to check on a certain cheater he could be detected and
put out of the game.
Old Maid and Old Bachelor
This kind of card playing was followed the next year
or in 1904 by Enos buying himself a real deck of cards,
but just a deck of Old Maid cards, that he bought at the
Harrisburg t hree and nine cent store for nine cents using
the six cents F ather gave him not to go to an entertainment at that little white church described earlier then
added three cents of his own savings. If I still remember[,]
this deck had fiftyone cards numbered from one to twentyfive[,] thus two cards had the same number and were
exactely alike, however t he old maid card was minus a
number and had the bust of a homely grouchy looking
Old Maid in full colors printed on it, while the other card
like\vise had interesting pictures printed on them. As these
cards were deck size we could hold t hem in our hands while
playing so the game was started by shuffling t he entire
deck of card [s] then deal all of them out face down to
all those helping to play and a card at a time till the entire
deck was go en and then any player getting two of a kind
immediately discarded t hem, t he rest he held in hi s hand
and from now on you drew a card out of t he hand of t he
player on you r left[;] thus clockwi e around the table
this drawing continued and every time a player had two
alike he discarded themL] thus soon one after anot her
the players dropped out as their last card was taken; and
the one holding t hat Old Maid card was t he old maid or
the looser of t he game, thus when you did get this old

maid card you tried to put it in your hand where it wa
mo t likely to be drawn out of your hand although you
never knew for he or she had a free choice to any card in
your hand but the card naturally were always held face
toward you. orne of the e deck of old maId cards had
two odd card[s] in their deck, for be ides the Old Maid
ca rd they had a econd card with the bu t picture of a
<Trouchie looking old batchlor on it; thus when all femails
played they u ed the old maid card and di carded the
Batchlor ca rd and when all males played they discarded
the Old Maid card; but when a mixed groupe played both
ca rds were used \vith lots of fun as to who will get the
batchlo r if the female held the batchlor ca rd at the en I
of the game, and likewise who will get an old maid if a
male held that card or who will get to be the old maid,
and batchlor, if they were in the hands of the right gender
at the end of the game.
Playing Marbles
That event of a 3 and 9 cent store being located so near
the Harrisburg market that Father attended every Wednesday brought an additional indoor games into our home,
fo r this tore sold marbles as cheap as three cents for one
hundred for the plain white ones and three cents fo r fifty
for the crockery glaced colored ones[,] so Father did actualy part with th ree cents and left us buy 50 of the glace
colored ones and we began to play marbles, but always
indoors and always in the kitchen. We now using a piece
of white chalk made a circle on the oil cloth in the kitchen
alt hough I doubt if t hat irregular ring would have passed
as a circle[,] nevertheless the marbles were put in it using
all fifty in this about three feet in diameter circle and
sort of spread them out over the entire area of the circle;
we t hen drew a second chalk line about two feet away[,]
only a straight line at one side of the circle and we had
to stay back of that line when taking our turns at playing.
We then used either slightly larger or glass marbles for
easy identification as our individual shooters as we called
them then [ ;] by laying this our shooter marble on that
line we either hit or snapped him into t hat ring and every
marble you hit and rolled out of that ring you picked up
and put on your pile, then it was the next players t urn
to do likewise and so on fo r there was no restrictions as
to how many could play; then after all the marbles were
rolled out of that ring each player would count his marbles
and t he one with the largest amount of marbles was the
winner of the game.
This was the way we at first played marbles, however
we soon learned different ways of playing marbles from
others, and one of these was that the one playing his turn
kept on playing as long as he could roll a marble or marbles
out of the ring and only after he failed to do so did the
next player take his turn to do likewise. A third way to
play it was that after you had laid your shooter marble
down, now called an agat, back of that line you did not
dare to lift him but had to snap him from any place he
happened to stop, unless it rolled under a piece of furniture
where it was impossable for you to get at him to snap him .
You were t hen allowed to get him out and lay him down
at about the place where he had rolled under and snap
him from there; for in this game he had to be snap [p] ed
with your thumb and never hit.
A fourth way that I liked best of all was to play the
game as described in this third way of playing with this
addition[,] t hat you could hit any players agat and when
you did so he had to give you one of his marbles, and if
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he dl(l not have any you took one out of the ring; but
aHer YOll had hit that certain player agat you had to
core anoth r POll1t b for you dared. hit him again by
eith r rolling a marble out of the ring or by hitting another
agat.
we never played for keep I cannot fully decribe this game but the f w time I watched it being
played all the glas marbles were called agats, and were
worth ix marbles in trade[,] for all none gla s marble
were cIa ed a ju t marble, 0 each player put the ame
amount of marble in the ring or one agat for ix marbles
if both kind of marble were u ed; then you kept all the
marble or aga t you rolled ou t of the ring taking turns
playing[;] thu· it wa ' oHime play d with all marble
and ometim with all agat. Thi i the way I saw an
all agat game being played in Barri burg one day while
awaiting my Father' return from the doctor office. All
the agat were laid in a row but paced rather far apart[,]
then when your agat rolled one of tho e agat off that
line you picked him up for keeps or wa yours to keep.
While watching this game I aw what to me wa a pitiful ight; orne boy were playjng thi game for keep for
ometime when a mall ragged boy came along and watched
them play; in hi pocket he had one of the mo t beautlfull
11, had no doubt found it, 0
glass marble I had ever
after watchmg them for orne time he decided no doubt
he could win on of tho e other marble 0 he laid it down
but failed to core a hit wi th hi borrowed marble; but
the next player won hi pretty marble, but he snatched
it up before the winner could pick it up and tarted to
hurry away but the boy that had won it ran after him
and overtook him and ""ave him abating for cheating, but
he took it defen ele~ and walked crying down the street
but he till had that pretty marble in hI pocket.

With a hard blow the pin travels toward the target.
and stays sticking in a wooden door your pin blower
a success.
ow in order to make a game out of it you take a large
cardboard and draw ten circles on it one inside the other
and about an inch a part, or always an inch smaller then
the la t one drawn until! you have but a two inch circle
left; thu the ou ide or the first circle drawn is about
twelve inches in diameter[;] we next numbered the paces
b tween the e circles from five to fifty or by five toward
the c nter of the circle 0 that the center circle wa fifty.
Thi cardboard was then pin[n]ed to some wooden door
and the play rs took turn blowing that pin toward that
card board and in whatever circle that pin landed and
remamed ticking he scored that many point as the number of that circle, 0 the game was u ualy et at at lea t
a hundred points and .the fir one to score that amount or
o\'er had won the game, and a econd game wa started
providing it wa not chore time.

How to Make a (( hpella-Bloser"
To the be t of my knowled.ge there wa but one more
indoor game that we boy played at home and thi one
Father taught u , but let me tart in the b ginning. There
were three articl . of amu em nt that we boys made out
of elderberry wood. r rather Iderb rry tube 0 a trip to
the meadow to an elderberry bu h was the fir t move in
making them, where we elected a talk not Ie than one
mch thick that we cut down and broke the branches off it
then took thi tem up to the wood shed and put it in that
wood bench vi e, and fir t awed its lower end off nice and
traight with dade' ] mit r aw then cut off thr e pieces
the ame way that were about 10 inche long. WeilL]
two of the e piece we layed away for future u e then
Lakin the oth r one \\. proceeded to make a spella bloo er
or pin blower out of it. We fir t pu hed that soft tuff
out of its center with a round iron ron then took the bark
off it outside and we had a nice clean looking tube \yjth
about a one half inch hole; we now took it up into the
carpet weaver hop and proceded to make the pin part of
it, by el cting som woolen yarn and make a little tassel
about an inch and a half long and ju t thick enough so
it will lide snugly in that tube, you now inserted a pin
in its upp r nd preferably one of tho e large head d dres
PIl1S with all but the head of the pin exposed, this head
of the pin i now wrap[p]ed ecurely with trong thread
for about a half inch of the tassel and your speller blooser
i fini hed. You now put that pin or tas el into the tube,
pin fir t, and pu h it a far in as you can with your little
finger, then put that of the tube to your mouth and give a
hard blow into it and if the pin travels about twelve feet
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How to Make a "Huller-Bix"
The

econd pi ce of tha
lderberry wood became an
[fuller-Bi.t or pop gun so fir t it had to be traight and
that part wa taken care off when thi piece wa laid a ide
when making that pin blower. It was now prepared imilar to that pin blowing tube but thi time it wa finished
in the wood hed; for fitted into that tube this time wa
a wooden ram rod that \Va usually made by splittin"" about
an inch off an inch board and wa made about twelve
in hes long and about two inche at one end wa left or
mad an inch quare a the handle to thi ram rod; the
re t of it wa whittled down trai""ht, " :\Iind You." to
fit in ide that tube and to make sure you till have that
handle in the middle of your rounded part of thi ram
rod; and after it wa finished we made thi rounded part
of the ram rod a half inch or more horter than the tube
o that it could pack that fir t paper wad tiO"htly in the
bottom of that gun, and now your pop ""un \Va completed
and ready for 10adinO" and firing. To do 0 wet paper was
u ed to make the paper toppers that I u ualy made wet
with my aliva, orne boy would chew the paper into a
pulp but this Inver did a it eemed too un anitary for
me 0 I spit on the paper and worked it into a pulp with
my hand. How tran e we never thouO"ht of u ' in"" water,
but thi aliva \\'a uch a handy ever ready item that we
never had a d ire for anything el , but ju t the ame thie
wet wad of paper \Va now in erted in that tube and
ramm d down through that tube to make the fir t or lower
topper and in ord r to get him down in there tiO"ht th
low r end of this 0"1I Jl wa 1I Ual~T et on a chai r or b neh
and rammed cloWJl tight. A eecond topper wa now macle

and forced down that tube but this time the lower end of
the gun wa rai ed and u ualy aimed at some object for
a you forced that wad down the tube t he compressed air
in the tube forced that lower wad out with a loud pop,
and I have known uch a topper to travel twentyfive f et
and hit with a bang, for the tighter the lower wad wa
packed down the louder the bank or pop. orne boy
allowed by blowing in to the tube while inserting that second stopper increases the loudness of the pop but experiance soon taught me that it wa the tight packing of that
first or lower topper that controlled this, and for some
time I had the honor of having the loudest pop[pJing
gun with the other boys trying to find out my secret by
asking what kind of paper I use, how wet I make it[,J
etc·LJ but by close ob ervation they located my secret.

How to Make a (( htrits-Bix"
That third ten inch long piece of elderberry wood became a chtrits Bix or a water squirt gun so was made
the same way as tube no[.J one and two; it even had the
same ram rod as no[.J two, only this time you cut a notch
in the lower end of the ram rod about a half inch from the
end and wrapped about five turns of carpet warp in it
to make the sucker and plunger; we now put, o! we
fashioned a wooden stopper for the lower end and forced
it in as tight as possable without bur ting the tube, a very
mall hand augur was now used to carefully make a hole
into the center of that stopper and your squirt gun was
finish ed ready for a tryout. We first dipped that ram rod
in water to wet that string and give it suction, then the
lower end of the tube was placed in water and as that ram
rod plunger was pulled upward that tube filled with water,
then a downward thrust with that plunger threw out a
tream of water that exelled anything in size and volume
of any water pistol I have ever seen, for after that ten
inch long, and half inch wide tube was filled with water
there realy wa some water to squirt out; and you might
know that Mother did not allow such a nasty type of
amusement to be used in the house and its use was also
restricted to summer time use for we boys could catch
colds easy enough without invit ing them by squirting water
over us .
Thumb Spinners
Another indoor pastime was to make and spin thumb
pinners that in reality were miniature tops that you
tarted to spin by holding the top axis between your thumb
and for-fino-er, th en !riving it a sudden pinning twi st it
tarted to pin on its lower axis on any level table or
floor. At that time these spinner were about all home
made a nd a wooden button with a hole in its center made
an id eal spinner by in erting a used match tick in this
hole[,] for the burned end of this match had the ideal
point for long spinning ; and a button made to order for
this type of a pinner was that cloth covered button in
the center of the crown of tho e peak caps worn by boy
in those day called by the Pa. Dutch En Yudda Cop, or
a J ews cap. These cap were so desighned that the points
of the triangle or any other angle cut cloth were joined
on top of yo ur head, and at that point where the e points
met a cloth covered wooden button was attached; and
you might know that after this became generaly known
few were the boys cap that did not 100 e this button [,]
for who would want to tell Mamma anyway that you tore
it off to make a sp inner and with the cloth removed she
could not recognize it ; hut all too soon you can im agine
the disappointment of a boy when removing the cloth

from that button found it to be made of steel in tead of
wood, and what he had to say about that \Va no boo t
fo r the steel indu try.
An ideal pinner wa a wheel from an alarm clock, but
few were the boy that had an alarm that they dared to
take apa rt; 0 by far the greatest number of the e pinner were made out of empty thread pool. Here one of
the flange of the pool wa sawed offLJ then a round
piece of wood wa tightly fitted into the center hole of
the pool with both ends protruding out about a half inch
beyond the end of the spool to become the axi of the
spinner ; 0 next you whittle the center of the pool and
that end of the stick at the sawed off end down to a fine
point, starting at the remaining fl ang[eJ you gradualy
whittled both of t hem down to t hi fine point[,J letting
the stick on the other side remain to become the top axi
to start spinning it; and you had made you r spinner. The
real fun derived from more then one spinning t hem at
the same time was to see which one pin t he longest before falling over.
Halloween Noisemakers
There was still another way that an empty thread spool
was fa hioned and used by us boys, as a means of amu ement to us, but as a great annoyance to others. This time
a large carpet thread pool wa u ed if at all available.

A t errifying noi e resulted as it unreeled.

If not a 0 [.J
thread spool had to do although inferior
to the larger pool. Here both flang[eJs of the spool were
deeply notched to repre ent cog in a cog wheel, then an
easy turning haft was made for thi spool usualy made of
red oak for toughness[,] then a nai l was put through it at
one end to keep the pool from running off at that end ;
while the other end of this haft was left long enough beext about
yond the pool to become a good hand hold.
fifty feet of a good strong cord string was wrapped a round
the center of the pool and he was all ready for use: however, here it took two boy to opperate this thing for one
had to hold the pool while the other one unrealed the
string. The real intended use of this outfit was as a noise
maker on Halloween night[ ,J a one boy held the spool
not too tight agen t a window pane while the other boy
taking a firm hold on that string began to unreal it by
running away thu making a terrifying noi e in the room
where thi window was located, that speedly brought one
of the occupants of the hou e to the door but by this time
the one boy and his string were out of sight and if he did
get there in time to see the second boy it usualy was but
a hadow of him disappearing into the darkness of the
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nIght, for there were no electric pole lights in those days.
IIowever[,] we boys were not allowed to employ it for its
intended use, or any other use while our parents were at
home but when left alone at home we used it as a racket
maker and thu could u e it a long a we de ired provirlII1g we topped before our par nts return.
Dickie's offin
W 11[,] that de cribe how one long string was used to
amu e by u boys and there w re a great many other ways
that tring were thu u ed and, as I started out by decribing in how many ways tick \\'ere u ed in our playing I shall now conclude by de cribing in how many ways
tring were u ed in our playing perhap more so to amuse
then actualy play with. There was but one string u ed
for what you could call playing a game that by us was
called Dickies coffin; and wa not realy a game of win
or 100 e but a game of "know how," played by two perons and here is how it wa played. It wa tarted by
taking an eight foot string and make it encUe by tieing
both end together[,] then the first play I' would wrap it
around the palm of hi or h I' hand above the thumb [,]
then tretch the tring u p nded b tween your two
hand [;] you next lip your two middle finger of each
hand und I' tho e loop and again tretch tho e trings and
you now have on your hand the fir t de ighn for Dickies
Grave. The per on now helping you to play the game
remove thi grave de ighn from your band unto hi or her
hand by taking tho e two trings on either ide where
they cro each other between the thumbs and forefingers
and then going outward and underneath the oth I' tring
and thu obtains on hi or her hand the desighn called
Dickies Bier. You now remove this de ighn from hi or
her hands onto your hand by again taking the e tring
where they cro each other between your thumb and forefinger and pull them outward and going underneath the
other tring and you have on your hand the de ighn
two
called Dickie Pall. Your pardner now hooks tho
center tring cri cro over his or her little fingers and
bring then [them] outward and again going under neath
the other trings and he or she now ha on hi or her
hands the de ighn called Dickies offin. Thi de ighn you
now remove from hi or her hand in the arne manner
a you remov d the fir t d igbn and you obtain Dicki
rave again 0 you are back where you tarted and from
now on the game can be played as long a the player
desire to do so for the de ighn do not change but will
only change in the order of their apperiance a they are
removed from hands to hand by the method already
de cribed. That first de ighn can be removed from the
hand in a way that it can be pulled back and forth to
represent awing wood; but thus far I have been unable to
find anyone that can remember how it wa done for I
likewi e have forgotten it.
Twi ting the String
Another \\'ay to play with a string was to select a good
trong string about 3G inche long[,] then elect a rather
large coat button, an overcoat button was preferred by
liS boys, that did not have too heavy a flang[e] on it and
that had at least two thr ad hoI through its center, an I
if it had fOllr holes both en Is of that string weI' strung
through two cro s corner hole then the tring wa made
endle s by tieing both end together. You n w put that
button in the center of that string and hook th loop
at both ends over your two thumbs and begin to sling
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T he button can be kept spinning and spinning.
this button in a circle that twists this string into a rope[,]
then by tretehing this string with your two thumbs this
button will start to spin as the rope untwines with so
much peed that after the strings are untwined and you
ease up some on the pull on your thumbs he will twist that
string back into a rope again, perchance even tighter then
the first time; so by easing up and stretching that tring
you can keep that button spinning untill the string breaks
or you tire of it.
Thi pinning the button became such a popular pastime
with the boys and girJs that along about 1 96 the manufacturer decided to profit by it by making a well balanced
twin di c whistle that would whistle as it unt\vines and
retwi t on that pecial manufactured string. However[,]
this type of a whi teling noi e was never very popular
with the Mammas and Grandmas whoes nerve they
allowed were on edges 0 till bu ine s venture oon fell
by the way ide.
tring Puzzles
The greater part of these tring amusement were in
the nature of a puzzle and the ea ie t one of the e was to
loop an about twelve inch tring through the eye of a door
key or any other imilar object and then hold the tring
in your hand and a k omeone to remove that key from the
tring without taking the string out of your hand. Thi
was ea ily done by taking that loop and pa ing it over
the lower end of the key. If thi eemed too ea y it could
be made a lot more difficult by u ing the scissors and
pulling the string through the second eye of the sci SOl'
and then hold the string in your hand [,] nevertheles the
olution wa just about the same only now you had to pull
that loop up through the econd eye of the ci SOl' before
pas ing that loop over the scissors.
Another key puzzle or key and tring puzzle was to
have a key upended between your two thumb on a
double or endless string with the tring beinO' pa ed
through the eye of the key. It could be done but it involved more of a trick then a olution, for you made a
econd loop and put it on hi thumb after havinO' drawn
thi fal e loop through the eye of the k y then removed
the original loop off hi thumb and the key \Va removed
from the tring with the trinO' till being upended between hi two thumb a \Va r quired.
nolher real tring puzzle wa for [a] man wearinO' a ve t

to remove his coat, then tanding put an about three yard
enclle s string over hi right arm, then put hi right hand
in his ve t pocket and dare anyone to remove that string
without cutting or breaking it and without removing your
hand out of that vest pocket or move your feet off the
floor. It could be done but it wa a long and difficult
puzzle to olve and thi is how it was donee'] you took
that string in your hand L] pulled about all the loose string
up to and through that side vest arm hole; then you divided it carefully putting the right strand of string at the
right place over his head[,] for one strand must be in
back of his head and the other one in front of his head;
you now pull that string through his other vest arm
hole[,] then take the loop of that string down and pass
it over his band[;] you now unbutton his vest and reach
lip under hi ve t and pull all of that string down below
his vest[,] then simply pull it out over his hands and head
and you have in your hand that tring minus the man.

Party Puzzles
Another tring puzzle was to tie two people together
with tll'O trings and then have someone seperate them
\\'ithout untieing them or breaking the strings. It wa ~
sometime preformed in the home but it in reality wa a
party amu ement trick, or puzzle, so I shall de cribe it
a such for I can best describe it that way. However[,]
at a party two ribbons or even two neckties \,"ere u ed
in tead of strings and to make it real entertaining the
person doing the tying together in fun posed as a preacher
tilu selected a boy and a girl or hould I say a young
man and a young lady that did not hate each other; so
taking one of those two ribbons he would tie one end of
it to the right wrist of the girl, and the other end to her
left wrist, being sure to leave about 12 inches of loose ribbon bet,,'een the tll'O wrists; he now took the other ribbon
:1I1d likewise tied one end of it to the young mans right
wrist, then before tying the other end to his left wrist he
pas ed it over that ribbon between the girls hands[,] then
tied it to his left wrist and thu the t,,'o were loosly tied
together. It was now up to -omeone \vho knew how the
trick wa done to pose as a la\vyer to seperate them; so
he took the center of the young mans ribbon and pulled it
through that loop around the young ladies wrist then up
over her hand then down on the other side of her hand and
out of the loop and he had the young lady and the young
man sepcrated from the bonds that held them together;
hOll'e\'er[,] the ribbons had to be individualy untied from
all four wrists.

A Magic

tring Trick

A la t tring trick that I can remember was more of a
magic or light of hand trick. You took a cord string not
less then twelve inches long and made him endless and
made him into a double loop then cut him off through
hath loop, :oaring you mu"t have these four end to chew
him together[,] so you now take all four ends in your
mouth and proc(j)[e]d to chell' them together in the middle. The slight of hand trick was that when you made
that double loop your quick hand made a loop knot that
vou hid under your thumb and forefinger so that when
you apparently cut the string off twice it in reality was
cut but once, and by taking all four ends in your mouth
you could remove t hat little piece of string from the
long string unobserved and then present a traight string
again that appeared so. well chewed together as though
it never had been cut, for it never was.

As I have de cribed a fell' tring puzzle I think it
expedient to mention right here that the making and
solving of puzzles IVa a major part of our home entertainment on tho e long win er e\'ening after Father had
stopped weaving carpet ; however[,] there were far too
many of them for me to even attempt to de cribe them
for I still have in my po e ion over 200 of them and they
were made from iron, wood, tin, wire, leather, button,
paper or cardboard, and tring and quite often from two
to four of the e material[] were used to can truct one
puzzle, even matche and coin were u ed to can truct
and solve some of them.

The "Tzeppa Rubbar" or PuU-the-Pegs Puzzle
HoweverL] there wa one out tanding home made puzzle among them that I shall de cribe for it wa of uch
an entertaining nature that at one time we had four of
them in our hou e and we called it, En Tzeppa Rubbar.
or pull the pegs puzzle. The de ighn was drawn on a
-even inch square or round board and the desighn consisted of five, two inch squares and the fir t two inch
square was drawn in the center of the board and the other
four squares were drawn as wing from all four sides of
this center square. The e five squares were then ubdivided into four one inch squares each, and wherever
the e line cro eel or terminated a hole was drilled cone
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---3f1 pegs and 83 holes fol' the "Tzeppa Rubbal''' puzzle.

haped [;] thus there were 33 holes in the board and into
32 of them wooden pegs were made and fitted about an
inch in length, leaving the center hole vacent. The idea of
rhis puzzle wa to get all the pegs off the board but one
and that one to be in the middle of the board or the cente r hole, and the procedure was to take one of the pegs[,]
pull it out and jump over another peg on anyone of the
black lines[,] then remove the peg you have jumped over
and thus continue to remove them one at a time with
the e re triction [,] that you had to stay on the black
line and never move that peg you use to jump with over
an empty hole. It could be done but the exact procedure
is nigh on to impassable to de cribe here. a here ends
my long narrative of how we four boys played from babyhood to manhood with myself as the center of attraction.
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Western Pennsylvania
EPITAPH~
BY PHIL R. JAC}
Around ])rroratlOIl Day, whM thry prrform the annual
rite of mowing, weedll1g, and flower-planting, many people make ure that thry take time to urvey th old r
. tones. The)' remark about the quaintn
of thi one or
the beauty of that on . All the while, It I recogniz d that
tune have chang I, and that people do not ay th am
thmg. , even about the dead, [rom year to year.
In the follo\\'Jllg mat nal, I would lik to indicate ome
of the type of pitaph -what ha b n aid about th
dead-which can be found in we tern P nn ylvania emeteri . There se m to be little rea on to dw II on th
humorou peculiantie of the matt'rial a i Ion a often .
It will be not d that practically no epitaph h I' are of
the art which can be found quat d m a ludicrou vein.
Epitaph are often badly written , ob cure in entiment,
and apparently trite, but they ar not funny .'
While I would like to tre what eem to b the normal
range of the we tern Penn. ylvania pitaph, I would like'
to ral~r indirr('tl~' certain Clue tion .
re the categorie.
fOllnd III th bod\' of thi , articl th proper one for thr
tat? Would the collection of thr extant pitaph in th
, tate re, 1I1t m modification, ? ITow ran rpJtaph ratrgorie~
hr namrd >'0 t ha t ":I nOIl~ ('oJJector~ cOIIld oprra te on , omr
common grollnd? I haw avoided glVll1g sprcific title to thr
grollpll1g~ hrcausr It . rrm. too early in th pre~entatlOn of
the sub.wct. Prohable title, have been ll1dicated, but in a
100 e, tentative fa hion . The reader i, a ked to rememhrr
that the r'(ample, cited below ha"r been cho n to , hall
a , pecific charactrri. tiC or theme . The difficulty pre entee!
by tho e epitaph. (excluded from thl. paprr) \\'11I('h ar
e. sentialh· combinatIOn of diver. r thrme. i. one of the
problem et Mide for the fllture . imilarl~' , thr Clur. tion~
of source, . ub. Cluent drift, nllmrrical incldencr. of epitaphR and vanants, thr rrlntlonRhip, brtwrrn !lew paprr
memorial. and crmetery rpitaph. , and the impact of th
commercially-available matrriaJ. on folk-religiou practice"
have not b en dralt with . Krrping in mind, th n, that
~Il('h abO\'r-mrntlonrd Cl"e tion. do rxi . t, Irt u.
xamin
what WOIl Id appra r to br t hr II. ua I t "pr. of we, tern Pen n, \'lvania epitaph,
()ne of thr ('ommon rpitaph thrmr. is that of thr Rorrow
In trung to pr vrnt un Iu strrss on rec ntricJllrf' ,
ha v modrrnized pelling ",her necr .. ar ', and I ha \'C'
chang d (usually in the form of additio n ) the punctuation If It srrJl) d to be nrcessary for ('a of reading and
und r~tall(hllg th
pitaph Oc{'a~IOIl'IJJy, IllIrs have b ell
mo lifird b ' call~e stan cult I' allowrd \l'ord alld/ or yllable to . pill 0\' ('1'. (Incidentally, thi<' habit make ' for a
degr e of difficulty in I' ading epitaph a they app ar on
th
tOl1(>~)
1<'01' thr most part, thollgh, thr hnes in thr
ppitaphs appear in mllrh the same form a on the stonrs.

of tho e Irft b hind. 'rief over the death of a child
rxpre ed, pI' . umably by parent, III the following:
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l.

('om

and ee where v'
I,aid out dear little Ella.
Ella Laru XefT, d. 1 69, Hamilton emetery, Hamilton, Jeffer on ounty, Pennylvania.
At Imr, th tatement could be made even ho rter.
2.
Our babe.
Infant Powell, d. 1 54, Taylor M. E.
hurch Cemetery, Wa hington County,
P nn ylvania.
ther epItaph, of a more generalized natur , which di play arrow are to be found.
3.
A place i.; vacant in our heart

That never can be filled.
Annie E. Rearick, d. 1 95, t. Thomas
Reformed
hurch Cemetery, Ga town,
Arm trong ounty, Penn ylvania.
4.
!-l ou' desolate

My hom.
Bereft of thee.
!lam toad, d . 1 4, a eb er Lutheran
Church
emetery, "omerset County,
J>enn, ylvaTiia.
Hall' ver, no matter how deep the a rrow felt by tho e
ft behind, there I a feeling that death i a preliminary
to a meting which will be etrrnal and happy. The elem nt of an unfulfilled promi e, (0 be ron ummated at the
pa,. ing of tho, e now alive, i wry important . In th meantime, though, the decea. ed i. believed to be happy and
filled with grace ,
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pitaphs 1l'ere r('corded,

General view of Howe M ethodist Church Cemetery, TVashington County, Pennsylvania.

5.
To faith's illumined eye she stands.
Within the house not made with hands.
Our angel mother in the kies.
Waiting to greet us when we rise.
M a rga ret F etterhoff, d. 1876, micksburg
Cemetery, micksburg, Indiana County,
P ennsylvania .
6.
Yet again we hope to m eet thee,
Wh en th e day of life is fled.
Then in heaven with joy to greet thee,
Where no fa rewell tears are shed.
Mar" Ann Croasmun. d . 1861, White
Church Cemetery, H amilton, Jefferson
County, Penn ylva nia.
7.
W e shall sleep, but not forever;
There will be a glorious dawn.
We shall m eet, part no never,
On th e resurrection morn.
Eliza bpth Neal, d. 1 7 , M a honing . P .
Church Cemetery, Indi ana County, P enn sylvani a.
8.
Farewell, ye dear ones left behind.
We part, but not forever .
Meet me in that happy land;
There we shall live fore ver.
Mary . W eaver, d . 1 75, t. Matthew'
Church Cemetery, B edford County, P ennsylvania.

9.

Not lost. blest thought,
But gone befo re.
Wh ere we shall meet,
To part no more.
ophia Wineberg, d. ]90 , M a rchand
Cemetery, M a rchand, Indiana County,
Pennsylvania.
10.

We shall see you
Over there.
Corabelle McC racken, d. 1 91, Gilgal
Presbyterian Church Cemetery, Indiana
Qunty, P cnn s\'lvani n.
]1.

I shall go to him, but he
Shall not return to me.
Geo rge L. Cald erwood, d. 1 7 , Covode
Presbyteri nn C hur~h Cemeter~', Indiana
Cou nty, Pennsylvania.
D eath is often aid to be the result of God'. direct
action . The first epitap h quoted below is a common one,
and it carrie within it a t rong element of the view that
death i actuall y an escape from a world of p ain .
12.
Affliction !jure I lono time bore;
Physicians were in vain.
Till God did please to give me ease,
And take me from my pain.
Ether a rel, d. 1 44, Howe Church Cemetery, Washington County, Pennsylvania .
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13.
~ he, humble, 1Il1ld, affectionate,
And free fr01l1 guile; aflli.ction long
In meekness lay at mercy's gate,
Till called to join the heavenly throng.
Taney Wil on [ - ? -], d. 1 19, Rehoboth PI' cbyterian
hurch
em tery,
We tmoreland ounty, Penn ylvania.
The next pitaph i another of the more common one,
perhap becau , e of the adaptability of the first line.
:\1other~, broth f " and iter could be provided for ea ily.

14.
Dcare t fath r, thou ha"~t left 11 .
lIer thy loss we deeply feel.
But 'tis God that hath bereft u .;
He can all 0111' SO/TOW heal.
:'Iichael
nyd<.>r, I.
4, Round Top
Lutheran
hurch
emetery, Indiana
ounty, P nn ylvania.
Life as a time of jckne ,pain, and trouble, find death
a an e cape from the world', \\'oe, i treated in a great
many epitaph, . Often the dead are md to be sleeping,
rhll pre, enting a . omewha t onfu ed view of t h a fter/ife
In the epitaph, for, in other in lances, the impre ion i
gl\'en that the dead in their earthly form al' participating
actIvely in the joy of lIeav n. It should be noted that
thi~ i, not an unu , ual belIef :lI11ong
hristwl1, .
15.

No pain, no grief, 110 onxious fear ,
Can reach the peaceful le .per here.
l\Iary IIu . ton, d. 1 4, t. Matthew's
hurch
emetery, Bedford
otInty,
Penn ylvania.

no

Olrl ,lIohonil/g Baptist Ch1lTch and emeI ry, Indial/a County, Pcnn~ylvallia.

16.
Ile lileeps 1Il peac . yes, sweetly leeps.
Ili ' Wl'rows all are over.
Wilh him the torm of life are past;
TIe's found the Heavenly hare.
Dr. W. H. Niell, d. 1 66, Georgeville
em tery, ,eorO'eville, Indiana County,
Penn ylvania.
The next one i about a good a tatement of the

alvin-

I.t po it ion a can be found. Life i, hard, and one mu t be
PI' pared to battle it throuO'h on hi mm. There i nothing

"oft or tender

III

thi,

~tatement.

17.

Not in thi weary 1vorld of ow's
an perfect re t be found:
Thorns mingle wilh it faire t fiou'('rs
Even in wlt1lred [ground?].
Earlh' pilgrim still hi 10 ill //l1lst gird
To , eel.' a lot more ble t,
And this III ust be his onward 11'ord:
Til Heaven alone is re t.
John Gourley, d. 1 91,
terian hurch emetery,
ounty, Penns)"h 'ania.

ovode Pre byovode, Indiana

Th n xt tatement wa applied to a child and how
well th pm tice of comparinO' YOllnO' live to flower, u \1ally plant of .hort duration ,,,hich often do not /iYe pa_t
the timc of buddinO'.

18.

Ere sin could blight or sorrow fade,
D eath came with friendly care,
The opening bud to H eaven conveyed,
And bade it blossom there.
Benjamin Livengood, d. 1 46, Garard'
Fort Cemetery, Garard's Fort, Green
County, Pennsylvania.
Of all the statement · abou death a a relea e, the bluntc ~ t i t his one.
19.
Adam Fisher, d. 1 26,
'hurch Cemete ry,
Pennsylvania.
Another epitaph, only a little less
wording, relates to t he brevity of life, a

Casebeer Lutheran
omerset County,
economical in i ts
common theme.

20 .

Gone so soon.
Minnie IV!. Garner, d. 1 75, St. Matt hew's Church Cemetery, Bedford County, P ennsylvania .
The concept of the flo wer is to be seen again in this
epitaph, undoubtedly a reference to a child who was born
in the spring and who passed away in the fall.
21.

But in this world, alas,
H e was not long to stay.
For with the flowers he came,
And with them passed away.
Martin L. Garner, d. 1 72, t . M atthew's
Church Cemetery, Bedford County, Pennsylvania.
The que tion of brevity of life is close to the idea of
the inevitability of death . At best, it is often said that the
end is always near.

22.
D eath rides in every passing breeze,
And lurks in every flower.
Each season has its own disease;
Its perils every hour.
arah J ane Hu ton, d. 1 63, New Providence Pre byterian Church Cemetery,
Greene ounty, Penn ylvania.
In one of the most common of graye tone statement, a
warning about app roaching death
fa hioned in words
of the deceased.

23.
I n solemn stillness here I lie.
R emember me as you pass by.
A s you are now so once was I.
As 1 am now, so you must be;
Prepare for death and follow me.
George Newcom, d. 1 52( ?), Perry Presbyterian Church Cemetery, Jefferson
County, Penn ylvania.
Death sometime is con idered in a not-too-friendly
fas hion, an attitude not found often in the epitaphs .
24.

A bright flower was plucked
B y the ruthless hand of death.
Dorothy Almeda Martz, d . 1 99, I orth
Freedom E. U. B. Church Cemetery, J efferson ounty, Penn ylvania.
A more usual app roach to a loss is that death is only a
phase beyond which the re i something far more precious
than life.
25 .

There is no death . What
Seems so is transition.
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life
Elysian, whose portal we
Call death.
Elizabeth a nd William T. D avis, d. 1 90
and 1907, Old M ahoning Baptist Church
Cemetery, Indiana County, Pennsylvania.
26.

W eep not fo r me, parents.
Your loss is my gain.
Maggie
ina Rhoads, d. 1 73, Indiana
Cemetery, Indi ana, P ennsylvania.

27.
And there shall be no
Night there.
Lizzie W . Ball, d. 175, T aylor M. E .
Church Cemetery, W ashington County,
Pennsylvania.
2 .

How beauteous are their feet
Who stand on Zion's hill.
Mary C. W etzel, d. 1 1, M a rion Center
Cemetery, l\Iarion Center, Indiana County, Penn ylvania.
An unu ual practice, at lea t to me in t he we tern Pennsylvania a rea, appear in t he next epitap h . The philoophical elemen t becomes an integral part of the ordinary
biographical information one finds on a stone. 2

Gravestone of J . Bailey,' Grove Chapel Lutheran
Church Cemetery, Indiana County, Pennsylvania.

ote t hat t he distinction made here is a m echanical
one rather than a differentiation ba ed on content.
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31.

f'eacefully their forms
Repose; low in these
Graves til y lie. ure
As Christ the Lord arose,
They'll meet IIim in the sky.

111
ill elllory of
Wilham II Ugg/ll~,

SCIL

COllsort of J all( Jl ugglll,'.
Who departed tin llf ,
April 27th AD 1 '44,
With a hope full of IIIl1/lUr/a/Ily Ullc! clerllal /Ife,
I It the 75th year of his age.
WillIam lIugglJl~ , ~r., d. j -+..J, ll ()\\(
Church 'cmet('r~, Washington ('Olll1ty ,
Pcnn ylvania.
The COllllllg reurrectlOll i nlC'nllUllCd 0[((,11 III pitaphs ,
:Ind a dl tmct faith in Chri t appears a \\'ell

30.
I kllow that Illy Redcemer liucs;

32.
(Jo hom my frtends and cease from tears
I mu.st lie here till Christ appear:>.
And here my body must remain,
Till hrist doth call it forth agam.
William Taylor, d. 1 ,,),1, Taylor M. E.
hurch Cern tery, Ira hington
ounty,
Penn ylvania.

Alld ever pray ' for me.
A token of His Love He gwes:
A pledge of liberty.
Mary Jewcll, d. 1 GO, t. Thoma
form d
'hurch
'emetery, Oa
.\. rmslrol1g COllnty, Penn, ylvflnia.

,James E. Hall, d. 1 72, Zion M. E.
Chu rch
cm tery, Jeffe rson
'ounty,
Penn ylvania.
l\ l1other Instancc of the re 'urreclion t heme IS couched in
the form of an admonitIOn from thr gra\'f'.

He10\\,11,

Gencral view of f'asebeer Lutheran Church
Cemetery, omerscl County, Pennsylvania.

aved by grace.

36.

William Croa mun, d. 1 5 , Whi te hurch
ounty,
Cemetery, Hamilton, Jeffer on
Penn yl\'ania.
37.

The only friend I' ve left me now.
Amo Drummond, d.
3, Xorth Point
Cemetery, Xorth Point, Indi ana ounty,
Penn ylvania.
At time~, epItaph a re simple remark about the pa,,(
life of t he d ceaed.
suall y thi type refer to acti \'itic,
or cha racte ristic deemed worthy of remembrance.

3 .
Comrades, halt and dro p a tear.
'Tis a soldier sleeping here.

Gravestone of William Edwa1'ds, d. 1874, Old
Mahoning Baptist Church Cemetery, Indiana
County, Pennsylvania.

Other words of advice from the deceased (actually from
those living at the time, for epitaphs tell more about tho e
living and responsible for various viewpoints than they
do about the dead, word of prai e notwithstanding),
touch on the brevity of life, proper conduct, and the implied achievement of a lvation .
33.

Tomorrow is a doubtful day
To do what should at once be done.
Take comfort from the grave I pray ,
And wait not for tomorrow's sun.
William Good, d. 1 7 , Smicksburg Cemetery, mick burg, Indi a na Cou nty, Pennsylvania.
Note in the following statement-also an admonitionthe inclusion of the introductory part of the epitaph noted
earlier. The rh yme i considerab ly trained, but the point
is clear enough.

3-1 .

Go home, my friend s,
And cease from tears.
[ must lie here till
(,hrist appears.
Repent in time whilst
Time ye have.
There's no repentance
In the grave.

An t hon y Gallagher, d. 1 65, Old 1\1ahol1ing Bapti t Church Cemetery, India na
County, Penn ylvania.
39.

Killed while piling timber on North Fo rk.
Fremont M cNutt, d . 1 79, Worthville
'emeter)" Worth v ille, J effer on County,
Penn ylvania.
40.

A native of Ireland.
George Britton, d. 1 59, T aylo r 11. E .
Church Cemetery, Washington
ounty,
P enn ylvania.
41.

She was a member of the Lutheran
Church and left good evidence of
Having made peace with her God. he
IV as a kind mother of seven children.
M a ry Pil e, d . 1 70, 1\1e ia h Luthera n
Church Cell1eter~', New Centerville,
omer et Count~' , P enn ylvania.
42.

He was a member of Co. K ,
11 th Pa. R eserves and was in
J1J any hard fought battles.
His motto was God first, and
Th en my country.
A. J. H a rl, d. 1 62, P erry Presb\·tcrian
Chu rch Cemeter~', J effe rson County,
P nn, y lvania.
43 .

Beneath th e Indians' tom m II lulU'!.-.
Me and my babe u;e fell.
Was hurried suddenly au'all
With Jesus fo r to dwell.

Dorotha Mille r, d. 1 35, Mes iah Lu theran C hurch Cemetery, New
ente rville, , omerset Cou nty, Pennsylvania.
The la t of the admon itory type is one of the mol' common epitaph.
35.

My head once heavy now at rest,
lvly groans no more are heard.
My race is run, my grace you see;
Prepare for death and follow me .
amue! Redding, d. 1 2, Hopewell M. E.
C hurch
emetery, Fro tburg, Jeffer on
County, Penn y!va nia.
tatement a re found which how some general religious
belief . The two below are models of succin ct wording .

E li zabeth orb]y, d. 17 2, Garard 's Fort
Cem tery, Garard' Fort , Greene County,
Pe nn ~.d vania.
At times, the re a re memories recorded of a very perona! nat ur . FollowinlY i a sta t e l~' exa mpl e.
44.

In grateful remembrance of a
Loving and belOl'('(l W ife.
I erect this small monum nl
To prolo ng the debt due to
Tf er virt1les.
Edmund Roberts
l\Iary Robert, d . 1 10, Rehohoth Pre,b~, terian Church Cemetery, W e. tmorclancl Cou nt:-·, Penn y lvania.
63

[JOICC .lIcthodi t Church Cem tcry, Trashinglon
WI he!> were expre "eu by the living for the dead. The
fir tone i probably as common an epitaph a th re i
to be found.
45.
R est in pace.
John Babi h, d. 1934, T aylor M . E.
hurch
emete ry, 'i a hington
ounty,
Pennsylvania.
46.

Peac ful be thy sil nt slumber,
Peaceful in the grave so low.
Thou no more will join our number;
Thou no more our songs shall know.
I abell Lafferty, d. 1 69, t. Thomas R eformed
hurch
emetery, Gastown,
Arm trong ounty, Penn ylvania.
A hope for ill rea hing of II aven i found.
47 .

At rest on a peacefuL bed,
Relieved from all life's cares;
ecurely may her ashes lie,
And wait the summons from on high.
a ra h Ann
anor, d . 1 2, Plumville
Bapti t
hurch
meiery, Plumville,
Indi ana ou nty, P nn ylvania.
ccasionally, one come across an epitaph which doe
not fit into any particular category; u ually this is becau,
it i not complete nough to make sen e.
ood in t ntion '
are about the be t that can be said in ellipti cal cn
uch
as this one.
64

Olillty, Pennsyrvania.
48.

tl1V to enter in at the strait
Gate for 1 wa cut off like a
Rose in the middle of my bloom.
Hugh Eluin, d. 1 66, Baraca Cemetery,
Plumville, Indiana County, Penn ylvania.
nother ort al 0 relate t o word from the decea ed.
LIi final word utte red- 0 goe the claim-were put on
the stone.
49.

fl i last words were :
The mu ic i coming nearer and
earer. ] sn't it wonderful?
R eynold Thomp on, d. 1 77, Indiana
emetery, Indiana, Pennsylvania.
The la t two epitaph perhap provide the best summary for the whole ubject. They peak for them elves in
the en e that th y how that epitaph are the living
p aking to the living.
50.
<.

His

111

mary fills our hearts.
Frederic Hoover, d. 1 54, Georgeville
em tery, Georgeville, Indiana County,
P nn ylvania.
51.

IT' hen 1 am come on earth no more,

orne one will chide while other praise,
And some dear /I-iend with a sad heart
Above our head a white tone rai .
ath rine Bo\\' I' , d. 1 90, Findley treet
cmetery, Punx uta\\'ney, I enn ylvuni:1.
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